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Facing the changing
concerns of
environmental
movements, the
ecology club worked
to promote an
appreciation for
nature on campus by
instituting recycling
and conservation
programs. Lea Ising,
a Danish exchange
student, learned more
about the club at the
Activities Fair in
September. Photo by
Toni Panetta

Student life

Students listen to comedians brought to campus by
SOMA. The comedians
spoke about diversity,
tolerance and similarities
shared by all people.
Photo by Sue Woirol

Amy Prine contemplates how to
spend her last
weekend of fail
semester. Photo
by Megan Abair

Opening

Activities

Community members could
always find things to do
around campus because of
various events that the
different on-campus organizations sponsored. Photo
courtesy of the Thalians

Faculty and student interaction were
greatly recognized on campus as one of
the best parts of the curriculum because
of the supportive relationships that
developed. Photo by Toni Panetta

Faculty
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Societies participated in many
diverse activities.
The planning
required time and
manual labor to
make the events
successful. Photo
by Megan Abair

Societies

Seniors
The stresses of graduation, gradschool applications, resumés, and
job searches caused seniors to
create small breaks to alleviate
the drudgeries.
Photo by Toni Panetta
During practice, Dennis
Mohagen times his teammates on their medley
performances in the freestyle
event. Timing was critical
for swimmers who worked
to improve personal records.
Photo by Toni Panetta

Sports

Closing

Saying goodbye for the year
often meant tying up loose
ends while rushing off to
finals. The warm summer
breezes signaled the end of a
year full of changes and
transformations. Photo by
Liza Gershman
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s the new year opened, returning students noticed many differences had

taken shape over the summer months. A large clearing punctuated the
northern side of the CI, while dark green umbrellas invited students in to eat.
Unfamiliar faces dotted the administrative staff, with a major overhaul

in the office of residential life. Three new area coordinators accepted
positions, and Tracy Poon became the new director of student activities. New
faculty members added their expertise to many of the departments.
The freshman class brought in a diverse population: one with higher
percentages of males and minorities than in years past. As freshmen overran
the campus during orientation week, one would have guessed that classes had
already begun due to the high levels of involvement and enthusiasm displayed.
With the student union renovated and construction under way for The
Club, students found themselves looking for areas to work, study, eat, and
relax. The Acropolis and KWTR were relocated to new offices while the off
campus students searched for a place to eat lunch Losing The Spot to
renovations, students forfeited their only choice for mealn-canipus when
they couldn't make it to the Cl.
Faculty considered proposals for a Revisioning of the curriculum,
hoping to incorporate a more global approach to the Whittier mission with the
available resources. The growth of the faculty allowed departments to offer
new and more diverse courses than those already offered.
While the shake-ups and displacements upset ime members of the
community, everyone realized that the situations and cumstances were just
some of the faces of change

by Toni Panetta
Participating in Rafael Chabran's holiday celebration meant taking a few hours out of their busy
schedules for Rick Bruemmer and Mica Murillo.
Such activities, and many others, occurred all
over campus; for many, it was just a matter of
finding out where the activities were to be held.
Photo by Megan Abair
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he more things change, the more they stay the same... or so the proverb

claimed. As new students matriculated into the school and old ones adapted to
life beyond the campus, the activities that filled their days ranged from classes
to surfing. The ways in which we all spent our time held a common theme—one
that fit our generation, but we each added our own unique twist to whatever we
pursued.
Whether it was spending hours in the student union in the Acropolis. QC.
or CUR offices or tossing a lacrosse ball across the quad, we all found Ava-vs to
become involved in the school, but to still maintain our lndl\lduahk

WO

followed in the footsteps of those who had come before us, participating in the
clubs that had been long established, and forming new ones that fit the times thai
shaped us
We came back from the summer after haying traveled abroad, worked,
or studied in summer school. We geared up for yet another term of classes; but
we enthusiastically welcomed time to spend meeting more people and learning
new faces. We anxiously awaited the completion of changes on campus,
including the transformation of the Café Inn into the Café at the Campus 11111
under new management by Bon Appetit
We tackled current event issues in our classes and with our friends,
discussing the ramifications of O.J. Simpson's acquittal and Yitzhak Rabin's
assassination in Israel at a peace rally. We watched friends shipped off to foreign
lands to aid the peace process. The world shocked us with its harsh, unmerciful
progression, but we learned to adapt to the changes that each new situation
by Toni Panetta
brought us.
Caught in the wrong era, freshmen Milan
Boulette and Sean Roy display their Halloween
spirit as they celebrate the holiday in style. Many
students took advantage of the holiday to continue traditions from home; others dressed in full
regalia throughout the weekend and hit several
Photo by Megan Abair
parties off campus.
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WHEN
c lass es
CHASE INDOLENCE AWAY
How do
Whittier College students
and dancin3 rver
spend their
time after the
ni3kt, It was muko last day of finals of the
spring
semesfun."
ter? Most of us
would think
—(0 leen htzpatrk
that we all follow the great
tradition of summer vacation and
take off to exotic foreign lands to
escape from the realities of college life for a few weeks. However, when students are actually
asked what they do during those
three months away from school,
there is a surprisingly diverse array of answers that we get. Here
are some of the activities that students were involved in this past
summer:
"I had a research internship at UC Santa Cruz. The experiences I have gathered have
added to my knowledge of chemistry techniques, but at the same
time it was relaxing because of the
beautiful environment surrounding the laboratory," explained senior Dylan Schiemann.
Junior Myles Copeland
found himself in a radio studio
during the hot summer months
and he managed to do something
that most jobs would probably not
offer, "I had a radio internship

"We went out to pubs

S

student life

where I learned how bad country
music is. I also launched a naked
blow-up woman from the top of a
mountain."
Then again, some students did indeed follow the traditional travel-and-make-newfriends path and visited different
corners of the world. Cindy Bock
traveled with two of her best high
school friends to the ever-popular
Hawaii, "We stayed in a condo for
nine days and we veged and
played in the sun. We also went
snorkeling and did all the touristy
stuff."
Another traveler, Colleen Fitzpatrick, visited an island
as well, but one in a much cooler
climate. As a graduation present,
she went to Ireland for three
weeks. "We spent the time traveling around and visiting family and
friends. We went out to pubs and
dancing almost every night—it
was mucho fun."
Whatever students spent
their summer
doing, it was ' had a researh internship
obvious that
the diversity in
at V Santa (ruz...tkat
activities reflected the diadded to m 6wed3e
versity and individual interof (kmistr.
ests of the
Whittier col—Dan Shirmann
lege student
body.
by Boglarka Kiss

apturing the
essence of
'the moment,
Toni
Panetta and
friend celebrate
another friend's
marriage in August.
As students
progressed through
college, they learned
about compatible
living and
establishing longlasting relationships.
The realities of
marriage emphasized
the importance of
acquiring a quality
education to support
oneself after
graduation.
Photo courtesy of
Toni Panetta

xploring the Irish
countryside, Colleen
.4 Fitzpatrick (center) and
friends revel in the beauty of
the scenery. Several students
used the summer months to
travel in different countries to
experience different cultures.
Unfortunately, the short time
period did not allow enough
time to truly explore everything
the countries had to offer.
Photo courtesy of Colleen
Fitzpatrick

F

warfed by the majestic
Blue Mosque in Istanbul,
L.) Ryan Johnson explores
the wonders of Turkey. Like
many of Whittier's students,
Johnson traveled abroad for the
summer seeking fun and
adventure. Istanbul has a
wonderful culture and beautiful
scenery, which Johnson
enjoyed exploring.
Photo courtesy of Ryan
Johnson

fter basking in the
tropical sun, Cindy
.1..
Bock (center) and
companions stop for dinner at
Planet Hollywood in Hawaii.
Hawaii beckoned to several
students during the semester,
either as a vacation spot or as a
home state. The rich culture of
the islands added to its
mystique, attracting people
from around the world.
Photo courtesy of Cindy Bock
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ooking over the revised
list of available classes,
an
unsuspecting
freshman stares at the computer
screen which may-deny him
registration in the courses in
which he wishes to enroll.
Registration was often
frustrating for freshmen, as they
were forced to enroll in
undesirable courses, due to the
demand for the more popular
courses. Photo by Toni Panetta

L

ean of Students Susan
Allen addresses new
freshmen and transfers
at the Convocation ceremony,
closing the week of orientation.
Student leaders helped counsel
the new students about class
loads, schedules, and learning
to live with a roommate, in an
attempt to make the transition
to college life as easy as
possible.
Photo by Toni Panetta
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ndercover freshman
Wally Rosales stops to
chat with Brett
Schraeder in the faculty center,
offering a welcome break from
an otherwise hectic day where
freshmen registered their cars,
found insurance, paid forphone
hook-ups, and took care of other
important items during
orientation week.
Photo by Toni Panetta
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FROM
extreme
RELAXATION TO ACADEMIA
ophomore
Demian
Marienthal, a
first-year resident
adviser, speaks
with a storekeeper on Olivera
Street during the
RA orientation
program. RAs
and ACs traveled
to the Museum of
Tolerance to learn
about diversity
and how to
promote tolerance
and acceptance of
various cultures.
Photo by Toni
Panetta

S

Sprained
ankles.
Dayarrved ear1 bause
long seminars.
Memorizing
plays and pream a student traner,
paring for the
season. Adbe p wth ath el( lnlullft ministering
CPR and extinguishing fires.
—Yeroni(a keiro
All this, and
more, in less
than two weeks' time.
Students arrived for
classes officially on September
5th, but many came early for fall
sports, resident adviser training,
and other activities that required
their diligence before the beginning of the semester.
RAs returned in midAugust to learn the ropes of advising, disciplining, and creating a
living environment for not only
themselves, but also their peers.
The 29 RAs worked closely with
three new Area Coordinators,
Trisha Wells, Christina Purcell,
and Letycia Torres, as well as the
single returning AC, John
Paerels. Together, the staffs created environments for their peers
that would foster happy, healthy
communities that invited students
to become active on campus.
The benefits of becoming a resident adviser far outweighed the disadvantages of returning early. Sarajane Reible, a

third-year RA, shared, "I especially like working with freshmen. Although it's a lot of responsibility, I enjoy helping
people see the positive aspects of
Whittier."
RAs, however, were not
the only ones who returned early.
Many athletic teams started their
seasons early, returning to practice and conditioning two weeks
before the season began. Teams
went through vigorous two-a-day
practices to develop the competitive mentality that would carry
them through the season.
Along with sports teams
were the student trainers who
came to wrap ankles and keep the
athletes in shape and ready to perform at peak levels. Veronica
Guerrero explained, "I arrived
early because I am a student
trainer. I help with athletic injuries. The early schedule was primarily centered around the football schedule."
Certainly, students
ni when people
who arrived
early on camcome up to ou and
pus benefited
from the programs that al- thank 1ou for evrrth ing
lowed them to
)IOUV? done."
develop better
skills to survive during the
—Sarajane keibe
semester.
by Toni Panetta
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FIRE
burningKEEPS TRADITION ALIVE
"The bonfire
was fun because
that's
on the wall was fun. It
when I was
would have been more crowned. I was
really surfun if more peopl e had prised," exclaimed Andrea Barber,
(ome.
the sophomore
—Diego Adamo
class princess.
The bonfire
capped off a day full of homecoming festivities that began in the
afternoon with a carnival that
boasted a gyroscope, a velcro
wall, Sumo-wrestling outfits, a
bouncing castle, a band, and a
cotton candy booth.
The carnival festivities
began early in the afternoon, but
there wasn't a general knowledge
among the students to advertise
what the event was, until after
classes had ended for the day and
people started wandering through
the quad. Program Board member Christina Sports elaborated,
"This was the first time we've
done something this organized in
a long time—there weren't a lot of
people at first, because it took a
while for people to figure out what
was going on."
The student who did attend the carnival enjoyed the
events overall. Commented Diego Adamo, "Doing the threeman fly on the wall was the most

"Doing the three-man fy

12 student life

fun. Not enough people came
though: it would have been so
much more fun if there had been
more people."
Although attendance
during the carnival was low, more
people flocked to the annual bonfire, at which time underclass
homecoming royalty was announced. Also, the story of the
long-standing rivalry between
Occidental and Whittier was recounted. Students learned about
the generations-old tradition of
playing for the bronze shoes.
"They play for my brother Myron
Claxton's shoes. Whittier and
Oxy's rivalry is for the bronze
shoes, which is sort of a trophy,"
explained Nate Goetz.
According to Ryan
Johnson, "I liked the ceremonies
at the bonfire the best because I
was proud of all of my brothers
who were candidates for homecoming royalty."
Continuing the tradition
of homecoming festivities "The bonfire was fun
helped the
community beause tko's when
merge together
as a whole, was (rownrd, I was
while also giving individuals
red 1y surprised."
the chance to
enjoy a part of
—Andrea barber
the annual festivities.
by Toni Panetta

rogram Board
Chair
Dave Stimler
cheers
as Jenny
Herndon makes
quick work of her
opponent Julie
Lawendowski at the
year's homecoming
carnival. The Sumo
wrestling outfits
were a popular
attraction for
students, because it
allowed them to
alleviate some
stress while having
fun. There was a
line of fans waiting
to wrestle the entire
afternoon of the
carnival.

p

Photo by Toni
Panetta

i lying back against her
will, freshman Melissa
Inman learns the laws of
physics first-hand on the
resistance device set up at the
carnival. Students attached
themselves to a rubber cord
and ran to the edge of the tunnel,
then flew backwards as the
huge rubber band contracted.
The stress relieving attraction
was an enjoyable challenge.
Photo by Toni Panetta

F

wirling away, freshman
Amanda
Vaughn
prepares cotton candy for
visitors to the carnival that was
held in the upperquad. Program
Board used student fees to bring
the carnival, which included a
gyroscope, velcro wall, Sumo
wrestling, ajumping castle, and
a band, and cotton candy, to
campus as part of the
homecoming festivities.
Photo by Liza Gershman

T

eeping warm in the
evening, students
gathered around the
bonfire in the quad. An annual
event, the bonfire introduced
homecoming court to the
student body and officially
kicked off the annual festivities.
Students took advantage of the
opportunity to take a break from
their studies to socialize with
friends and share in tradition.
Photo by Liza Gershman
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arrying on the longestablished halftime
tradition, seniors Josh
Rosenthal and Helen Baron
display their royal garb. Other
members of the royal
homecoming court were
Jeremy Curran and Jill
Caviezal, Geoff Stults and
Andrea Barber, and Eden Pond
and Vicky Yang.
Photo courtesy of QC'/Jascha
Kaykas-Wolff

C

njoying the evening's
festivities, Victor Ruble,
.1 Geoff Stults, Stuart
Ayling, Ty Bardo, and Mike
Dobrzycki step off the dance
floor for a while at the Crystal
Marquis. A lot of students went
to the homecoming dance with
friends, and danced until well
into the morning before calling
an end to the event.
Photo courtesy of Andrea
Barber

F
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aking the ideaof "playing
for the shoes" a bit too
far, an Oxy player
attempts to take the shoes of a
Whittier poet by tackling him.
Although losing to Oxy was
disheartening, many students
and fans were present at the
game, supporting and cheering
on a young football team with
few returning players.
Photo courtesy of QC'/Jascha
Kaykas-Wolff
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FROM FIELD TO FLOOR
I was disappointed by "People were

aking a
break from
all the
excitement at the
home coming
dance, Geoff Stults
and Andrea Barber
pause to capture the
moment. Stults and
Barber were
crowned
sophomore class
prince and princess
at the bonfire the
previous night.
Photo courtesy of
Andrea Barber

T

able to get
the outcome of the
crazy, with no
worries, befootball game, because cause it was on
a Friday. Last
it is my last
year, it was on
tiomecoming, and we a Thursday, so
people had to
played Oxy."
worry about
classes
and
—fate oetz
tests," commented Ryan Johnson, on the
choice to hold the homecoming
dance on a Friday evening.
By holding the dance on
Friday, more students were able to
attend, and the turnout was great.
Program Board member Christina
Sports shared, "They had to take
down a couple of tables because it
was really crowded."
Johnson added, "There
were more people—it had no ventilation because it was so
packed!"
The influx of students at
the dance was emphasized by the
number of off-campus students
who made appearances. They had
to contend with driving to the
Crystal Marquis to enjoy the festivities. Many of them, however,
had friends who lived on-campus
who allowed them to crash in their
rooms.
Mike Garabedian explained, "Being an off-campus
student, I had to find friends to

stay with on-campus after the
dance. It's good to know I have
friends I can count on."
The dance did not end
the weekend. On Saturday night,
the Poets played district rival Occidental. The players went into
the game pumped for a win. The
game continued a long-standing
rivalry that ended with the winner
claiming the famed bronze shoes.
Unfortunately, the team's efforts
fell short as they ended the game
with a disappointing 7-10 defeat.
Nate Goetz recalled, "I was disappointed by the outcome of the
football game because it's my last
homecoming game and we played
Oxy. We haven't won the shoes
back for a longtime, before I came
to Whittier."
The tough defeat to Oxy
did not dampen everyone's spirits, because many students gathered at the Whittier Hilton to join
alumni who had returned for the
weekend for an evening of dancing and leisurely conver- "Peop? were d6e to
sation.
Alumni, stu3?t crazy, with no
dents, and faculty mingled, worries, Le&Sf it was
showing that
Whittier is a
on a friddy ni3ht."
place where
everyone is al—Pyan Johnson
ways welcome.
by Toni Panetta
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WORK
changes
EATERIES AND HABITS
Pounding
through the
lower level of
hasn't hanged-but
the student
union, condrfinitey see a kane struction
workers demolished the
for the better" Club, the Spot,
K W T R ' s
—t\e3an Aboir
transmittance
offices and the
Acropolis's office. Off-campus
students found themselves kicked
out of their only on-campus eating
option while others found themselves crowded into the CI to grab
lunch in between courses.
The renovations that
seemed to last forever were the
path to a new, more structurally
sound Club for students to hang
out and host parties and dances in.
The administration had agreed to
cover the tab for dance floors to be
brought in to the faculty center.
The administration hoped that
renovating the Club would boost
the on-campus social activities.
Ty Bardo said of the
renovations, "I am excited to see
them complete. However, right
now I don't think there's a true
social part. I think the Club will
bring the social life back onto
campus."
Tiffany Dean argued,
"There hasn't really been significant renovations. I don't think

Somr peop E' say it
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there's anything for them now and
I'm not sure the Club can do the
job."
A more positive view
was expressed by Jeff Cain, who
commented, "I think it will be
very exciting for the Club to open.
I think it will be a good thing
because students can hang out and
dance."
The changes in the Club
were not the only differences students encountered as a result of
mass renovations. The student
union was the primary focus of the
changes, as the CI changed appearances as well. Green umbrellas popped up and plates adorned
the walls, to make the atmosphere
more inviting.
"Some people say it
hasn't changed at all, but I definitely see a change—it may not be
huge, but definitely a change for
the better, especially the MTO
bar. The staff is a lot nicer; it
seems more personal and easy
going. People
hang out there "I thin it will be very
more," Megan
excitinS for the Cub to
Abair added.
The
open ... beause
changes
seemed for the
students (an bans out
better overall,
by providing a
and dance."
more social atmosphere for
—Je (an
students.
by Toni Panetta

onstruction
of the
new
Club began
in the
summer months,
but was most
noticed by
students
throughout the
year. Workers
cleared out a large
space next to the
CI to expand the
area of the Club.
Most of the
demolition was
felt by students
during lunch, in
the form of
drilling and
pounding just one
floor beneath
them.
Photo by Deborah
Vitale

C

rabbing a banana
on the way to
class, Adam Bennett
utilizes the Cl's new hours. At
opening this year, the dining
times were varied, offering
extended hours for students
unable to catch a meal between
events. The policy was wellreceived by an overwhelming
majority of the student body.
Photo by Toni Panetta

G

onversation flowed
easily in the Campus Inn
once remodeling and
redecorating had been
completed. The inviting
atmosphere reminded students
of indoor cafes, and was a
positive change. Students
offered input on how to
improve the Campus Inn by
filling out comment cards.
Photo by Sue Woirol

C

ore space in the
Student Union
allowed students to
relax between classes. Because
the fireplace was removed in
May of 1995, two pool tables,
two ping-pong tables, and a
foosball table were easily
surrounded by couches used
by students killing time inbetween classes.
Photo by Sue Woirol
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esidential
adviser
Heather Brandt serves
up a bit of competition
in the tennis tournament. Many
members of the Residential
Life staff participated in the
festivities, as well as helping to
coordinate them. This helped
RAs to relieve stress from their
job, as well as allowing them to
get back at some of their
residents.
Photo by Megan Abair

R

he Harris Beasties grunt
and grind their
way through the tugof-war competition. Hours of
preparation paid off for the
300+ students who were
involved in the weekend,
affording them the opportunity
to forget about school worries
for a while and participate with
their peers in friendly
competition.
Photo by Toni Panetta

T
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inalizing the scores forthe
Cracker
Eating
competition and Mystery
Event are Dave Leonard and
Nate Goetz, updating the latest
placements for the teams. The
efforts needed to make the
weekend run smoothly
included the work of Trisha
Wells, who coordinated the
weekend, and the entire
Residential Life Staff.
Photo by Toni Panetta
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DUEL
0

e.en,,
HOUSES AND CLASSES
teeth in
pain,
Susie
ttingher
On exerts all her
energy in a
desperate attempt
to help her team
win the tug-of-war
competition that
was one of the
highlights of this
year's Sportsfest.
Competition was
fierce, as each
team tried to
prove that they
were "King of the
Hill."
Photo by Toni
Panetta

Competition.
Revenge. Tradition. The
thrill of victory.
The sting of defeat, at the
hands of your
peers, your
neighbors, your
roommate,
your friends.
The reason:
The Fight for the

though some teams competed
with minimal numbers of team
members. The race to make all the
?r?monis were botk
events continued to plague teams,
as those who did not make the
event's
scheduled times were peS3?(ia11y
red (00
nalized 500 points for a forfeit.
The games opened with
iLed tke slice skow.
Myles Copeland completing the
last leg of the torch run through
—0y-Allan Omo
campus, lighting the official
Sportsfest torch at the amphitheSportsfest '95,
ater. Opening ceremonies continHill.
ued with a performance by a co"All my years here, it median who had previously aptook me until my senior year to peared on MTV.
finally win a sweatshirt. Turner
The popularity of
Hall rules!" Noelani Ajimini, a Sportsfest varied, but the dislike
Turner Hall resident adviser, came mostly as a result of the
commented about the victory that timing of the event. Collene
Turner's women's team, To Smith added, "There's something
Whittier College, Thanks for the every weekend, so it's not like
Memories grabbed during you get a free weekend. There's
Sportsfest weekend.
Homecoming, Sportsfest,
Continuing the tradition Honor's Weekend, finals, society
of competition in a variety of rushes ... It was better in the spring,
events, students from both on- and because it was kind of a break."
off-campus teamed up to claim
The
the title of first place and have weekend was
All my years here, it
their team name immortalized on the result of
the official Sportsfest Trophy. many hours of
took. me until my
The winners this year both came work put in by
from the Garrett House area, the Residential
senior year to finally
which consisted of Turner and Life staff, who
Ball residents. For the men, it was ensured that
win a sweatshirt.
First Floor First Place Again who things ran
took the title.
smoothly.
Turner hail rules!"
Tough competition by Toni
came from other areas, even Panetta
—floelani Ajimini

Oprnin3 and (0Sifl8
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HIGH
caliber
RECRUITS TOUR CAMPUS
"The primary
value of Honors
Weekend is
Whittier the
to get high caliopportunity to recruit ber students together so they
the hi8h-c1 uality, higNy can interact. It
also gives faculty the opportalented students,
tunity to get to
—rmi l\ar
know these
students and
for the students to meet the faculty," chemistry professor Devin
limoto elaborated when asked
about the purpose of Honors
Weekend.
Again this fall, Admissions outlined a program that allowed high school seniors to
come to campus to visit the school
and experience a bit of Poet life.
Students arrived on campus for
the weekend and stayed with host
students who volunteered their
room space. While not in students' rooms, the high school students visited classes that corresponded to their particular areas
of interest and possible majors.
Another aspect of the
weekend included interviews
with faculty members. Kim Thomas, economics professor,
shared, "You can't always tell
everything about a person from
the paper summary. The personal
inerviews reveal unseen depths in
these incredible people."

"The weekend 8ives

20
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Economics professor
Greg Woirol explained, "The
unique thing about Honors Weekend is that prospective students at
Whittier meet and interview with
faculty plus have an extended stay
on campus. It gives the visitors a
real opportunity to see what life
on the Whittier campus is like."
The program draws applicants and interested students
from various parts of the country,
but generally brings in curious
students from California. However, as Admissions director
Urmi Kar said, "The weekend
gives Whittier the opportunity to
recruit the high quality, highly talented students. The visitors are
the top of the early applicant
Pool."
Kar went on to comment, "Two things were different
with this group. We attracted students from two states that we had
not had applicants from previously. We had diversity and it was
a very friendly,
The primary value of
talkative
group."
the honors week.end is
The
weekend's
to Set hi3h-aliber
success was
evident when
students together so
many of the
visitors exthey can interad.
pressed their
—Devin limoto
enjoyment of
the school.
by Toni Panetta

isters Natalie
and Nicole
Roman take
time
between
classes to chat
with Sondra
Albert, a visitor to
Whittier during
the annual Honors
Weekend. Natalie
hosted Sondra
during her visit.
The Honors
Weekend was a
chance for the
college to show
high school
seniors interested
in Whittier what
the college had to
offer. Coincidentally, all
three girls
graduated from La
Serna High
School.
Photo by Sue
Woirol
1

•S

hecking out her itinerary
(
for the weekend, honor
\J student from Seattle
Washington, Poppy Fry
realizes she has a few minutes
to enjoy the warm California
weather. She commented that,
"It's much better weather here
than anywhere else I'm
applying." Many other students
found Whittier's location ideal
as well.
Photo by Sue Woirol

prospective student
listens to economics
professor Greg Woirol
during the Honors Weekend.
Honors students were given an
opportunity to be college
students for a day, as they sat
through classroom lectures, ate
lunch in the cafeteria, and
attended other campus events.
Some prospectives stayed
overnight in the dorms as well.
Photo by Conrad Haro

A

part of the final
ceremonies of the
- awards
banquet, early
S
applicants and honors students
learned about scholarships and
other opportunities to help them
pay for their education. The
banquet added to an already
fun-filled weekend that helped
many prospectives decide that
Whittier was the place for them
for the four college years.
Photo by Rich Cheatham

Honors weekend L

hen asked about equity
in athletics, Janine
Kramer took a unique
stand on the issue. "I think we
should spend an equal amount
of money between men's and
women's sports, provided
equal numbers of men and
women want to play sports."
Many students felt spending
should be divided equally
among men and women.
Photo by Liza Gershinan

W

enior Chaana Rosenthal
noted that she had noticed
a gap in spending as a
volleyball player her freshman
year, in terms of the quality of
vehicles used to transport teams
to other schools to compete.
She added, however, that what
she had observed was the
football team receiving more
money than other sports, as
opposed to a real gender gap.
Photo by Deborah Vitale

S
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ighting to be recognized
as a varsity sport, the
women's lacrosse team
followed similar recruiting and
playing procedures of league
teams. Tara Barnhart, a
graduate fellow and assistant
swim coach, commented, "If
Whittier College wants to
comply with the law regarding
gender equity, they will need
to do some major reworking."
Photo by Site Woirol
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As-sistant Directeam (âfl afford new tor of Athletics
Sherry Calvert
filed
a gender
goalposts which exceed
equity comthe entire track, budget, plaint with the
U.S. Department of Educasomething is wrong.
tion on Sep—Dylan Shiemann
tember 18,
1995. Allegedly, the College is in violation of
Title IX of the 1972 Civil Rights
Act because it has been practicing
discrimination on the basis of sex
in athletics over the last 4 years.
Calvert's complaint is a
direct response to what she has
observed as an alarming growth
of the football program and the
negligence of the College to
equally support the athletic needs
of female students. If the College
is found to have acted in violation
of Title IX, federal funding may
be suspended by the Department
of Education. As of December
1995, an investigation led by the
Department of Education was not
complete.
The gender issue affects
many student athletes, some of
whom have expressed mixed feelings regarding the matter. Alicia
Becker commented, "Personally I
didn't even notice the imbalance
in funding before the issue was
brought up. [But since then], I

When t:he football

don't think
there's
an inequity
in funding; I
haven't noticed
anything,"
commented Rich
Fish about the
questions raised in
relation to equity in
athletics. The
filing of the suit
against the school
catapulted the gender
issue into prime focus
for many
administrative
personnel.
Photo by Liza
Gershinan

QUITY ISSUE
have thought about it. Every place
I've been, the men's teams always
have better equipment, nicer
transportation and lots of extras
compared to the women's teams.
They are always a step or two
ahead of funding. It isn't fair."
Senior volleyball player
Sabrina Lee had similar feelings,
"It seems as though the women's
sports could not even be there, and
it wouldn't matter to the school.
Men's basketball and football get
the financial emphasis." She also
felt that open support for
women's sports was something
that needed improvement as well.
"It is really a good feeling when
people show support for a team. It
is an important motivator and a
great, no-cost support the administration could give the women's
teams."
The gender issue was
undoubtedly a very controversial
one that required careful scrutiny
and examination of all available
facts. Hopefully, everyone 'There should be more
will come out
as winners in
of a balance in
this battle, refunding. It is wrong
gardless of
their sex or the
that some sports get
sports to which
they devote
more than others."
their talent,
time, and dedi—han Atwater
cation.
by Boglarka Kiss
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LIFE
is o 6es
SHARED WITH PEERS
Priding itself
on diversity,
Pakistan and Iran on
the campus
fostered a comcampus. I hadn't met munity of acceptance, tolpeople from those
erance, and
cultures before coming education
about all culto Whittier.
tures and
lifestyles.
—Paul t\inassian
Ranging from
ethnic clubs to tolerance groups,
such as Eliminating Campus
HOmophobia (ECHO), the
school outlined the importance of
eliminating cross-cultural ignorance.
The question of what
defined multiculturalism was
central to the discussion, and allowed for diverse interpretation
for students. Molly Tarleton offered, "I think there are a lot of
clubs but they are not all-encompassing. There should be a club
on campus that emphasizes the
diversity as a whole and not just
the factions."
Many clubs offered students the chance to experience
aspects of various cultures. HIC
held a teriyaki bash early in the
year and provided homemade
food. ASA held its annual Asian
Night celebration, which offered
food and entertainment native to
the Orient. Other clubs promoted
awareness of various issues per-

"I've met students from

:'1
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taming to such subjects as gender
equity and non-violent alternatives to the war in Bosnia.
ophomore
For those students who
Jaime
Wemett
came from beyond the nation's
relaxes in the
boundaries, they added to the diStudent
versity on campus by sharing their
Union while
heritages. Explained Paul
listening to one of
Minassian, "I think
the comedians
during SOMA's
multiculturalism is extremely acComedian Night.
tive. Each culture has a club and
SOMA became
event. I've been to some of the
more active on
campus this year,
events and it helps me learn about
sponsoring such
the culture."
events as
With the limited fundComedian Night,
ing that the community faced,
which featured
comedians of
clubs found it difficult to have
various ethnic
enough money to properly share
origins, as well as
different customs. Criticized
an event which
Edwin Failano, "The school does
featured a reggae
foster it in terms of programming
band.
Photo by Sue
but most of the issues are brought
Woirol
up by clubs. Most ethnic clubs
don't get enough funds to sponsor
events
Although criticism was
offered, diversity on campus was
not denied, as
"I don't tkinL tk?
students from
all cultures,
heritages, and s(kool is doin8 ?nou8k
lifestyles were
represented
to mak \Wkittir
and encouraged to share
muki(ultura
their beliefs
with their
—Jess Duman
peers.
by Toni Panetta

ne of many comedians
who participated in
SOMA's Comedian
Night elicits laughter. The
event encouraged students to
look past ethnic boundaries; to
appreciate the absurdity of all
human beings, instead of
focusing on the differences of
foreign cultures. The events
were well-attended, and
enjoyed by all who participated.
Photo by Toni Panetta

arents and students
enjoyed
eating
traditional Hawaiian
cuisine at the annual Teryaki
Bash sponsored by the
Hawaiian Islanders Club. This
traditional event offered
students a chance to get a taste
of the Hawaiian culture, in more
ways than one. HIC also
sponsored a traditional
Hawaiian luau in the spring.
Photo by Liza Gershnan

tudents take a break
from their hectic
academic lives to enjoy
a few laughs with their friends,
at one of many activities
sponsored by the Society for
Multicultural Awareness
(SOMA). This night featured
comedians from the Los
Angeles area. The event was
held in the Student Union, and
was open to the entire student
body. Photo by Toni Panetta
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ut for the count, Derek
Grant tries to catch
up on much needed
sleep he forfeited the night
before, writing a paper for
finals. The work load students
juggled with all their activities
made residence hall rooms a
refuge. Many students
transformed the bare rooms into
bedrooms, kitchens, living
rooms, and offices.

0

Photo by Megan Abair

bout to open a game of
pool, Conan McKay
analyzes the first shot
that he plans to take. Johnson,
Ball, Wardman, Stauffer and
Wanberg Halls all had pool
tables for residents to use during
study breaks. Turner boasted
computers, while Harris most
closely resembled apartment
complexes, with four small
subunits.

4

Photo bY Megan Abair
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life,

rying to remember when
the Shannon Center first
opened, Lizette Carmona
and Stephanie Butler help their
Sportsfest team complete the
Whittier Hunt Event, a trivia
game about Whittier College.
Sportsfest, although open to the
entire Whittier community.
encouraged students living in
residence halls to meet new
people and work together.

T

Photo by Megan Abair

HOME
develops
IN COMMUNITY HALLS
Sharing a bathroom with 30
other people,
smelling garlic
tkrr ars, and
for hours bemovin3 out was a real cause someone
cooked Italian
It the night berowin8 experien?.
fore, listening
to
your
—rero3k Ali-Akmadi neighbor's Reality Bites CD
play repeatedly. The hassles of
community living often made students wonder about the wisdom of
living on-campus. However,
many found the experience beneficial and interesting.
Lisa Rollins, a resident
in the recently constructed Turner
Hall, explained that one of the
best aspects of living in the residence halls was that "you're not
so close that you don't have privacy, but you are close enough to
interact and get to know your
neighbors."
Other beneficial features of life in the halls were the
interpersonal relationships that
developed. Krista Whyte commented about her experience living in Johnson Hall, "I like being
able to meet new people. I also
like watching them grow and I
like being able to help them and to
be there when they need me."
The residential life
policy required students to live on

"1 lived in a dorm for
istening
to her
mom's
advice, Cindy
Bock interrupts
her studying to
catch up on things
from home. The
out-of-state
students made
tough adjustments
to college life,
coping with
community living
as well as
different weather
and lifestyles.
Many found the
best way to make
the transition was
by creating a
home for
themselves in
their rooms.
Photo by Megan
Abair

campus through their junior year,
which encouraged people to learn
how to live with others of all backgrounds and habits. Heather
Backer, a Harris resident who
moved on-campus after having
lived at home in the past shared
that "I think it is an important part
of college development, however,
making it mandatory until your
senior year places restrictions on a
lot of students."
Contrarily, students who
either lived at home—a provision
to avoid residence hall living—or
were seniors, felt the benefits of
life without school guidelines.
Ferogh Ali-Ahmadi said, "I live
off-campus in a condo. I like it
better and it's cheaper. There's
more privacy, plus you get more
studying done. I lived in a dorm
the past three years and moving
out was a real growing experience."
The practice of community living in residence halls allowed students
ik.e meetin3 new
to learn to
cohabitate with
peopl e. I liLe Wat(kifl3
others, but also
taught them
them 3row and I li ~e
about their
needs and prefbein8 able to kelp
erences, which
enhanced
them.
much of the
college years
—rista
experience.
by Toni Panetta

dorm life I

FROM FRIDAY TO SUNDAY
To go or not to
go? That is the
question.. every
with cerebra paky
weekend. Students debated
the advantages
a few hours each
of staying on
campus in the
weeknd,"
event of a party
or some pro—(kñs Suñano
gram that was
sponsored by
various organizations. Others left
campus as soon as classes were
over on Friday afternoon, heading
into Los Angeles or Hollywood,
or on longer trips to Joshua Tree
or up the coast.
Ben Ohikuare stated,
"On campus everything is boring,
so you have to get off campus, or
you'll go crazy."
Jeff Cain emphasized
the advantages living in Whittier
had, because it afforded students
the opportunity to travel into the
big cities for more culture and
diversity. He shared, "I like to go
downtown and explore L.A.
There are art museums, dance
clubs, the beach, the mountains,
and the theater to explore."
Dave Gerber expressed
his preferences for weekends to
be camping and relaxing. He explained, "I play a lot of guitar and
do a lot of singing. I play on my
own, not in a group. I also camp a
lot with friends—we go to the
LI
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desert, either Joshua Tree or the
San Bernardino Mountains."
Not all students spent
their time relaxing by escaping
from campus for themselves.
Chris Suriano commented, "I
work with a handicapped kid at a
home during the weekend. I help
tutor a child with cerebral palsy,
and help him get in and out of his
wheelchair, a few hours each
weekend. I'm a PER major with
an emphasis in physical therapy,
so it ties in with my education."
The die-hard campus
contingent often found parties
and other social outlets to express
their relief for the weekend.
F.A.C.U.—Friday Afternoon
Club Unlimited—and the
Sachsens often provided those 21
and over the opportunity to indulge in a relaxed atmosphere
with friends and just catch up.
The societies often held parties
for people to mingle and get acquainted, and some clubs sponsored dinners
and perfor'On the Whittier
mances. However, once ampus everything is
Sunday
evening rolled boring. iou have to
around, it was
Set OR campus or
time to put the
dancing shoes
)/OU go rozy
in the closet
and crack open
—ben Okikuare
the books.
by Toni Panetta

he hackyack was a
nice
diversion for
Stacy Kaiser
during the annual
Danny Noonan
Frisbee Golf
Tournament. The
tournament,
sponsored by the
Franklin Society,
pitted teams
composed of
society and nonsociety members,
in an attempt to
promote unity on
campus. Prizes
were awarded to
the winners, but
teams competed
primarily for fun,
as well as for a
diversion from
their studies.
Photo by Liza
Gershrnan

T

ondering the meaning of
life, after a long
afternoon of socializing
and reminiscing with his
brothers, senior Ric Lucore
takes a break from all the
excitement at the Orthogonian
Society's homecoming brunch.
The brunch was held at Q's, a
recently opened billiards club
in Uptown Whittier that catered
to the college crowd. Photo
courtesy of Steve McAskill

p

aking a much-needed
break from the
monotony of their
studies are Lindsay Osborne
and Chris Chester, two
members of FACU. The
weekly event was one of the
most consistently attended
social events on campus;
students could relax with
friends and wind down after a
long week of classes. Photo
courtesy of Lindsay Osborne

T

uring an excursion that
was part of their
Thanksgiving holiday,
members of the Orthogonian
Society show their holiday
spirit by taking a rather unique
approach to visiting Santa
Claus this year. Many students
found easy ways to get in tune
with the holiday spirit by
decorating doors, handing out
gifts, and making edible sweets.
Photo courtesy of Nate Goetz
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ssisting a child across
the bars is Roxanne
Rosado. Being an offcampus student, Rosado found
her job at Broadoaks one that
helped her to increase her
involvement on campus.
"Working with the Broadoaks
children is great. The teaching
methods are really different at
Broadoaks. Students are selfmotivated; it's really different."
Photo by Sue Woirol

A

eeking over her shoulder
to make sure no one
catches her sneaking in a
quick game of Tetris is Lana
Kim, a sophomore who worked
in the Admissions Office as
part of a work-study program
that will help her pay for her
education, while allowing her
time to complete her studies.
Many students returned to the
same job year after year.
Photo by Megan Abair
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rom the smile on Russ
Bumgarner's face, it
would seem that the Clift
Lab is an exciting place to work.
Often, students found that their
on-campus jobs, while helping
them pay for college, also
helped them catch up on their
sleep. Others were able to get
homework assignments done;
those who worked in computer
labs worked on papers.
Photo by Megan Abair
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JOBS FOR THE MASSES
Congratulations. You
have been forneeded tutors braus mally accepted
to Whittier
College, now
wanted to stay
you just need
to pay your
involved."
bills so we can
officially en—Jed Nbist
roll you at the
institution...
So reads the acceptance letter that
students receive, but it just signaled the beginning of trouble for
many—financial trouble.
To offset the over
$25,000 annual price tag for tuition, room and board, and other
miscellaneous expenses, students
searched for favorable options.
Some participated in work-study
programs through the school,
while others chose off-campus
employment.
Those who worked oncampus tried to find positions that
allowed them to both earn money
and learn a little more about something they found interesting.
Many professors hired students to
grade papers and help with behind-the-scenes work. According
to Maureen Alferez, "I'm a research assistant for Kim Thomas
and Greg Woirol. I work about 12
hours a week. I cut and paste
Econ-related articles for her class
and research library materials for

"1

erifying
her tasks
for the
afternoon, Marisa
Aparicio checks
with other
members of the
media center staff
for assignments.
Students worked
in various
departments on
campus as part of
the work-study
program
implemented by
the school.
Photo by Toni
Panetta
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Dr. Woirol. I'm using the money
I make to pay my college bills."
Students also found that
work-study positions enabled
them to excel in their studies, and
gave them the chance to do work
that would help them in the future.
Farrah Clemens, a sophomore,
shared, "I'm a research assistant
for biology. I study eating habits
of mice. Dr. Cheryl Swift was
looking for a research assistant
and my times fit. Danielle Huval
and I presented our research at a
conference at Claremont."
The money earned by
students didn't always go to pay
off tuition and other college expenses. Jedediah Gilchrist
worked as a physics tutor and a
copy editor for the QC. He explained, "I'm saving the money
for Christmas now, but generally I
blow it on CDs. I'm a music
junkie." Gilchrist also used his
position to stay involved around
campus.
Re-gardless of
their reasons
for working,
students who
put in the hours
around campus
kept things operating
smoothly and
efficiently for
everyone.
by Toni Panetta
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ulticulturalism and diversity were the buzzwords of the era; words used

to describe the feelings of acceptance and tolerance that the school fostered
as part of its doctrine to educate and explore innumerable facets of life. The
clubs and organizations on campus offered both students and faculty the
opportunity to broaden their knowledge of their environment by encouraging
any attitude and interest to be pursued.
The Hawaiian Islanders Club offered thoe individuals from Hawa
chance to remain close to home and embrace traditional customs in a no
traditional manner, while educating others about the practices of the culture.
in the annual Luau. Eliminating Campus Homophobia (ECHO) encouraged

students to tackle the sexual orientation question that has managed to split
the nation and revisit the question of civil liberties and the fators of heredit
and environment The Arturian Order of the Knights of Pendiagonsliared [,he
history of medieval England, while Amnesty International oi ked lo keep the

I
lawmakers aware of students concerns 601With a wealth of current events demanding the lime and respect of all
With
educated society, the campus offered stu nts the oppoi !umty to explore
various issues that affected each person in

ifferent way, while still unitintf

as members of a similar organization--the c

gecommunity. We realized am

accepted our individuality yet strove to cel

ate the similarities we all sha'rel

and understood.

i,

p_fr,
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Not having been originally included in the festivities, freshmen Casey Durfee, Alex Weber, and
Seth Farley crash the Johnson women's ice cream
social. The social was one of the programs
sponsored by the hall's Resident Advisors, who
organized at least eight programs for their residents each semester.
Photo by Megan Abair
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Keeoinc
stucents
informec of the
0000rtunities for
involvement on
camous sournec
nterCuo to
continue with
tne tracition of
soonsoring an
Activities Fair

ing
Sno-cones, a dunking booth,
and sun glasses marked the annual

While many flocked to the Displaying
dunking dank, others ate their CI-

activities fair, held in the lower quad. furnished meals and walked among
The fair, which introduced students to the tables, asking questions of various
the array of clubs and organizations in

groups. The choices ranged from

which to participate, drew large intramural sports, such as volleyball
crowds of interested observers and

and hockey, to societies and

participants. Once again, InterCiub

academically-based organizations,

presented an informational event for such as Sigma Tau Delta, the national
students to learn more about the English honorary fraternity.
campus community.

Freshmen and transfers were

The warm fall day boasted inundated with information on how to
bright sun and a warm breeze, making

become involved on campus, while

conditions just right for a dunking

upperclassmen got the chance to see

booth, in which several resident

what else was available.

advisers were urged to volunteer as

As the Franklins played music

the dunkees. A line stretched far back in the background, students mingled
as students waited patiently to take a and learned more about involvement
crack at dunking their favorite RA, on campus. Incidentally, several of
free of charge, as often as possible. the organizations utilized the fair to
Time after time, the bench swung free recruit more members in their effort to
and dropped the already soaking
victim into the cool waters of the tank.

activities

promote student life on campus.
by Toni Panetta

the
current
senior
Ionians'
pledge
class
banner,
Gina
McMahon
and
fellow
lonians
invite
freshmen
to
explore
memorabilia
from
their
society.
Photo
by
Maria
de Leon

Head of the Mexican Affairs
office, Martin Ortiz was the first
Hispanic graduate of Whittier
College. His influence has been
instrumental in attracting
Hispanic students to the campus.
Photo courtesy ofMaria DeLeon

Lancers Dan Piero, Miguel Vega,
and president Morgan Smith man
their society booth at the fair.
Societies made up 10-20% of the
student population, but provided
events that entertained the whole
campus. Photo by Toni Panetta
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Resident adviser Brandi Viotti
volunteers to be dunked for the
activities fair. The InterResidence
Hall Association worked with
InterClub to provide the dunk
tank, as it drew several curious
stares.
Photo by Toni Panetta
The Asian Student Association is
open to all students, as is each
club. The ASA hosted its annual
Asian Night, which included a
banquet and performacnce at the
Shannon Center.
Photo courtesy ofMaria DeLeon
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Serving a
four-course
feaste while
bedecked in
medieval dress
heightened the
entertainment
value of
caroers in the
modern
banquet hall

le
In a cloistered castle far off in

costume and who also performed Checking

medieval England, the royal serfs

vocally. Sarajane Reible shared, "I'm

perform for their kings and queens

a reveler and a server. The reveler

while serving a banquet feast to the entertains and sings; the servers are
king's guests and henchmen. The cast members who serve the people
trumpet sounds, and in bounds the
bugler, dressed in full regalia. He

during the performance."
The feat was one that used the

announces the next performance to be talent of all the choir members who
"Silent Night," and Stephen Gothold

were willing to participate. Reible

raises his arm to direct the piece.

confided, "I think it really puts us into

Gothold, the choir director, the Christmas spirit. We work so hard
transported the majesty of ancient the entire semester to be able to dress
England to the Faculty Center for the

up and entertain people. It gets bigger

15th annual Madrigal Feaste. The

every year, with the community and

production was a semester-long family members who attend; it really
endeavor, as Ian McMullin explained, gets everyone in the holiday mood.
"We start learning some of the music

Also, there are new choir members

in September, but it's worth the work, every year, so it's never the same
as we have closer interaction with
those who attend the performances."

performance twice."
The splendor of the costumes

Madrigal Feaste featured a full and decorations transported audiences
four-course meal served by the into a time experienced only in history
performers, who were dressed in

ti activities

books and fairy tales. by Toni Panetta

the
place
cards,
Heidi
Heffner
puts the
finishing
touches
on one
of the
centerpieces
before
the
performance
begins.
The
small
details
were
often the
most
easily
over
looked.
Photo
by Site
Woirol

Catering to the guests' needs was
part of the job for Justin
Rosenthal. Guests to the medieval
gala were recipients of the royal
treatment, following in Olde
English tradition.
Photo by Sue Woirol

Jeanne Smith rolls napkins as part
of the preparations for the final
performance. After having
worked the whole semester on
the performance, choir members
enthusiastically performed the
production. Photo by Sue Woirol

Preparing for an evening of festive
singing, Marisa Leong places
seating cards on the tables. Part
of the Madrigal Feaste was serving
a formal, four-course meal to the
audience while in character.
Photo by Sue Woirol
Steve Betancourt beats a
tambourine as part of the rehearsal
performance. The event occurred
during Admissions' annual
Decemberfest concert for visiting
high school counselors.
Photo by Billy Pierro

modri8al feast 37

Students
enjoyed the
relaxed
atmosphere that
January
provided when
they broke from
the normal
routine of
classes to enjoy
other subjects

s e
January Term was a way for real world examples that you can't get
students to earn extra credits. This from a book. We deal with people, and
program was great for those students

books are very different than people,"

who were credit deficient, pledging, commented Corey Johnson. The class
or simply exploring the variety of ended with a trip to Sacramento. When
classes that Whittier offered. Classes

asked about the trip, Nate Goetz said,

ranged from Modern Biology to "it allowed us to get a hands-on view
Psychology of Human Sexuality.

of the operation of the state governor.

Japanese was new to the It allowed us to speak with top officials
curriculum. Students explored another in the Governor's office, the senate
culture or learned more about their and the assembly."
own. Sean Roy stated, "when I was

Another class toured four cities

growing up I always heard that college in Europe. "We were together around
was a place that you find yourself and the clock and saw things that we could
this class helped me do that by teaching

not have seen during the semester,"

me my roots."

stated Steve Gothold.

Dr. Richard Harvey's Politics

January term gave students an

Beyond the Classroom was an annual opportunity to experience a different
favorite. It allowed students to see the

learning experience. The January

political world in a different way. The interim term is not required, although
entire class consisted of field trips to

many students chose to take it in order

lobbyists, political analysts, and party

to lighten their class load throughout

leaders. "This class shows us more the semester.

a(tivitirs

By Billy Pierro

The
California
State
Capitol
in
Sacramento
housed
the
political
players
for the
state.
When
the class
toured
Sacramento,
most of
the
learning
was
conducted
at the
Capitol
building.
Photo
courtesy
Of
Amanda
Vaughn

Gathered around dinner, George
Soffa, Billy Pierro, Richard
Harvey, Corey Johnson, Chris
Sciarra, Nate Goetz, and Andy
Murphy enjoy the night at Fat
City in Sacramento. Photo
courtesy of Amanda Vaughn

All bundled up against the harsh
weather, Amy Benton and Steve
Betancourt take a break to pose
with a local street vendor. Shops
of this type can be found
throughout Europe. Photo
courtesy of Steve Betancourt

Out in the streets of Europe, Steve
Betancourt sizes himself up next
to a life-sized lego man. This
particular lego man attracted
many observers as it stood guard
in front of a toy store. Photo
courtesy of Steve Betancourt

january interim

Reaching out to
the community
gave students
the chance to
reciprocate and
return the effort
and support
that society had
thus far
extended to
them

Amnesty

International, participated in Race for the Cure, a

Students' Organization for fund raiser that helps to prevent breast
Multicultural Awareness, and cancer. The Race had several options
societies were only afew of the groups in which to participate, ranging from
who participated in community service actually running to seeking donations
events. Groups donated time and for research and education.
energy to such projects as AIDS Walk

Examples of community

Pal mers,
SOMA,
alums
and
other
Whittier
students
joined
the
AIDS
Walk in

Los Angeles, Race for the Cure, service included letter-writing to
writing to legislators, and local shelters legislators to ensure that our concerns
hospitals, schools, and churches.
SOMA organized a trip to

were priorities on congressional
agendas. Amnesty International

Hollywood to walk in AIDS Walk organized campaigns and petitions that
LA, an annual event that raised money

enabled students to fervently voice

for future research on the epidemic of their opinions and objections.
the generation. For years, polio and

Many students chose to

cancer plagued humanity, but our

volunteer time at local groups, as

generation faced the threat of members of the YMCA or coaches for
contracting AIDS through prolonged

high school athletic teams. The desire

cases of HIV. SOMA's participation

to share with the community truly

in the event gave students the chance reflected the college's dedication to
to help fight the disease that affects

make a change in the practices of the

over 10% of society.

world and society at large.

The Athenian society
10 a(tivities

by Toni Panetta

on
September
18th.
Each
participant
earned
pledges
equalling
a $10
donation
for the
cause.
Photo
courtesy,
of Toni
Panetta

Six o'clock in the morning is a
cold time to man the tables at the
Whittier Village Run. Anadine
Miskin, Kathleen Chavez, and
Laurie Wider were there, but tired
from the Orthogonian Haunt from
the prior night.Photo by M. Abair

Involved in service at Broadoaks,
Tracy Herndon donates time
supporting students at the lab
school. Herndon and youngster
Eric Rohlfing kid around at a
Palmer picnic.
Photo by Megan Abair

Starting at 8:00 a.m., Janine Leigh
Kramer and David Stimler carry
boxes and sacks into Ball Hall,
new home of several students.
According to Kramer, "we carried
some of the most bizarre stuff."
Photo by Toni Panetta
Giving freshmen a helping hand,
Ryan Johnson acts on behalf of
the InterSociety Committee to
assist in the fall move-in. The
move-in introduced new students
to the campus and the idea of
societies. Photo by Toni Panetta
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Transporting the
audience to
paces and
times unknown
were the
thespians'
specialty when
they contributed
countless hours
to perfect
performances

caSi'Mi' a !
Lights! Camera! Action! The

Brandon Sharkey expounded,

spotlights glared and sweat poured "Both productions went really well.
down foreheads as actors portrayed

This is the strongest cast I've seen so

characters they had never met, but far at Whittier. The humor was
they instantly transformed the complimented by the serious nature
Shannon Center stages into different of Three Sisters."
settings, different places.
The time and energy required

Steve Huizai agreed. He
added, "We have exceptional talent

by students was immense, as they this year. They are doing lots of hard
spent countless hours memorizing

work backstage and we have the actors

dialogue and learning the personalities to make it work out front."
of the characters who they portrayed.

The success of the productions

The two major fall performances the required the efforts of both producers
department put on were Neil Simon's

and actors. Peter Kellogg divulged,

Rumors and Anton Chekov's Three "We did Three Sisters in the shortest
time—three weeks for the production

Sisters.
According to Heather Lynn

with Thanksgiving break in there too.

Lane, "Some minor mess ups are This was the shortest rehearsal time
inevitable. Cues were messed up in I've heard of for any play."
Rumors. We had a car sound cue that

The determination to make the

was loud enough to be a Mac truck in theater season a success was achieved,
the living room. There was a toilet and the tradition of awe-inspiring
flush sound that was overwhelming." performances continued.
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by Toni Panetta

In a
close
scene,
actors in
Three
Sisters
share
information
amongst
themselves.
The
play, by
Anton
Chekov,
was
produced
by
Crystal
Brien, a
theater
department
professor.
Photo
by
Ste en
Burns

Karri Bowman listens intently as Chloe Bronzan and Todd Hopkins
her fellow cast members explain portray Cassie and Glen, two
situations in Three Sisters. The dinner guests in Neil Simon's
portrayal documented the Rumors. The production was a
relationships of three women and favorite of actors within the
choices. department and audience
lifestyle
their
Photo by Steven Burns members. Photo by Irma Vargas

During the final curtain call in
Three Sisters, the crew was
recognized for its efforts to make
the production a success.
Teamwork was imperative for a
performance.
successful
Photo by Steven Burns
Vanessa Briggs and Brandon
Sharkey debate the wisdom of
alerting the other guests of
Charlie's suicide attempt in
Rumors. The social commentary
satirized human nature.
Photo by Irma Vargas
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Speaking on behalf of the
societies, Janine Leigh Kramer
welcomes new members to the
family. Kramer was one of the
finalists in the Rhodes Scholar
competition for California.Photo
courtesy ofJanine Leigh Kramer

During her summer internship,
Malaika Williams (right) stands
with fellow summer research
students after observing surgery
at the Mayo Clinic. Williams
plans to study medicine. Photo
courtesy of Malaika Williams

Whittier Students
who were nominated for national
scholarships:
Marshall
Scholarship
Jeremy Cosand
Jennifer McBride
Jennifer SanchezSalazar
Rhodes Scholar
Amy Birch
Brian Brown
Janine Leigh
Kramer
Megan Taylor
Camille Terhune
Malaika Williams
Colleen Windham

Awaiting her final interview,
Amy Birch anxiously prepares
for the final interview for the
Rhodes Scholarship. Birch was a
finalist for the state of Nevada,
and one of three Whittier finalists.
Photo courtesy of Amy Birch
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Malaika
Williams
brought the
Rhodes
Scholarship to
Whittier in a
tough field of
competition, but
was only one of
several campus
nominees

edJPcq *4n
Living
in
typical
dormstyle,
Malaika
Williams
shares a
room
with
Kirsten
Bannister.
Williams
was
active in
many
areas on
campus,
and was
a wellknown
face in
the community.
Photo
courtesy
Of

Malaika
Williams

Williams said that she has been
Senior Malaika Williams was
one of 32 college students from across oriented since high-school towards
the nation chosen in December as a going to medical school and becoming
recipient of the prestigious Rhodes a doctor. But now, she will begin her
Scholarship. Williams is Whittier's two years in England in September
and earn a second bachelor's degree
fourth Rhodes Scholar.
Williams, a pre-med student in physiology. She said that she will
from Nevada, was selected after an then return to the U.S. for her medical
extensive interview process that degree.
involved an application with eight
O'Foghludha said of
letters of recommendation, an Williams, "I felt that she was an
interview in her home state of Nevada extraordinary candidate. She has a
and a final interview in Los Angeles perfect GPA, and she is very well
the weekend before finals in rounded. She has done a research
December, according to Ria project.. .and is also quite an athlete. I
0' Foghludha, chair of Whittier's was delighted when I found out, though
Rhodes Scholar nomination I was not surprised. I had a feeling she
committee. "I was shocked and might get it."
President James Ash called
surprised," Williams said. "I wasn't
really thinking in terms of winning Williams a "superstar" and said that
and losing. I was more interested in the award was an honor for Whittier
getting to know the others at the College as well as for Williams.
by Alexander Mackie and Catherine Payne
interview."
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Special guests
volunteer their
time to share
their persona
triak,
tribulations, anc
triumphs with
students and
facuty
throughout the
year

hr"r y
Bringing in experts in different that when he flew the mission, he was
areas gave the campus a different following orders.
perspective on topics that were usually

Jeff Pointner reiterated, "It was

looked upon with indifference. Fifty- interesting to hear a speaker talk first
one years ago, the U.S. bombed

hand about an event that had such an

Nagasaki and Hiroshima to bring a impact on today's world. He was
swift end to World War II; the history

straightforward, despite the audience

we knew, the ethical debate was conflict—he knew his job and had no
continually rehashed; with Colonel regrets about fulfilling his mission."
Paul Tibbets, we heard the story about
the actual bombing.

Other speakers who visited the
campus included revered scholars,

Kristin Helms recalled, "I such as Harvard-affiliated Stephen J.
heard Colonel Tibbets speak. He

Gould, an author and expert on human

dropped the bomb on Hiroshima. It evolution. Also invited were chefs
was very interesting. I have to say that from the area who spoke at faculty
he didn't seem to feel that much

master Joe Price's house.

compassion for the lives lost in the

Regarding

explosion and that surprised me."

the

U. N.

celebration held in the fall, Carrie

Tibbets's candor about the Forrest commented, "I went to see the
experience reflected the militaristic

U.N. talk. It was supposed to be a

mentality that was required to keep congressman, but it was one of his
the United States in the political role

assistants. The event was a celebration

as global superpower, and he explained

of the United Nations." by Toni Panetta
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A full
crowd
awaits
former
Enola
Gay
pilot
Colonel
Paul
Tibbets
to share
his
memory
of the
bombings of
Hiroshima
and
Nagasaki.
Japan
during
World
War II.
Photo
by
Megan
Abair

The psychology department
invited a guest to speak to the
psychology club about attention
disorders. Among the speakers
brought to campus were those
invited by departmental honor
societies. Photo by Megan Abair

On center stage at the Shannon
Center, Colonel Paul Tibbets
fielded questions from an
inquisitive audience that sought
answers to questionable decisions
made by former leaders.
Photo by Megan Abair

At Hartley House, Colonel Paul
Tibbets relates his story among
interested students and faculty.
The faculty master program
allowed speakers to enjoy dinner
with members of the community.
Photo courtesy of Devin limoto
Following his talk, Colonel Paul
Tibbets discussed the military
action with individuals in the
audience. Most guest speakers
welcomed personal interaction
with their college audience.
Photo courtesy of Devin limoto
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Holding audience with the court
is never a dull experience. This.
is an example of the typical
demeanor of such events, which
the participants took very
seriously.
Photo courtesy of AOKP

Several companionsjoin together
for an evening's song. AOKP is
a diverse group of people with
many different talents, including
singing, cooking, sewing, gaming,
and acting.
Photo courtesy ofAOKP
Base-brawl was a popular game
among AOKP members. The
game was similar to football;
participants added another element
to the game by attacking each other
with homemade swords.
Photo courtesy ofAOKP
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This is the coronation ceremony
at its best. This ceremony
involved chanting praise to the
leaders of the group, including
"All hail her Majesty, Queen of
the lands of Warwick!"
Photo courtesy ofAOKP

Reviving the
medieval
experiences of
ancient
England, AOKP
et students
earn about
history while
also reliving the
traditions from
afar

t'

a no OcQ s
Looks
like an
awfully
beautiful
day to
be a
knight.
Here we
have the
regents
of the
court,
along
with the
champion,
who is
swearing
her
fealty.
Photo
courtesy
Of

AOKP

On many a Sunday afternoon fighting off all manifestations of evil,
or select weekdays, students walked

and gnawing on huge turkey legs with-

through the Quad and happened upon

out a napkin in sight.

a medieval court, in which members

AOKP members were seen on

portrayed the scenes learned about campus brandishing foam swords and
from history books but rarely experi-

axes and generally looking strange. On

enced in modem life.

occasion they were found on the battle-

The Court of Warwick of the field fighting off orcs, challenging
Artorian Order of the Knights of each other to duels of honor, and
Pendragon (AOKP) was a group of swashbuckling in knee pads.
actors, musicians, singers, cooks, po-

Idols included King Arthur,

ets, storytellers, warriors, fortune-tell-

Carlysle the Unfortunate, Chester the

ers, healers, sportsmen, strategists, Jester, Amber Grace, Greenspit
game-players, jesters, jokers, prank-

Hauckaloogey, Isabella, and the mon-

sters, and artists of all types. They

sters under your beds. The court
celebrated chivalry, adventure, music, placed into its custody many evil assasandjokes of the age of King Arthur and

sins, and attempted to shoot down the

his Round Table.

virgin-capturing dragons which so

Other pastimes of the mem- regularly flew overhead.
bership included playing catch with

Dressed in traditional garb,

the eggs of flame-breathing ducks, they very much considered themselves
dressing in garb of the Arthurian pe- true renaissance men and women.
riod, having banana-eating contests,

by Mason Rourinan
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According to Boglarka Kiss, at
home with her parents in
Hungary, "the pace of life is so
much slower over there. And,
I've never seen people watch so
much television."
Photo courtesy of Boglarka Kiss

Alonso Fuente, a resident adviser
in Stauffer Hall, brings the
experience and discipline that he
acquired in the military along with
him. The extra knowledge helped
him remain focused. Photo
courtesy of Alonso Fuente
Marina Gonzales chats with
Stephanie Butler at a Faculty
Master Program. A senior
majoring in English, she
explained of her decision to live
on campus, "I love living in the
dorm." Photo by Megan Abair
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"I have a lot more experience to
apply to my classes. I came in
more focused. I came in wanting
to form a broader and more
practical knowledge of business,"
explained Mike Mahoney. Photo
courtesy of Mike Mahoney

Mainly a
traditional,
residential
campus, we
drew those
individuals who
had seen more
of the world but
wanted to
pursue the
books

expp e4Fe
Regarding
raising a
family,
Noel
Graham
shared,
"While
a lot of
my
friends
are
worried
about
going to
Luminarias,
we're
worried
about
Daniel
and
about
making
rent.
But I
love it
here at
Whittier."
Photo
courtesy
of Noel
Graham

"1996 is a milestone year for

going to Rio Hondo then transferred to

me because I am turning 50 years old

Whittier. I am glad I waited so many

and I am graduating from college," years before going to college. I am
shared Karen Pika-Lake, a child de-

more focused and enjoy learning."

velopment major. Pika-Lake exem-

The usual college student ex-

plified the non-traditional students

penses applied to non-traditional stu-

who attended Whittier to update their dents as well, and were sometimes
degrees, supplement their current added to by extra obligations, such as
education, or continue with life-long

supporting a family or keeping up

dreams that were put on hold for a

with mortgage and loan payments. "It

variety of reasons.

was a difficult transition going from

Although Whittier appealed

having a two-person income to a one-

mainly to the just-out-of-high-school person income and also having to pay
crowd, several students who attended for school," Pika-Lake elaborated.
the college had more life experience

While some chose to live in

to analyze and expand their education

the residence halls to further enhance

with. Some students were military their college experience, others rereservists, while others were in the

mained at home with spouses and chil-

process of changing careers. P i k a - dren. The demands of family life cut
Lake explained, "I graduated from

into common social time, but also of-

high school in 1964 and worked for a fered the rewarding experience of
phone company up until 1992 when I

having established a secure environ-

got an early retirement and started

ment.

by Toni Panetta

non-traditional students

1

A oatUe against
a lack of
funcing causec
the mecia
orograms to
man iou ate their
avai aoe
resources to
orovice history
anc enoyment
for the masses

wiz-a rds
"The decisions that are most
difficult are deciding what to run, who
the source is, and how many sources
to get. We're always facing the clock;
time is never on your side, but that's
the thrill," Alexander Mackie
explained about the job of publishing
the campus newspaper, the Quaker
Campus, every week.
The media productions on
campus—the QC, the Acropolis,
KWTR, and the Literary Review—
gave students the chance to express
their opinions.
The Publications Board faced
the question of funding for all the
clubs, and tried to allocate funds for
equity among the programs. KWTR
hoped to get back on the airwaves, the
QC added a scanner to their process,
theAcropolis tried more contemporary
ideas, and the Literary Review aimed
to expand their distribution. All these
goals demanded money and time.
Regarding the enormous time
commitment, Megan Taylor shared,
"Wednesday night is an evening of
chaos and work. We spend from
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Monday afternoon until early
Thursday morning finishing each
issue. It's a lot calmer in here with the
addition of the extra space, because
the office is more spread out and
tension is diffused, although games of
pick-up basketball through the copy
editor are still prevalent."
The Acropolis faced being
shorthanded. Chris Yeager explained,
"The most frustrating thing about
working on yearbook is having such a
small staff—it means a lot of work."
Toni Panetta elaborated, "We
haven't had much support from the
school in the past, and have had to rely
on student skills to publish the book.
It would have been easier if we had a
class in the fall so our staff would have
contributed on a more consistent basis.
The technicalities are definitely
difficult to handle without the expertise
of a professional adviser. We were
lucky to acquire Sue Woirol early in
the year, because she brought her
yearbooking experience and really
pushed us to publish a quality book."
By Toni Panetta

In the
midst of
crunch
time,
Christina
Sports-College
Arts and
Entertainment
Editor-ditor-gets
help
from
former
Quaker
Campus
editor
Vuk
Milojkovic.
Any
assistance
during
deadlines
was
much
appreciated.
Photo
by Sue
Woirol

Diligently reading copy, Jedediah
Gilchrist and Jennifer SanchezSalazar make sure all articles are
grammatically and contextually
concise. Copy editing required
careful reading and consistency
of style. Photo by Toni Panetta

Trying to determine the best
orientation of the layout, Chris
Yeager and Toni Panetta
complete the design for the
Acropolis table of contents.
Computers eased the production
process. Photo by Sue Woirol

In a moment of extreme stress,
Vuk Milojkovic and Jedediah
Gilchrist reassure each other that
Thursday is only a few hours
away. Working through the night
was required for the QC to meet
deadlines. Photo by Toni Panetta
Trying to recover her sanity,
Megan Abair takes a break from
sizing and cropping color student
life photos to send in to the plant.
For yearbook, all color had to be
submitted by winter break. Photo
courtesy of Megan Abair
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Desperate to
fund the
activities that
keep the
campus lively
and diverse,
money-making
events were
incorporated in
almost all
organizations

i _U_

AiR ng

Many organizations sought the their continual quest for varsity athletic
support of fellow students not only in

recognition. Societies competed for

numbers, but also financially. Because

dates on the master calendar to scrub

the groups sponsored events that dirt and grime off cars to pay for
benefited the community, they found

Homecoming, stags, and clubs that

themselves at a loss for funds, because they sponsored throughout the year.
dues just didn't stretch far enough.
The solutions ranged from

Johnson Hall residents
benefited from a trip to the television

early morning car washes to lengthy studios, where they watched the taping
television tapings in nearby

of "Dweebs," a sitcom starring Peter

Hollywood at various studios.

Scolari and former teen idol Corey

Virtually every weekend, the Feldman. Commented freshman
water ran and the soap suds flew as Stephanie Butler, "It was really fun.
students stripped down to their briefs

They have to shoot everything twice,

and bathing suits to scrub their way to so you have to laugh each time even
the money needed to subsidize events. though you've already seen it before,
For a mere $3-$4, students, faculty, so it kind of got boring. It was fun to
and the Whittier community could

see how it works, and to see Corey

pull into the CI parking lot for a quick Feldman." The hall residents watched
hand-car wash.

the taping of two shows to subsidize

Women's lacrosse relied upon repairs on the hall television, and were
carwashes to raise money for uniforms, able to pick up a new big-screen TV to
equipment, and other necessities in

.}i a(tIYItIeS

enjoy in the lounge.

by Toni Panetta

Donuts
are
traditional
incentive
for the
Palmers.
Nancy
Stewart,
Tara
Malloy,
and
fellow
Pal mers
take a
break
from
earning
car wash
money to
support
the
Homecoming
Brunch.
/)IlOi() by
Megan
Abair

Society of Physics member
Michael Ambrose works the car
wash to help his club to cover the
expenses of hiring speakers for
the department. Sunday mornings
were the most coveted spots.
Photo by Deborah Vitale

Fund-raising is a society
mainstay. Tracy Herndon puts
the finishing touches on Sara
Stockman's white Geo. The most
successful method for car washes
was an assembly line process.
Photo by Megan Abair

Freshman Kahleo Hui earns
money for a SciFi night and pizza
for the SPS. The club hosted
several pizza and movie nights
throughout the year to alleviate
some of the stresses of class.
Photo by Deborah Vitale
Choir member Kathleen Chavez
puts extra effort into the wasing
of her uncle's car. A Whittier
home town girl, Kathleen lived
with her family to avoid room
and board fees.
Photo by Megan Abair

fundroisin3 .J)

Ed Barnes chalks it up at Q's at
the Orthogonian homecoming
brunch. Because of its close
proximity to the campus and the
numerous pool tables available,
many an evening were spent at
the locale. Photo byMeganAbair

The 50s atmosphere of Rocky
Cola Café was a fun getaway for
many students. The food was
also a welcome relief from the
daily routine the Campus Inn
provided to frequent diners.
Photo by Toni Panetta
Although not many Whittier
students worked at Apropos, the
café still drew a large crowd from
campus. Many students played
chess, cards, or listened to the
music played by peers.
Photo by Megan Abair
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Escaping to Apropos, Connie
Bock finds a relaxing place to
study. The coffee shop was a
popular spot for students to escape
to in order to just get away from
the monotony of campus.
Photo by Megan Abair

After long days
in the
cl assrooms,
students and
facu l ty turned
to loca l
businesses for
l eisure hours,

inc l uding cafés,
bars, and
theaters

_"

e I s V~htre
The
ona1ity
of the
employees
and the
low-cost
food
contributed to
John
Greenleaf's
success
with
members
of the
college
community. Both
students
and
faculty
were
frequently
found at
the
establishment.
Photo

Not your typical college town, which was opened in spring of 1995.
Whittier tried to appeal to the masses, The food and billiards attracted many
offering various locales for each per- students.
Other favorite places to visit

sonality. Many of the college com-

munity stayed close to the campus, usually included shops and restaubut found unique spots to relax and

rants in Uptown, which were within

unwind after long days of class and

walking distance of the campus. The

grueling weeks of projects and re-

Village Cinemas brought current

sponsibilities.

movies at an affordable price, while

John Greenleaf's, a new bar Rocky Cola drew 'SOs fans for an
and grill in Uptown, often attracted

affordable meal. Coffee shops like

large groups of both students and fac-

Beans and Apropos let people read the

ulty. According to Chris Yeager, latest poetry or discuss politics over a
Greenleaf's, as it was commonly re- latté.
When the late night cram ses-

ferred to, was "an amicable place

where a lot of peoplejust go to relax or sions required snacks and coffee to
talk after a long week. Usually, you

keep you going, those with cars made

can run into just about anybody there. trips to Norms, which was open 24
It's smaller and quieter than Q's, and

hours, a must for college student sur-

just has a good atmosphere."

vival.

by

Megan
Abair

Greenleaf's was a favorite

The variety of local hang-outs

among many, but others were diehard

was as diverse as the population that

fans of Uptown's sports bar, Q's, visited them.

by Toni Panetta

off-campus hangouts
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All dressed up
(or dressed
down, as the
case may be)
with someplace
to co ...the
faculty center
for an evening
filled with music
and
entertainment

ftq Rq) n s
Kicked out of The Club years for the sixth year. The theme Groovin'
ago, the student body was left with no

encouraged students to arrive au

place of their own to hold dances and

naturale, with advertisements reading,

events that would let them de-stress "Less Dress is Best." The club was a
over the weekend or just get together fall semester alternative to the Lancers'
to spend time away from classes. The spring festival, Mona Kai, which lasted
answer? Holding clubs in the faculty
center that were sponsored by the

a full week.
The Palmer Society hosted its

different societies and organizations. second annual Club Overtime during
The most well-attended clubs Sportsfest weekend. As Courtney
were those organized by the societies. Catron explained, "I don't have
Co-sponsored by COR and other transportation off campus. If you have
various sources, DJs came in to pump

a car, you travel. The dances—the

music into the center and keep people ones I've been to—you make it on
dancing all night. Another feature of your own. You decide if you're going
the clubs were the beer gardens, which

to have fun."

allowed students who were of age to

The preparation organizations

drink if they so desired without having

put into transforming the faculty center

to drive somewhere. Overall, though, into a dance club several times a year
the focus was on the music inside and

paid off, as most students took a few

the carefree hours that passed by.

hours of the weekend to let go of

Erotic City, sponsored everyday worries to put their dancing
annually by the Lancers, was put on
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shoes on.

by Toni Panetta

to the
music,
Jimmy
Zimmerman
spends
an
evening
at Erotic
City,
where
the
"Less
Dress is
Best"
motto
was
well
adhered
to.
Photo
by Liza
Gershinan

Always one to catch the eye of the
camera, Anadine Miskin laughs
it up at Club Overtime, a Palmer
club held during Sportsfest
weekend. The event was heavily
publicized the preceding week.
Photo by Megan Abair

In preparation for Club Overtime,
Toni Panetta, Kathleen Chavez,
Jennifer Farrell, Julie Borda, and
Bonnie Lin inflated balloons as
part of the decorations for the
night, while others hung banners.
Photo by Megan Abair

After deciding to stop in for a
while, Chip Tredwell and friends
partake in the fun at Erotic City.
Having been the first club of the
year, new students reluctantly
meandered into the infamous
event. Photo by Liza Gershman
Making their appearance at the
club, Ellen Wege and friends
participate in the weekend frenzy
at the faculty center. Eventually,
most students made their way to
the clubs to meet up with all their
friends. Photo by Megan Abair
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Taking an afternoon study break,
Jordan Heintz, Kevin Ruminson,
and Courtney Lehnard relax at
Friday's. The laid-back
atmosphere allowed employees
to talk with customers.
Photo by Chris Yeager

The usual reading assignments
seemed inundating but students
waded through work at Friday's.
Friday's often attracted the
pensive students whojust wanted
a change in study environment.
Photo by Toni Panetta
After a long day of classes, Julie
Lawendowski hits the books early
to assure an eventful evening later
on. Friday's was open in the
afternoons for students who
wanted to grab a quick snack.
Photo by Chris Yeager

ativiti?s

Using the casual ambiance of the
cafe to relieve some stress, this
student philosophizes about life
over a cup of Macadamia Nut
coffee, one of Friday's guests'
favorite drinks they served.
Photo by Toni Panetta

After a late
opening,
Fridays
returned to the
scene for
students to
enjoy ate-nights
of coffee and
conversation in
a relaxed
atmosphere

amnf b e
While
listening
to the
student
music
group
The
Blue
Goldfish
perform
inside,
group
member
Richard
Helistern
takes a
break to
hear
how
things
sound.
Student
musiusicians
practiced
and

—

regularly
at
Friday's.
Photo
by Toni
Panetta

After a long hiatus from op- back and meet a lot of cool people and
erations, Friday's coffeehouse, lo- have a pretty good cup of coffee."
cated just behind Stauffer and Ball

Asked what could improve

Halls, opened for business. The cof- Friday's attraction for students,
feehouse, which used to boast a snack

Heintz responded, "We just really

shop atmosphere, brought students in

need an espresso machine and some

nightly for a cup of coffee or light supplies to make it a real coffee shop."
pastries, or just some place close to Friday's competed against Apropos,
hang out.
Many students caught up on

Beans, and Mimo's Café in Uptown
Whittier for the evening crowd.

some reading or met in study groups

The store, which has been

at Friday's, and found the atmosphere

around sporadically for years, was

quite relaxing. The casual ambiance, named after John G. Whittier's pet
highlighted by small tables and a squirrel, Friday, which had been the
porch decorated with white holiday school's mascot. Besides offering
lights, made it easy for students to late night snacks, Friday's had student
take a break from the hectic routines

musicians perform and also kept a

that college usually dictated.

stock of games for people to enjoy.

Those working at Friday's However, with the impending openenjoyed their job, because as Jordan ing of the new club in the student
Heintz explained, "Out of all the work

union, it was unknown whether

study positions on campus, it's the Friday's would still be kept open for
only place where you can just kick

business.

by Toni Panetta
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The unicue
Faculty Master
orocram hac
faculty lye in
houses that
were loinec to
resicence halls,
which hehec to
I ntec rate
stucents anc
facu ty

neighbors
Close

student-faculty

was a speaker about sexually

interaction highlighted the benefits of transmitted diseases, so the
living on campus, with the Faculty combination of the two was really
Master program emphasizing a

valuable."

stronger relationship between the two.

Faculty Masters also provided

The program required faculty

pizza parties at the beginning of the

members and their families to live in

year to introduce students to the

one of the three Master houses: campus and also to each other. Pete
religious studies professor Joe Price Pietryka shared, "I went to the pizza
and his family lived in Garrett House; dinner. It was for everyone in Harris
Spanish professor Rafael Chabran

and Wanberg. I guess I had fun. I was

moved his family into the Johnson

preoccuppied with other things. I

House; philosophy professor David thought the house was built nicely,
Hunt's family lived in Hartley House. though."
The professors organized

The professors also sponsored

programs that educated students about programs for holidays, which usually
interesting topics that corresponded

were decorating and baking

with their personal interests. Shared celebrations. Amy Prine said, "I went
Courtney Catron, "On Monday night to Professor Chabran's house for the
I went to Dr. Rafael Chabran's house

Christmas decorating. We decorated

for a dinner for a resident adviser cookies and made gingerbread houses
program discussing sexual and decorated a tree. It was sort of a
relationships. The same night there family thing."
a(tiViti?S

by Toni Panetta

Melina
Gonzalez
and Carl
Robinson
finish
decorating
gingerbread
men
fresh
out of
the oven
at
Rafael
Chabran's
cookie
decorating and
tree
trimming
program
in
Johnson
House.
Photo
by
Megan
Abair

The projects students engaged in
at professors' homes ranged from
elegant dinners to club and
organization meetings. The
homes provided students with a
change of scenery in which to
work. Photo courtesy ofJoe Price

Gathered in Garrett House, people
join in after-dinner conversation
about such topics as paleontology
or gourmet cuisine. The Faculty
Master dinners let students
discuss issues over a semi-formal
meal. Photo courtesy offoe Price

An assembly-line procedure best
accomplishes the massive job of
mixing dough and forming and
baking holiday cookies. The
goodies that students made during
the holidays kept halls smelling
like home. Photo by Megan Abair
Celebrating in true Halloween
fashion, Steve Betancourt and
Nicole Roman enjoy trick-ortreating at Joe Price's house while
local community children toured
the residence halls/haunted house.
Photo courtesy of Joe Price
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Discussing things with Miguel
Vega, Professor Rafael Chabran
takes time for his students.
Chabran was one of eight faculty
members named to work on the
land-use grant awarded to the
school. Photo by Megan Abair

A great achievement for Professor
Amy Mass, being named a
Fuibright Scholar gave her the
chance to conduct research for a
year in Japan. The award helped
enhance Whittier's prestige.
Photo by Steve Burns

Economics professor Greg
Woirol received the Deihl Chair,
which gave $1.5 million to the
school's endowment to help pay
for salary and research expenses
for faculty work.
Photo by Conrad Haro
Professor of International
Economics, Stephen Overturf was
granted the opportunity to study
in a remote chateaux in France
through an exchange program that
brought recognition to the school.
Photo by Steve Burns
64 ö(tiViti?S
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Many faculty
were rewarded
for their
diligence in
their fields, and
were given the
opportunity to
pursue interests
in various ways
and distant
ands

recF1 RMn
As
project
coordinator,
biology
professor
Cheryl
Swift
has
managed
to
combine
the
efforts
of nine
departments to
do work
on a
land-use
project
that
awarded
a
$400,000
grant for
research.
Photo
courtesy
Of
Cheryl
Swift

Drawing the attention of pro- schools for the project, and was enspective students and educational col- couraged to apply for the grant by
leagues nationwide, Whittier was
awarded a $400,000 grant to study

alumnus Albert Jacques ('77).
Besides the large grant the

land use in the local area. The grant, school received, many individual facallocated by the Southwest Voter Re-

ulty members were recognized for

search Institute, will incorporate the their work and efforts in the educaknowledge of professors from the tional field. Professor Amy Mass was
economics, biology, physical educa-

named a Fuibright Scholar in a na-

tion and recreation, sociology, for- tional competition. The position aleign languages, geology, and political lows her to study in Japan for one full
science departments. Professor
Cheryl Swift coordinated the project,
and will be facilitating the project.
Swift elaborated, "We will

year to continue her research.
Economics professor Stephen
Overturf was given the opportunity to
be a scholar in residence at a chateau

use GIF technology and interdiscipli- in France. According to Overturf, he
nary methodologies to construct a

will visit for one semester and will be

database for longitudinal studies of able to work on his next publication. It
environmental justice." Swift ex-

was a great opportunity for Overturf

plained environmental justice as the

as well as for Whittier because it cre-

tendency for minority groups to live

ated ties to France and opened the

next to undesirable land. Whittier door to subsequent exchanges.
competed against many larger state

by Toiii Panetta

faulty grants
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This dancer from the West
African Drum and Dance
Program shares a tale to the beat
of the drums behind him. The
story was expressed through both
the music and the movements.
Photo by Toni Panetta

Members of BSU Jennifer
Perkins, Donald Beverly,
Deishaun Lanier, and Jerlene
Tatum attended the performance
in traditional African regalia to
personify the celebration of Black
History. Photo by Toni Panetta
Dressed in elaborate garb and
painted symbolically, this dancer
was a local performer who taught
traditional dance at Watts Towers
in Los Angeles. He shared some
of the history with audience
members. Photo by Toni Panetta
66 ã(tiViti?S

BSU MEMBERS: Dewayne Barnes,
Gissell Medina, Delshaun Lanier,
Daeman Harris, Jennifer Perkins,
Celestino Rimando, Jerlene Tatum,
Karl Robinson, John Henry; not
pictured: Eulalia Allen, Donald
Beverly, Christi Cooper, Jeremy
Wang, Benjamin Stephens, Corey
Johnson, Raymond Scott

By sharing a
distinct culture,
3SU brought
awareness and
entertainment to
the campus
through many
events and
programs for
the student
body

t r a?i
Bursting
with
enthusiasm,
this performer
shares a
part of
history
with a
full
crowd at
the West
African
Drum
performance,
which
was held
in the
Faculty
Center.
Audience
members
were
encouraged to
join in
the
dancing.
Photo by
Toni
Panetta

February is nationally recog-

mers and dancers who shared tradi-

nized as Black History Month, and tional legends from various parts of
Whittier celebrated the occasion by

Africa. The audience was enthralled

offering programs that commemo- by the costumes of the performers,
rated famous African-Americans and

and were caught up in the history that

shared aspects of the African culture.

was related in the various presenta-

Some of the programs were spon- tions. Performers were from
sored by the Black Student Union, Cameroon and other West African
who brought presenters to the campus countries. The performance allowed
to share their experiences.

students to learn more about the

On Valentine's Day, Joe lifestyles and beliefs of people from
Price, professor of religious studies, the continent of Africa.
sponsored a program about Negro

Black History Month also in-

League Baseball Players. The pro- cluded an interracial dating forum,
gram was an encore presentation of which allowed students the opportuone Price had coordinated the previ-

nity to explore the different issues that

ous year, and let students learn more are associated with interracial relaabout the history of the organization

tionships. On February 23, BSU

and some of its more prominent par- sponsored a dance for the student
ticipants.

body, which provided another oppor-

The following day, the BSU tunity for the community to mingle
sponsored a West African Drum festi- over the weekend in a relaxed but
val, which featured African drum- exciting atmosphere.

by Toni Panetta

ack. history month
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Making new friends from other
countries was a big part of the
study-abroad program. Here
Jordan Heintz and his new friend,
Max Noxom, frolic in the city of
Prague.
Photo courtesy of Jordan Heintz

In Granada, Spain, Veronica
Rodriguez, Gavianna Seri, and
Antonia Ayala stop to enjoy a local
custom, a youth march in full
costume to celebrate Columbus's
sail to the Americas. Photo
courtesy of Veronica Rodriguez
With St. Basil's Cathedral
looming in the background,
Kevin Ruminson, Joe McCarthy,
and Jordan Heintz stop for a
picture during a visit to the historic
Red Square in Moscow.
Photo courtesy of Jordan Heintz

a ct iv it i?s

Relaxing with a friend and the
biggest cup of coffee in
Copenhagen helped ease the
anxiety involved with being so
many miles from family and
friends.
Photo courtesy of Megan Balzer

Students took
advantage of
the international
program to
earn about
different
cultures in such
places as
Copenhagen,
Argentina, and
France

While
zipping
through
Rome
on a
rented
scooter,
Paige
Man
stops
just long
enough
to have
her
picture
taken in
front of
the
historic
Coliseum.
Photo
courtesy
of Paige
Marr

"If you want to learn a lot started the Copenhagen program
about yourself, go to another country

along with the Danish International

and attempt to live the way the indig- Study Committee and it is now in its
enous people do. I can say I learned

36th year. We have sent over 1,000

how to live in Spain; in other words, students there, almost 10% of our
how to enjoy life," commented

alumni. About 25% of our faculty

Kirsten Armstrong on the time she

have spent a semester there as well. It

spent studying abroad.

is a program that provides people with

The school's international ex- the opportunity to travel all over Euchange program was coordinated by
Professors Michael McBride and

rope."
Virtually every student who

Doreen O'Connor. Whittier's pro- studied abroad shared that the experigram was a partnership with

ence had completely changed their

Copenhagen, in Denmark. Whittier outlook on life, because the different
also used the international studies lifestyles they were exposed to made
program that the University of Miami them evaluate their own life choices.
(FL.) had established. Through the

Some fell in love with the countries

two programs, and various others, they visited, while others reaffirmed
students were able to study in virtu- their love for American soil. Regardally every country of the world. Most less of the consequences, people genstudents chose to study abroad during

erally agreed that studying abroad was

their junior year.

one of the best components of their

McBride elaborated, "We college career.

by Toni Panetta
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For its annua
Asian \ight
ce eoration,
ASA orocucec
another
wonc rous
evening of fooc
anc
entertainment
for a se -out
crowc

Mysteries
Nineteen ninety-six marked responded Michael Armado when
another success for the Asian Student asked what his role was in Asian Night.
Association's traditional display of Despite that "half of the members of
Asian cultures. "Asian Night: The ASA are freshmen or first-timers, I
Mysteries of Asia" included dinner, a was very impressed," said four year
fashion show complete with a veteran Maggie Chan.
kidnapped model and Sean Bond hero,

Both new and returning

and 12 dance performances that members expressed warm feelings
required intricate coordination and toward each other and the spectacular
dedication.
"It was a lot of hard work, we

performance they coordinated.
Down to the last minute

lost a lot of sleep, but I was honored to everyone was "really excited, more
be part of it. I can't wait until next excited than nervous," Blaza
year," said freshman Arlene Blaza remembered. "It was great when the
when asked about her first time helping curtain closed. Everyone wasjumping
prepare 14 dishes from seven different around congratulating each other. It's
countries. An overwhelming sense of a great feeling," reflected Armado.
hard work and pride unified the Asian

Sharing their cultures with
each other and those around them has

club.

"I helped write the script, given members feelings of
decorate, choreograph, and was the accomplishment and enduring
leader of the committee in charge of friendships that will last a lifetime.
representing the Philippines," by Veronica Rodriguez

70 o(tivities

The
Philippino
Bamboo
Dance,
known
as the
"Tinikling
Dance,"
is
rfomied
by
Maggie
Chan
and Hay
Cheam
as Lan
Edwards
and
Nathan
Ho click
the
bamboo
sticks
against
one
another.
Photo
courtesty
of Asian
Student
Association

Featuring the Taiko Drum, the Displaying flexibility and grace,
Japanese Obon Dance is eight women of ASA perform the
performed by members of ASA. Philippino Pot Dance known as
Each member dressed in "Banga." Reynita Berenguer
traditional clothing from Asian begins her hand movements while
countries for the cultural event. the others wait in concentration.
Photo courtesy of ASA
Photo courtesy of ASA

Julia Malasaga, Sonya Hernandez,
and Nancy Gonzales provide
service with a smile. Half of the
14 traditional dishes from seven
different Asian countries were
cooked by members of ASA.
Photo courtesy of ASA
Victor Ruble struts down the
runway during the fashion show
proudly displaying an Emperor's
costume of the Ching Dynasty.
Ruble looks out into the audience
as he maintains his cool
demeanor. Photo courtesy 0fASA

Asian ni8kti

Piano instructor Paul Da Silva,
front left, leads James Villavert,
Jennifer Kuhle, and Margaret
Bacon in practice in the music
building. Visible on piano top is
the ever present metronome.
Photo by Ryan Johnson

Warming up for Jazz Ensemble,
Andi Baker on the bongo drums
and Brian Wright on the electric
bass, relax in the couch set up in
the practice assembly room
outside the music offices.
Photo by Ryan Johnson

Gearing up for a Jazz Ensemble
practice are members Damien
Krajocic on bass, Jared Wycoff
on synthesizer, and Melissa
Dougherty on guitar. Members'
appearance at Friday's was
appreciated. Photo Ryan Johnson

ativitis

Director Christopher Palas leads
baritone saxophone player,
Miguel Hernandez and a Wind
Ensemble in February practice.
Meeting weekly as a group
reinforced the daily practice
schedule. Photo by Ryan Johnson

The music
department
produced
beautiful
performances
for the
community, with
members
stretching
beyond faculty
and students

Concentrating
on the
shared
music
sheet.
String
En scmble
members
Liza
BlauRobinson
and
Kate
Worledge
practice
their
violin
techniques
during a
group
session.
Photo
hr Ryan
JOhI1S()fl

"Life sucks, but music makes

emotions and to see an audience

it better," stated sophomore music

reaction to the musically

major Ryan Culton. Students

communicated emotions, well, that is

involved in the program on campus

my reward."

viewed music as the centerpiece that
gave special worth to existence.

"I try to portray an idea or
picture in my head, and send it to the

"It is my main interest in life,"

audience through music," explained

added Brian Wright. "I try to become

Wright. "The reward is when I have

involved with the musical community

conveyed the idea accurately to

around me so I can give of myself

someone else. When they have seen

through music. The involvement

what I have seen, that is my reward."

takes most of my energy."

Rewarding events of the year

Jared Wycoff agreed, adding,

revolved around the audience. For

"Music occupies75% of my time and

Madrigal Feast, Wycoff found that

sleep takes up the rest."

"the emotional reaction of the audience

Culton found it fun to play in

took the performance to another level.

the concert situation. He stated that

The experience was the defintion of

he enjoyed the "diversity of the music

'music' to me."

itself, and the thrill of performing."

Wright summarized that

Wycoff expanded on the

"Without music and people to share it

thought, saying that, "Music derives

with, my life would have no meaning."

a kaleidoscope of emotions from me.

Truly the impact music had on people's

Music can control feelings and

lives was significant. byRyan Johnson

musi(aI prrformanrs
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While speaking with a local
vendor, Melissa Onstad learns
about different practices. The
fair welcomed vendors from
Uptown Whittier, and also gave
campus clubs the chance to share
their ideas. Photo by Toni Panetta

U

The Campus Inn participated in
the week-long celebration of
diversity by allowing Bass Culture
to perform during an evening
meal. The Cl also catered multiethnic dishes throughout the week.
Photo by Toni Panetta
Preparing for the Main Event, a
vendor and activities faire in the
student union, took several hours
of planning and rearranging.
SOMA organized many of the
events during Diversldentity
Week. Photo by Toni Panetta

ã(tiVitiS

Students participate in the DjoGbe African Drum and Dance
Workshop, which allowed people
to feel the music of the drums.
Students wore colorful garb, and
paraded through the CI and the
quad. Photo by Toni Panetta

Several
organizations
helped sponsor
a week-ono
ce ebration of
diversity and
individuality that
boasted
multi-ethnic
speakers and
workshops

One of
the
tables
featured
at the
Vendor
and
Activities
Faire
boasted
jewelry
for
students
to
explore.
The
Faire
attracted
students,
faculty,
adminidministrators.
and
other
mmi.nity
members
to view
various
organirganizations.
Photo by
Toni
Panetta
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"We're really happy with the ful." Gonzalez said that she attended
turnout. We weren't sure what to several of the films shown during the
expect. It was a lot of work but well

week, including Au Revoir les

worth it. We think we'll plan on doing Enfants and Do the Right Thing. The
it next year. It's really great how films, whether foreign or domestic,
everyone can come together," Emma forced students to explore different
Varesio explained about issues not usually considered in daily
Diversldentity Week.
Varesio was one of several

living.
Several organizations on

coordinators of the event, which cel- campus participated in the event by
ebrated diversity and the bringing in various displays and
multicultural representation of back- speakers about different topics. The
grounds and personalities on campus. Reggae Club sponsored a perforThe event, which lasted February 26-

mance in the Cl by Bass Culture, a

March 1, offered the community the reggae band, that played during dinopportunity to explore various cul- ner on Thursday. The Zen Club intures, life-style choices, and beliefs.

vited a Zen Monk to campus to speak

Speakers covered various about Tekio. The week ended with a
topics, ranging from women's issues club, held in the faculty center, that
to Latin American studies. Com-

was sponsored by the International

mented Marina Gonzalez, "I liked it a

Club. The dance boasted reggae, ca-

lot! There were a lot of different lypso, and salsa music for students to
groups involved, which was wonder- enjoy and explore, by Toni Panetta

diversidentity

wk. 7

The various
experiences
that students
encountered
while in college
contributed to
their
development of
character,
diversity, and
memories.

2Ets
"I studied abroad through the every person at school. The exposure
Denmark program first semester. It students had to new events allowed
was the greatest thing I've done in my them to explore different alternatives.
life. It was phenomenal. It opened a

"Whittier College has changed

whole new world. You view issues my life. I knew I wanted to be a
from new perspectives. I lived with a teacher, but working at Broadoaks has
Danish friend, who I had met my confirmed this goal. The high scope
freshman year, and his family. They

philosophy utilized there is excellent.

are much more open about everything. It is reflected in the students in the
I want to go back--I'm moving there

program. I'll carry the skills with

in a year and a half, and I'll work for

me," shared Tracy Herndon, a child

the university I attended," Joe development major who transferred
McCarthy explained of the study to Whittier in her sophomore year.
abroad program offered at Whittier.

Whittier attracted individuals

Such experiences epitomized from around the world, and prided
the college career that students found itself on the diversity represented by
when they studied and planned for the students and faculty. Manifested
their futures. The college experience, in the various backgrounds, traditions,
particularly the Whittier experience, and perspectives that each person
taught individuals more about shared, diversity forced students to
themselves and their objectives. Many consider different perspectives and to
of the events that transpired throughout view the world through many
the year had such an effect on virtually
a(tiYiti?S

dimensions.

by Toni Panetta

Currently
showing
art work
in the
library
foyer,
junior
Filippina
Warren
is a
psychology
major
and an
active
Sachsen.
Many
students
followed in
Warren's
footsteps
and
participated in
several
activities.
Photo
by Site
VoiroI

Active in the wind ensemble, Studying abroad fall semester,
Korey Hendricks also worked Yvonne Cutler and Chantelle Soto
with ECHO. Hendricks moved experience India firsthand. The
on campus midway through first opportunity to study abroad
semester, and his dorm life proved invaluable to many
persuaded him to apply for an RA students who chose to do so.
position Photo by Ryan Johnson Photo courtesy of Yvonne Cutler

Demonstrating the unbeatable
spirit of the women's lacrosse
team, Wendy Newman smiles
after a rival Occidental player
cracked her scalp open with a
stick in the February 13 game.
Photo courtesy of Nathalie Yuen
Elizabeth Freudenthal, an actress
in Rumors, and Manami lokawa,
an Aspect student from Japan,
visit in the game room before the
Diversldentity talent show. The
audience overflowed into the
hallway. Photo by Sue Woirol
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fter bringing in eleven new faculty members to teach the students in the

community, the curriculum in practice was up for revision. The future of the
curriculum remained to be determined while it underwent the first major
review in over 15 years. That time span left many to wonder whether
professors were able to provide the education that they desired to give

students, given the time restraints and growing class sizes. Faced with the
challenge of providing the best education possible, the faculty and administration closely examined the practices of the college and the goals of the
institution.
Also changing in the professional staff on campus isere some of the
administrative faces that students dealt with regularly. The Residential Life
staff boasted three new area coordinators who lived in the residence hails,
while Director of Student Activities Tracy Poon assumed the responsibilities
of ensuring students' opportunities to have their needs heard and understood
by the school.
The registrar's and business offices kept things rning smoothly when
students had concerns about their class scheduling or hills. Many limes the
campus overlooked the effort and time of the maintenance and phi, sical plant
staff, who worked diligently to keep the campus at' dive and comfortable.
while Campus Safety ensured our security, both 1
and residence halls

I

d out of the classrooms

////'/

by Toni Panerra

Physics professor Vann Priest explains the intricate details involved in velocity and motion formulas. The intense material covered forced students to spend countless hours using calculus and
other mathematical principles to solve the dilemmas encountered in nature that few people appreciate or understand.
photo by Megan Abair

raulty Division 9

Religious Studies: Glenn Yocum, Marilyn Gottshall, Joe Price.
Speech Pathology: Irene Carlyle, Susan Steffani (not pictured
Nancy Mc Coy, Irma Ochoa)

Chemistry: Bob Schambach, Chuck Reeg, Priscilla Bell, Devin
limoto (not pictured: Gus Benavides, Nicki Butterly)
English: Tony Barnstone, Suzanne Weil, Ann Kiley, Bill
Geiger (not pictured: Charles Adams, Ann Farmer, Wendy
Furman, Desiree Guzzetta, Pam Hengst, Alison Hunt, Kathy
Landis, Marilyn Schultz)

80 Faculty/Staff

President's
Off i c e
Johnathan Meer,
Irene
Freer,
President James
Ash
Business Office:
Eli Pangilinan,
Richard Sutrisno,
Garbat,
Jim
Shuaib AbdulAziz, Laura
Valdez, Maria
Esparza, Roxy
Ekhsigian,
Mar g a i t e
Mustin, Heidi
(not
Dillon
pictured: Katrina
Beilmeier,
Hoang Hau,
Gloria Ruelas)

1

uIty/Staff

Career Services, Communications,

Residential
Life: Holly
Robinson,
Letycia
Torres, John
Paerels,
Trisha Wells,
Dave
Leonard,
Christina
Purcell.
Mailroom:
Phil Pizzano,
Dorothy
Dooling.

L.areCerth'y

'p

(S2

rd(Ulty/Stdff

Communication: Judy Browning, Ben Hubble, Kristin
Tranquada.
Economics: Greg Woirol, Kim Thomas, Chuck Lame (not
pictured: Maureen Nerio, Steven Overturf)

Career Services: Joanne Larimer, Nancy Rose (not pictured: Lan
Edwards)
Registrar: Beth Munday, Jennie Allen (not pictured: Gerald
Adams, Janine Cook)

o(utyIStaff

Art/A rtHistory:
David Sloan,
Paula Radisich,
Kim Russo, Ria
O'Foghludha
Computing
Services:
Robert
Olsabeck, Troy
Greenup, Tracy
Bren, Jeffrey
Feng, Jerry
Gomez, Ann
Livshitz

1 raIty/sta

Alumni Relations: Chris Nelson, Peter Golio, Peggy Flores
Copy Center: Ann Gipple

E ducation: Don Bremme, Cary Larson-McKay, Sally Gobar, Cathy
George, Mary Higa, Kathleen Ralph
Campus Safety: John Somers, Malinda Hall (not pictured: Carlos
Alvarez, Jason Borman, Rex Churan, Rory Cochran, Jerry Gallego, John
Lewis, Richard Locklear, Ed Malone, Lawrence Mesa)

racultylstaff i

Bookstore: Harriett Kittle, Linda Dundas.
Advisement: Maggie Velez. (not pictured: Susan Allen)

Maintenance: Willie Guzman.
Office of the Associate Academic Dean: David Muller, Tina
Thomsen.

(Sli ro(uIty/staff

Music: Danny
Lozano, Steve
Gothold, Chris
Palas, Maggie
Gonzalez,
Frankie Nobert,
Williametta
Spencer, Jean
Gothold. (not
pictured: Paul
Da Silva, Mas
Mitsumoto,
David Muller,
Andrew York.

-

MexicanAmerican
Affairs: Martin
Ortiz, Rose
Hernandez

ra(UIt)//stoff 7

Modern Languages: Rafael
Chabran, Doreen
O'Connor, Frauke
von der Horst,
Teresa Sun. (not
pictured: Lori
Crawford-Dixon,
Gustavo Geirola,
Slimane Gueddi)
Business Administration: Jean
Benson, Mary
Finan, Chuck
Lame, Haw-Jan
Wu. (not pictured:
Jeff Decker, John
McCullough,
Maureen Nerio,
Alan Smith)

S

ra(ulty/Stoff

History: Don Breese, Joe Fairbanks, Bob Marks, Don Nuttall,
Dick Archer (not pictured: Pat Ash, Pan Hengst, Kristi Woods)
Media Center: Rick Cordell, Rich Cheatham.

Counseling Center: Jane Parries, Ann Nelson, Lisa Peurvis,
Diane Shelton, Cecilia Cortez
Learning Support: Gail Harris (not pictured: Nancy Rose)
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Advancement,

Advancement:
Joe Zanetta, John
Helgeson, Kiane
Robison, Bob
McQuinn, Terrie
Valenzuela, Jan
Williams, Ellen
Hathaway, Cheryl
Seagren, Dennis
Petticoffer (not
pictured: Darlene
Dugan, Katheryn
Forte, Farzaneh
Mostahkami,
Valerie Parker)
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Library:
Shelly
Urbizagastegui,
Nelda Fodor, Ann
Topjon, Phil
O'Brien, Cindy
Bessler, Louise
Huizar, Joe
Dmohowski, Mary
Ellen Vick, Peggy
Gaugy (not pictured: Steve
Musser)

Math/Physics: Michael Leen, Vann Priest, Fritz Smith, Dave
Garland, Howard Lukefahr, Jeff Lutgen, Seamus Lagan, Dave
Garland, Sharad Keny (not pictured: Abi Fattahi, Igor Glozman,
Kambiz Khoddham, George Wang)
Financial Aid: Ava Cobarrubias, Jack Millis, Janice Adams,
Cathie Oboza, Nina Martinez
Political Science: Fred Bergerson, Dick Harvey, Chris Jones,
David Dixon, John Neu (not pictured: Nicki Butterly, Mike
McBride)

Geology: Ben Greenstein, Bill Wadsworth, Dallas Rhodes
Sociology/Anthropolgy/Social Work: Jane Dillon, Chuck Hill,
Ruthann Rountree, Sue Steiner, Emily Olson, Theresa Montini,
Martha Miser, Amy Mass, Les Howard (not pictured: Nicki
Butterly)
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nce again confronted with possible changes in procedure and policies, the

societies faced the faculty on the uniform issue. Deciding what part of
uniforms should be allowed during the pledging process brought the issue to
the InterSociety Council, a group of representatives from each of the nine
officially recognized societies. ISC, in conjunction with the Society Advisory
Board, advised Dean of Students Susan Allen on a mandate for societies to
implement during the January Interim, when the pledging process occurs. The
decision for societies to encourage the use of "pride" attire brought mixed
reactions from the societies, as some, including the Metaphonians and the
Orthogonians, were drastically affected. The decision came as a compromise
between those faculty members who had addressed concerns over the use of
uniforms as part of the pledging process, and the societies whose traditions
were exemplified by the clothing they wore.
The societies continued their tradition of performing communi
service by becoming involved in such events as Race for the Cure. a fundraisi
event for breast cancer research, in which the Athenians participated. T
Franklins and Thalians each cleaned up local beaches. while the Lancer Socie

sponsored a responsible party management program.
On the social front, the societies organized clubs for the student bod
such as Erotic City, the Toga Party, and Club Overtime, which the Lance
Orthogonians, and Palmers held during the fall semester. Also included we
Homecoming activities, for which numerous alumni returned to enjoy. In t
spring, the Thalians held a club to keep the student body entertained
campus

by Toni Panetta
Senior Laurie Wider celebrates her strike while
Jenn Farrell encourages her and Ed Barnes expresses disbelief. The Palmer-Orthogonian Midnight Bowling Stag was one of several themeoriented stags between societies. Male and female societies stagged each semester.
Photo by Megan Abair
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For over six decades, the Athenian
Society has thrived on the bonds of sisterhood, showing the Whittier campus that
Ladies always commit themselves to
achieving excellence.
This year was another activity-packed
year, with Ladies holding leadership roles
in sports, on-campus clubs and groups, student government, residential life, theater, and choir. The Ladies showed concern for
the community in many ways, including participating in the Race
for the Cure, an event to raise money for the fight against breast
cancer. Additionally, the Athenians held a date party for every
major holiday. These were great excuses for the Ladies to break
away from school and spend time with sisters they didn't have a
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chance to see during the week.
In January, the Athenian Society proudly welcomed eight
new members to their happy family. It was no problem adjusting to a bigger society, because the Ladies were already looking
forward to another exciting semester with their sisters, both old
and new.
The Athenians graduated many of their sisters this year,
and, while they will definitely be missed, they certainly will not
be forgotten. Love, respect, and the bonds of sisterhood are eternal.
Athenian Society Members
Marisa Aparicio, Tammy
Austin, Chi Catello, Alison
Chavez, Lyn Dobrzycki, Kim
Escobar, Nancy Franklin, Ana
Gutierrez, Sonya Hernandez,
Marcy Holmer, Tina Ibanez,
Tracy Kemp, Sylvi Korhonen,
Linda Lee, Sabrina Lee, Holly
Lewis, Shannon Lincoln, Ami
Lloyd, Tanis Logan, Debbie
Lovato, Julie Malasaga, Deanna
Mayer, Mikki Nerio, Raquel
Ogaz, Annalee Paulo, Cindy
Peak, Christy Peoples, Felicia
Rangel, Andrea Rodriquez,
Chaana Rosenthal, Namrata
Saroj, Jennifer Sissoyev, Ashley
Smith, Christina Sports,
Michelle Tautfest, Sarah
Vielma, Renae Waestman,
Christie Whaling, Kathleen
Whitaker, Diana Woldt, Aryn
Wrubel
Photo by Chris Yeager
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Date parties offered a chance for the Ladies to relax, and develop the bonds of
sisterhood in an informal environment. Date parties, like this Halloween Date
Party, allowed the girls to spend time with sisters they otherwise saw very little
of. Photo courtesy of Athenian Society
The Ladies were a close group, and made sure to celebrate each and every
sister's birthday. Here, the Ladies are out for a night on the town which
included eating at a nearby nineteen-fifties style diner, and giggling late into
the night. Photo courtesy of Sylvi Korhonen

Whether at school or at play, the Athenians could always be found in groups.
While individuality was important, developing the bonds of sisterhood was the
primary goal of the Ladies. Photo courtesy of Athenian Society
Homecoming was a special time that brought society members together to
celebrate the bonds they each shared, where those same members were usually
separated by individual activities. Photo courtesy of Athenian Society
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Continuing with the tradition of brotherhood
that was established 75 years ago, the Franklin
Society had yet another successful year. The society once again held its
annual Danny Noon Invitational Frisbee Golf Tournament and the traditional
Casino Night. The Franklins also participated in a
beach clean up activity, which they invited all mem-

bers of the community to participate in.
Keeping in the spirit of things, the Franklins provided several nights
of entertainment for the campus, and kept things lively. One of the few
societies that had a house where members traditionally lived, the Franklins
made good use of their living quarters by frequently sharing it with students on the weekends.
During the New Member Education process in January, the society
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welcomed nine new members to its ranks under the successful program
that Hassam Bustillos instituted. The campus enjoyed the Franklins' traditional ritual of kite flying and egg tossing at lunch, and the new members'
annual canning of the rock to show their pride in the society. With the large
pledge class, the society guaranteed a strong future for their program.
Additionally, Franklins participated in Whittier's study abroad program, bringing what they learned from their experiences back to share with
their brothers.
Forever promoting friendship and brotherhood, the Franklins anticipate next year as they continue to be a major part of Whittier College.
Franklin Society Members
Hassam Bustillos, Jeb
Freedman, Jesus Gallego,
Dominic Friesen, Jon Haber,
Mark Hoogs, Jerry Jensen,
Derek Jones, Matt Knee, Joe
Kozel, Cullen McGraw, Paul
Minassian, Chris Ochoa, Raul
Rios, Reed Van Rozeboom,
Chad Walz, Brad Weidlich,
Dan Williams
Photo by Chris Yeager
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While hanging out in the sand, a few Franklins admire the view of fellow
beach-goers. Never ones to miss the opportunity to enjoy the fine Southern
California weather, the Franklins planned activities that took advantage of the
bright sun and balmy temperatures. Photo courtesy of the Franklin Society
Reed Van Rozeboom, fall semester president of the Franklin Society, shows
how to have a good time at any given moment. Known best for their crazy
antics, members of the society were notorious on campus for being a group of
fun-loving guys. Photo courtesy of the Franklin Society

At a home-style bar-be-que, members of the Franklin Society enjoy each
other's company on a typical Saturday afternoon. The guys were laid back
and always found time to have fun. Photo courtesy of the Franklin Society
Hassam Bustillos ponders what exactly he should be doing at the beach, and
where he can find the rest of his brothers. The Franklins enjoyed routine trips
to various area getaways. Photo courtesy of the Franklin Society
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Although the Ionian Society is the
youngest society on campus, they are nevertheless one of the most active societies at
Whittier. Founded in 1948, the lonians continue to excel in all aspects of campus life,
as well as other activities.
When asked to sum up the philosophy
of the lonians, Mia Romero replied, "Chance made us sisters,
hearts made us friends." This was most evident when the lonians
welcomed the largest New Member Education of all the societies this year. With fourteen new members, they complimented
the already outstanding group of girls who comprise the Ionian
Society.
The lonians are known for their tremendous services to
the community, and this year was no different. I's participated in
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the LA Marathon, and the LA AIDS Dance-A-Thon to raise
money for the fight against AIDS. Additionally, Ionians wrote
letters to POW's, and showed their spirit by helping care for those
less fortunate at local homeless shelters.
Ionians pride themselves on living by their "Ionian ideals." Arni Paed summed up these ideals best by saying, "Being
an Ionian means being an individual." Socially active as well as
active in the community, the lonians were an important part of
the campus community. Chantell Soto added that the members
of the Ionian Society maintain a strong belief that, "In unity lies
victory!"
Ionian Society Members
Michelle Arehart, Lindsey
Badillo, Helen Baron,
Cynthia Bartok, Michelle
Bean, Priscilla Berdiel,
Christi Cooper, Michelle
Carrol, Yvonne Cutler,
Angelica Diaz, Erica
Eyring, Liza Gershman,
Stacy Heavican, Rachel
Homel, Amy Kaber, Laura
Lepe, Darci McLaughlin,
Gina McMahon, Micaela
Murillo, Brandy Quinn,
Arni Paed, Joy Popperwell,
Jessica Poulsen, Tanya
Regal, Veronica Rodriguez,
Mia Romero, Abigail
Robideaux, Chantelle Soto,
Jaime Stone, Catherine
Stover, Moira Welch,
Sheila Zuiderweg
Courtesy of Ionian Society
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As part of their commitment to the community, members of the Ionian Society
take a break from the inclement weather to enjoy their time at the Los Angeles
Marathon. Helping with the Marathon was only one of several projects society
members did to contribute to the area. Photo courtesy of the Ionian Society
The Sportin Fjorten Bowheads of 1996, the Ionian Society's Protegee Class
enjoy an evening of pledging activities outside of the Lancer Manor on Penn
Street. The societies spent time getting to know the new classes through
various mingling activities. Photo courtesy of Liza Gershman

Pledge Mistresses Mia Romero and Darci McLaughlin hold a meeting with
their Protegee Class on the lower Quad in front of the Cl. Societies often used
the warm weather to meet outdoors. Photo courtesy of the Ionian Society
The bonds of sisterhood spanned the globe as Ionian sisters enjoy their time
studying abroad in Denmark. Often, the trip brought members of the society
closer than before. Photo courtesy of Mia Romero
lonjans 99

The Lancer Society celebrated 62 years
of brotherhood this year, and continued a
long-standing tradition of excellence.
Lancers were active in many aspects
of student life, including student government, residential life, the annual Model
United Nations, theater groups, sports
groups, and many other clubs and organizations. This year, the
Lancers organized the annual Erotic City and Mona Kai dances,
sponsored a program about responsible party management for
the other societies, and won the inter-society "Mocktails" competition by making the best non-alcoholic drink. Vice-President
Vuk Milojkovic stated, "We learned this year that there is a lot
more to brotherhood than just parties. Going through pledging
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and organizing Mona Kai brought us a lot closer and reminded
us what being a Lancer means to each of us."
Lancers also spent time giving back to the community.
Events included sponsoring a canned food and clothing drive in
association with a local grocery store, and purchasing food for a
local homeless shelter through the "Meals on Wheels" program.
The group welcomed six new members this year. When
asked to describe the Lancer Society, Alonso Fuente, a new member, replied, "What comes to mind is heart and soul. Building
friendships that last a lifetime."
Lancer Society Members
Chris Allen, Bryan
Atwater, Edward Avila,
Stephen Benard, Jeremy
Curran, Dimas Diaz,
Alonso Fuente, Dave
Fujimoto, Kela Gannon,
Trevor Goller, Greg
Gomez, Conrad Haro,
Reed Johnson, Jascha
Kaykas-Wolff, Tucker
Macomber, Mario
Malagon, Vuk Milojkovic,
Dan Pira, Reid Rokitta,
Joshua Rosenthal, John
Shaterian, Ken Shoji,
Miguel Vega
Photo by Chris Yeager
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Lancers enjoyed the bonds of brotherhood both on and off campus. Trips to
Joshua Tree were a welcome diversion from school, and helped members to
strengthen those bonds of brotherhood, as well as giving them a chance to get
to know a little more about each other. Photo courtesy of Lancer Society
Brotherhood was an integral part of the Lancer Society, as members and
alumni supported each other in all aspects of their lives. Here Lancers pause
for a picture as one of their brothers prepares for a baseball game.
Photo courtesy of Lancer Society

Lancer President Reed Johnson looks on as the 1996 squires complete one of
the required stops during the march. Active Lancers and other members of the
campus community watched the march. Photo courtesy of Lancer Society
Squires lighting their lamps in preparation for the march. Each year the
Lancer New Member Education class spent the final week of NME learning
the march. Photo courtesy of Lancer Society
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The Metaphonian Society, which
prides itself on lasting friendships, service,
and sisterhood, continued to excel this year,
as the society has for the past 72 years.
In keeping with this long-standing tradition of excellence, the Mets continued to
raise money for the library that the group
started in Honduras. Participating in community service brought
the Mets closer together, as they participated in the showing of
the AIDS Quilt, and helped out at the McClaren school for underprivileged and abused children.
When asked to describe the Mets, Liz Lee replied, "The
Mets aren't like anyone else; unless you're a Met, you can't truly
explain the closeness we share."
Mets were active on campus as well, organizing events
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for the campus community, such as the annual Club Shamrock
to celebrate St. Patrick's Day. Additionally, the society welcomed
eight new members this year, to replace the five who graduated.
Joanna Gerber stated, "I think the Mets were very strong this
year. We'll miss the five who are graduating in May."
Friendships and sisterhood were important to the Mets,
who worked hard to develop those bonds with their sisters. Judi
Cervantes commented, "Spending time with my sisters and making memories are what's special to me about Mets." Tiffany
Dean added, "My life as a Met will be what I remember when I
think of the great times in college."
Metaphon ian Society
Members

Lore Casaus, Judi Cervantes,
Farrah Clemens, Tiffany
Dean, Karen Eiler, Joanna
Gerber, April Grice, Amanda
Hill, Alissa Hiraga, Missy
Hoffet, Aisha Hussain,
Danielle Huval, April Lake,
Julie Lawendowski, Elizabeth
Lee, Monica Martinez,
Shannon Moriarty, Parul
Patel, Katie Peters, Cassandra
Ramos, Amber Reynolds,
Regina Sanchez, Leslie
Vaughan, Audrey Whitehead
Photo by Chris Yeager
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Sisters sharing memories at Bobby McGee's, a favorite restaurant for good
food and fun times. Going out with sisters was a great way to relieve stress
and strengthen the bonds of sisterhood. Many societies spent time together at
many off-campus locales. Photo courtesy of the Metaphonian Society
A group of Mets show their sisterhood and costumes at a stag, one of several
they attended throughout the year. Stags provided an opportunity for society
members to mingle and get to know each other better, while also sharing in the
similarities that unified all societies. Photo courtesy of Monica Martinez

Metaphonian actives show their spirit as they participate in a stag with the
Franklin Society. Stags were a time for societies to have fun, while getting to
know members of another society. Photo courtesy of Metaphonian Society
These Mets don costumes for one of the year's Halloween parties. Including
sisters in everything they did was key to developing the sisterhood which the
Mets were so proud of. Photo courtesy of Metaphonian Society
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Nowhere was brotherhood and tradition more evident on campus than within
the Orthogonian Society. Originally organized by Richard Milhous Nixon in 1929,
the Orthogonians continue to excel both as
a group and as individuals.
Orthogonians were active in many aspects of campus life, including student government, residential
life, and various clubs and organizations. Orthogonians assisted
with freshman orientation by helping the new students move in
to their dorm rooms. Other on-campus events included a dance
in the Faculty Center with a toga theme, and the annual Side
Saddle, a cowboy-style dance described as a wild west throw
down, also held in the Faculty Center. The annual 0 Haunt Halloween Party was also a popular event this year. The brothers
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were active participants in the community as well. One of this
year's projects was the flying of a flag in Washington, D.C. to
honor Orthogonians killed in wars.
The Orthogonian Society was proud to welcome eight new
members this year during the January New Member Education
program. The eight brothers will continue to carry on the longstanding tradition of excellence for which the Orthogonians are
well-known. Orthogonians are proud to hold important positions on campus, with the hope that the college community will
benefit from the strong ideals and talents of the Orthogonian Society.
Orthogonian Society
Members

J. Tyler Bardo, Edward V.
Barnes II, Arturo
Contreras, Jess Duncan,
Nate Goetz, Keith Holden,
Edward Jankowski, Ryan
Johnson, Bum-Suk Tom
Koo, Christian Lozano, Ric
Lucore, Juancarlos
Martinez, Steve McAskill,
Andy Murphy, Marcus
Parades, Billy Pierro,
David Stimler, Doug
Sutherland
Photo by Chris Yeager
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While at the annual Orthogonian Halloween celebration, a couple of the
brothers display their thematic costumes for posterity. Several members of the
society dressed as characters from the Star Trek series, while guests of the gala
were free to come as they chose. Photo courtesy of the Orthogonian Society
While at Magic Mountain with some of his brothers, Dave Stimler gets fitted
into a Sumo wrestling suit. Often the brothers found some way of having a
good time away from campus, while still strengthening the bonds of brotherhood built during pledging. Photo courtesy of the Orthogonian Society

Steve McAskill, Ed Jankowski, Ed Barnes, and Dave Stimler enjoy a night out
together. Brothers traveled in groups, part of the tradition of brotherhood that
had been established years ago. Photo courtesy of the Orthogonian Society.
Just hanging out at the 0-House, Steve McAskill and Dave Stimler remember
the true meaning of brotherhood. Several of the brothers lived at the House
during their college careers. Photo courtesy of the Orthogonian Society
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"Being part of the Palmer Society was
important to me because I wanted to have a
group of people who I identified closely
with, could have fun with, and would tie
me to the school once I left. I chose the
Palmers because they are a group of women
~PFIL ERS
who are still individuals, but sincerely value
sisterhood, friendship, and academics. Those things are important to me, and I'm just glad I found a group of people to share
that with," Anadine Miskin explained.
The Palmers showed their enthusiasm this year through
service projects at Broadoaks and other off-campus locations and
through continued support of various clubs and organizations on
campus. The society's membership ranged from leaders in other
campus clubs to star players on various teams.
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The society welcomed five new women this year, and carried on the traditions of sisterhood, loyalty, scholarship, and service in a variety of ways. Commented Heather Backer, "I'm
having a great time in the society because I'm learning more
about myself and am becoming more confident in who I am.
I'm glad I can have a great time with my sisters and I feel like I
am able to contribute to the society to make it a better organization. I hope to continue the traditions that have been around for
years."
The society said good-bye to nine sisters, but eagerly anticipated another year of memories and sisterhood. by Toni Panetta
Palmer Society Members
Megan Abair, Heather Backer,
Jennifer Bailey, Lindsey
Beck, Julie Borda, Vanessa
Briggs, Stephanie Butler,
Kathleen Chavez, Jenn
Farrell, Jennifer George,
Suzette Hamilton, Zaira
Hernandez, Tracy Herndon,
Christine Igidbashian, Bonnie
Lin, Robyn Matcher, Anadine
Miskin, Tara Molly, Katie
O'Connor, Toni Panetta,
Sarajane Reible, Jamie
Rickerd, Nancy Stewart, Amy
Trewella, Krista Whyte,
Laurie Wider
Photo by Chris Yeager
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Taking a night out to learn more about the society, freshman Stephanie Butler
and sophomore Jennifer Bailey participate in activities at the Palmer Open
House. The evening drew the interest of many women, some of whom chose
to become new Palmers in the spring. Photo courtesy of Megan Abair
Enjoying a sisterhood activity, Jenn Farrell and Kathleen Chavez show that
sisterhood truly does make one's day. The Palmers planned several activities
to go out together just to get away from the pressures of everyday life, as well
as focusing on sisterhood. Photo courtesy of Megan Abair

The Fab 5, the Palmer Society's New Member Education Class for the year,
show their enthusiasm to start a new chapter in their lives. The women went
through a comprehensive program. Photo courtesy of Megan Abair
Sarajane Reible, Suzette Hamilton, Tara Barnhart, and Tracy Herndon celebrate an evening as sisters. Members of the society relied on each other for
support and friendship. Photo courtesy of the Palmer Society
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Although it was small in the number of members, the William Penn Society continued to leave
an indelible mark on the campus through several
service projects and the contributions to maintaining the environment.
The Penns paint the "W" annually for homecoming as part of their ritual, keeping it in top condition when the alumni return. The Penns held their annual homecoming
brunch this year at the Hungry Hunter, and they participated in an activealumni football game as a way to keep in touch with all the members.
Besides stagging with all of the female societies, the Penns held
their Open House at Penn Park and had Rush at Q's, inviting prospective
members to share in the informal and casual atmosphere that the society
emphasizes. The society also published its annual edition of the Hustler's
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Handbook, a campus phone and address book.
Besides being active in the society, many of the members held leadership roles on campus and were involved in various organizations, ranging from athletic teams to positions on the Council of Representatives to
active members of the theater department. Three of the members, Kevin
Ruminson, Joe McCarthy, and Jordan Heintz spent their fall semester studying in Copenhagen, which made the fall membership small, but not too
small for the society to remain prevalent on campus.
The Penns welcomed six new members in January to add to the
society's traditions of fraternity and service to the community.
Wi//join Penn Society
Members
Ryan Alexander, Omar
Gastelum, Jordan Heintz,
Eric Kruger, Mark
Schouten, John Arnett,
David Gerber, Mark
Johnstone, Joe McCarthy,
Fred Buescher, James
Dominguez, Ryan Estrada,
Nathan Gun, Bryan
McNally, Sol Rodriguez,
Kevin Ruminson, Rian
Windsheimer
Photo by Chris Yeager
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Dressed as television icons Beavis and Butthead, Mark Johnstone and Jon
Arnett take the spirit of Halloween seriously. The Penns stagged with the
Palmers for the annual Penn-Palmer Pumpkin Promenade, a tradition between
the two societies. Photo courtesy of the Penn Society
Omar Gastelum and Ryan Alexander share a conversation with Cassandra
Ramos at the Penn-Metaphonian Stag. Many of the societies planned themeoriented stags to keep the entertainment lively and diverse throughout the year.
Photo courtesy of the Penn Society

Actives, alumni, and prospectives all enjoyed the festivities at the William
Penn Society Rush, held in Uptown Whittier at Q's. The buffet set-up encouraged those in attendance to mingle freely. Photo courtesy of the Penn Society
Members of the William Penn Society pause during homecoming celebrations
to commemorate the event, which brought alumni and actives together to
reminisce about recent memories. Photo courtesy of the Penn Society
Penns
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A camping stag at Silverwood Lake.
Cleaning up a beach for community service.
A date party at Lake Arrowhead. The now
annual and always popular Met-Thalian
stripper stag. TV tapings to raise money.
Dancing all night at The Palace. The
infamous road trip to Tijuana. Staying up
all night talking. These are all things that sisters do together, but
they do not define the sisterhood Thalians share.
Alumni at Homecoming and the transformation of young
women from friends to sisters during pledging are examples of
Thalian sisterhood at its very best. This year the Thalians proudly
introduced 10 new sisters into their flock. "I wanted our new
sisters to have the society not only on their minds, but feel it in
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their hearts.. .and these girls definately do," said Janine Leigh
Kramer, Pledge mistress and spring semester president.
Whether it is at the Thalian Spring Formal, fund-raising
events, stags, the fifth annual Crush Party, community service
projects, Club Ts-Me, or just hanging around, these sisters will
continue to share the sisterhood that comes with being a Thalian
long after graduation. Senior Nicole Mastridge, recording
secretary, stated it best: "I've loved all the fun times we've had,
but quite frankly, I've seen much more of my sisters than I thought
by Janine Leigh Kramer
was legally possible."
Thalian Society Members
Patti Barker, Ann Belknap,
Amy Birch, Jen Bohlmann,
Jenn Bryning, Jill Caviezel,
Janae Estep, Justine Fuss,
Sherri Ganzon, Kathrin
German, Alicyn Gianukos,
Nancy Gonzalez, Olivia
Gonzalez, Karen Grissette,
Dede Hsieh, Amy Hutchinson,
Janine Leigh Kramer, Nicole
Mastridge, Crissy Morrison,
Tiffany Murrey, Liz Nguyen,
Jennifer Roberts, Danielle
Rossi, Jessica Sol, Beth
Stikkers, Sara Stockman,
Tootie Tatum, Megan Taylor,
Valerie Termini, Robin
Toltzman, Amber Wallace,
Ashley Waterhouse, Jennifer
Windt, Vicky Yang
Photo by Chris Yeager
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As the year came to an end many Whittier students

expected and well received by everyone here, but new events

were hard at work planning Spring Sing, Luminarias, and the

added a much needed spice at the end of the year when finals

annual Hawaiian Islander's Club Luau. While preparations

could put a damper on attitudes. The opening of the Club

took place for those events the campus anxiously awaited

went over very well with the students. The events that were

graduation and the opening of the newly renovated Club.

held in the Club had outstanding attendance. With Mona Kai

"Although I

booked as the Club's

am not in a society it

first event everybody

was fun to watch all of

benefited.

the Societies go on

elebrating her 1911
birthday, Tiffany
Murrey enjoys an
evening with friends,
away from the usual
spring semester
concern

stage and perform for
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us (the students),"
shared Sean Roy. Traditional events were
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1996 Spring Sin
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Renting a tuxedo, buying Spring Si,
ng are two of the major
flowers, and renting a hotel room:

social events before finals.

sure does sound like a high school

The theme for Spring Sing

prom, but it's not. It's Whittier's

was "And the Oscar goes to.....Al-

annual Luminarias Dance.

though the Metaphonians won the

This year Luminarias was

Sweepstakes, it was clear that ev-

held at the Universal Sheraton in

eryone had dedicated several hours

Universal City, where a casino room

to complex choreography and gru-

enhanced the evening's celebrations.

eling practices.

Many students chose to rent rooms

Many people contributed

at the hotel to avoid a late-night

to the success of both Spring Sing

drive back to campus after the fes-

and Luminarias, making them

tive night. The dance, along with

memorable events for all.

rjovering over all
I I of the children at
Universal CityWalk,
by Hollywood, Jess
Duncan playfully enjoys theday after
Lum i n a r i a

both in
eoff Stults perP erforming
the band and on G forms in the
stage, Geoff Stults 1996 Luau. The Luau
sings as the other band showcased many anmembers play their in- cient dances. It was a
struments
in
good way to expose
Whittier to Hawai
accompanimen

ave Stelmac and
D Steve
McCaskil
show their strength at
the Side Saddle. Arm
wrestling was a traditional event during Side Saddl
the annual
A tOrthogonian
mud
wrestling pit, Ed
Barnes wrestles his
opponents,
two
Amanda Vaughn
and Erin Pettinge
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YOith the Late addition
gone events ae Acid within the tacilities

Waiting all week to go to

Hawaiian Islander's Luau (although

that awsome rage when Friday night

not held in the Club due to construc-

finally comes and ... you walk to the

tion delays), The Lancers' Mona

basement of the CI? This spring

Kai, The Orthogonian Side Saddle,

Whittier opened the doors of the

and the Ionian Cinco de Mayo Fi-

long awaited, newly renovated

esta ended the year on a festive note.

Club. The Club enhanced the social

"This year's Luau has

atmosphere of the college.

brought out the most meaningful

As the year ended and the

morals and values of the Whittier

Club opened, many activities con-

College community," explained

tinued with barely a pause in mo-

Hawaiian Islanders Club president

mentum. Activities such as the 1996

Noelani Ajimine.

Omo and
K oy
Mike Dobryski
perform their ancient
Hawaiian Dance, as
Melissa Inman checks
to make sure she
is following alon
into the
Getting
dancing mood,
Vick Yang dances with
her Thaliaii little
brother Raul Rios at
the annual Side
Saddle
danc.

aving at her parW ents
and friends
in the crowd Rachel
Homel spiritfully displays her excitement
for commencement exercise
their speE eating
cial senior lobster
meal in the C.I., Keith
Holden and Ryan
Johnson enjoy the elegant food with
Marcus Parede

ddressing the
graduating class,
President Ash offers
his experiences and
wisdom as guides
about what to expect in the futur

A

raduation caps
are a way to
show off an important
part of your life. In this
sea of caps everything
from societies to
art is displaye
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With theit last credits havin5 6een snritied, a
new class ot students ente the teal 1'o1d
As the traditional sounds of

aiting to accept
his diploma Ed
Barnes walks to the
graduation platform.
All of these students

W

worked hard to
;ee this da

assing by the faculty and guest
speakers,
Karen
Grissette accepts her
Whittier College diploma from
President As

D

in the celebration.

"Pomp and Circumstance" hung in

With the audience full of

the air, the ninety-third annual com-

proud parents, grandparents, and

mencement ceremonies ushered out

children, President Jim Ash wished

the class of 1996.

the graduates well and guaranteed

Seated once again in the

that a comprehensive Whittier edu-

amphitheatre where many had been

cation would he useful in the pro-

welcomed just four years prior to

fessional arena. Senior speaker

kick off freshman orientation, the

Rochelle Duplessis elaborated

graduating seniors listened to guest

when she shared that tolerance and

speakers, including Los Angeles

celebration of others, a Whittier tra-

Times columnist Al Martinez, shared

dition, is valued worldwide.
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Consistent with the high-speed pace of the year, the Lacrosse League champions. The men beat former chamspring semester offered students the chance to participate in pion UC-Berkeley to return the title to the Poets.
several events.

As May came to an end, the school ushered out its

With the long-awaited opening of the renovated Club, 93 graduating class. Rochelle Duplessis stressed the lesseniors had the chance to sample the masterpiece while fresh- sons learned outside of the classrooms when she addressed
men, sophomores, and juniors knew what to anticipate when her peers. Upon reflection, the end of the academic year ushthey returned in the

ered in new opportuni-

fall.

ties for all members of
The spring

athletic teams got a
boost when the men's
lacrosse team finished
their flawless season as
the Western Collegiate

the community.
L the Powderpuff
game, Danny
Reynolds guides his
players.This was the
first attempt to revive
powder puff at
W h i t t i e

After the
bulk of the
Acropolis had
already gone to
print, many other
groups
on
campus were still
hard at work
preparing for what
were to be some
of the biggest
events of the year.
Rep re sented here is a
mere glimpse
back at hours and
hours of hard
work. A lot of
people
contributed to all
of the behind the
scenes work, setting up
for Luminarias, learning
and practicing native
dances for the Luau,
creating and learning acts
for Spring Sing, and many

more.
The
semester began to
wind down with
week
long
celebrations for
Mona Kai and Side
Saddle.
As the
year drew to a
close,
the
omm unity
prepared to bid a
fond farewell to the
graduating class of
1995. However,
m 0 U r n i n g
overcame the
campus with the
unexpected
passing of a
beloved faculty
member,
Michael
Praetorius. Thus, the
second semester was filled
with a complex mixture of
emotions from laughter to
sorrow, joy to tears.

A Classy Evening
Saturday night,
April 2nd, 1995 certainly
was a night to remember
for a great number of
Whittier
College
students. This year's
Luminarias succeeded to
produce numerous fond
memories for all who
attended. An evening of
dancing, incredible live
entertainment, and
dining
delicious
characterized
Luminarias 1995.
Among many
changes this year was a
convenient change of
location to the Biltmore
hotel in downtown Los
Angeles. This change
allowed many more
students to attend the
event. "I'm glad they
made Luminarias more
accessible this year. It
seemed like the whole
school was at the
Biltmore and that made
it more fun," explained
senior Nicole Winger.

"Y-M-C-A" Dave Jones, Brett
Schraeder, and Tom Savage
show that their leadership
talents go far beyond scholastic
and athletic activities.

maa

"A ton of
people just
there to
have a great
time made
the night
the greatest
ever."

Another
favorable variation to the
evening was a decrease
in cost for the night for
the students. This also
enabled many more
students to enjoy the
evening of fun.
Accomodations
at the Biltmore for this
Luminarias
year's
included a live band as
well as a DJ, a complete
sit-down dinner and
dessert, professional
photo opportunities, and
an all-around classy
atmosphere.
"I enjoyed this
year's Luminarias the
best out of every year.
The combination of the
high class hotel, great
music, and a ton of people
just there to have a great
time all made the night
the greatest ever. The
whole night was very
well put together,"
commented senior Dave
Jones.

Sophomore Steve Betancourt
and freshman Nicole Roman
create a romantic moment by
ignoring those around them
and focusing on each other.

Freshman Ann Belknap and
her date take a break from all
the excitement to enjoy each
other's presence. The Biltmore
provided many places to relax.

"Look over there!" All the
beautiful Whittier women in
the crowd make the men take
second looks. Wait, who's
pointing over there?

Marissa Leong, Kim
Huddleston, Heidi Badger,
Michelle Yam, and Michelle
Ellis perform a dance
overlooking the crowd.

Chris Rife and Parul Patel
show that it can be just as much
fun to relax in their seats and
watch the dancing crowd as it
is to join them.

utamz

Juniors Kris Kimura and Mike
Schwalbe, and Troy Kimura
and Kele Perkins, both of the
class of '94: The Ala Wai Canal
Boys stealing the show.

These partners show the spirit
of the Hawaiian Islanders. The
night came to life with the
enthusiasm of the club
combined with the excitement
of the audience.
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One of the many beautiful
Hawaiian dances performed at
the Luau. Only 12 of the 40
dancers were actually from
Hawaii.

The Mea Ho'omaka Nanea Men.
Stuart Ayling, a first year
participant explained, "It was a
lot of fun. The whole thing was
a good experience. I learned a
lot."

eauty of the, Sound
KaNaniONci 'Oh
E. better understood as
Beauty of the Sound,
perfectly described this
year's fourth annual
Hawaiian luau presented
by the Hawaiian Islander
Club. The performance
was sold out as nearly
400 attendees crowded
their way into the
Shannon Center, a new
location for the event.
The storyline for
the night included
sophomore Billy DeClerq
as he reminisced about
his vacation in Hawaii
and the beautiful
Hawaiian girl he met,
played by Tanya Regal.
Hawaiian music and
dancing filled the room
as DeClerq recalled his
Hawaiian beauty.
Twenty-eight
female and nine male
dancers made up the Mea
Ho'omaka Nanea Women
and Men. The dancers
were accompanied by the

Secretary of HIC, Tanya Regal,
played the part of the beautiful
Hawaiian girl and danced her
way into the hearts of all who
saw her.

"Exposure
of the luau
went far
beyond
what we
expected."

Ala Wai Canal Boys, a
group of four men,
including junior Kris
Kimura and Mike
Schwalbe, as well as
alumni Troy Kimura and
Kele Perkins. The various
dances were skillfully
choreographed by Noe
Ajimini, Tanya Regal,
and Chantelle Soto.
Before the dance,
the Islanders hosted a
dinner at Arnold Hall
under a canopy in order
to create a more
traditional luau setting.
The meal included Kalua
Pig, Shoyu Chicken,
Lomi Salmon, rice,
macaroni salad and
coconut cake. About the
evening, Regal reflected,
"1 feel that this year's luau
was one of the largest
accomplishments of the
club simply because we
attracted more members
and exposure of the luau
went far beyond what we
expected."

The beautiful dances performed each told a story of
love, danger, and the struggle
that Hawaiians face trying to
keep their culture alive today.

Spring Fever
Saturday night,
April 22nd marked the
44th annual Spring Sing.
This year's theme was
Staurday Night Spring
Fever. "Entertaining and
fun in a cheezy sort of
way," is how senior
Desiree Revoir described
the evening. The event
was co-chaired by
seniors Carey Baker and
Greg Chavez.
The evening
was kicked off by
comedian John Heffron
who has appeared on An
Evening at the Iinprov and
will be starring in a new
sitcom, Dinner with the
Folks. Heffron captured
the audience with an
endless string of
hilarious stories about
his childhood.
Seven groups
performed throughout
the evening, four of
whom left with awards.
"It was a thrill to see so
many people I know

Metaphonian Women show off
their fond "Memories of the
70's" while dancing down
Whittier, Painter and Eariham
Drive.

"It was
entertaining
and fun in
a cheezy
sort of
way."

showing off their
craziness and creativity
in front of an audience.
You could tell that they
loved being in the
spotlight because they
really hammed it up,"
recalled junior Suzanne
Salerno.
The Sweepstakes award, given for
the best overall
performance, went to the
Athenian Society for "A
Spring Check-Up,"
hosted by Dr. Love
(Rhonda Ross). The
Orthogonians won the
award for the Best
Representation of Theme
with their "Welcome
Back to the 70's"
performance. The Best
Vocal award went to the
Blue Goldfish who sang
their version of "Closer
to Fine." The Thalian
Society received the Most
Original award for their
performance, "Spring
Dreamin'."

A striking finale from the
Thalian Society's "Spring
Dreamin'." They were given
the Most Original Award for
their performance.

Ric Lucore pounces on Ty Bardo
to begin their "Welcome Back
to the 70's" show. Their act
received many reminiscing
laughs from the crowd.

Dina Alerhayem leads the
Dynamics as they entertain the
audience with "Come
Together." They continued to
sing while the judges decided
the winners of the night.

A Met doing her part and
dancing out a thrilling memory
during the Metaphonian
Society's performance of
"Memories of the 70's."

Dr. Love (Rhonda Ross)
perscribes some 'good loving'
for patient Tammy Austin's
heart problerm. The A's won
the best overall performance
with "A Spring Check-up."

Senior Raul Martinez stares in
amazement as his friend tries
to teach him some new moves.
The dance sent partiers off with
fond memories of the week.

Freshman Geoff Stults admires
freshman Mike Dobrzycki's
incredible concentration skills
as he attempts to show the
crowd his limbo ability.

These three take a relaxing
moment to lounge on the
infamous Lancer couch and
enjoy the tropical atmosphere.
The decor showed a lot of hard
work by the Lancers.

Julie Lawendowski and Brad
Wylick try to block a hit, or
rather kick, from their
opponent. Volleyball was one
of the many outdoor events
open to everyone all week.

Festivities in tiie Sand
What do forty
tons of sand,
countless
palm
fronds, the bottom
floor of a parking
structure,
and
skimpy polynesian
outfits add up to?
Mona Kai, of course.
The annual Lancer
shin-dig included a
D.J. as well as a steel
drum band. Party
go-ers could be seen
playing bongos and
shaking morracos
right up with the
band members.
All week long
the "hut" on the
lower quad housed
lounging Lancer
men, their flock of
groupies, the volley
ball net, as well as a
new and improved

The new and improved Slip N
Slide was a huge success for
Mona Kai this year. It
provided fun and relief from
the sun between classes.

"The best
part was
getting to
see nonLancers
having a
great time
with what
we pulled
together."

home-made Slip 'N
Slide. A special
flavor this year was
the "tie-dye your
Mona Kai tee-shirt"
opportunity.
Resident Lancer tiedye artists were
available
for
consultation.
The week
long
festivities
ended in the sand on
Saturday night, and
Chris (Tiny) Allen
said that the best part
for him was "being
an active Lancer;
putting in a full week
of work, then
coming to the party
and getting to see
non-Lancers having
a great time with
something that we
pulled together."

Chris (Tiny) Allen and Shuaib
Abdul-Aziz stand watch over
the hut and look for innocent
by-passers to invite to join in
the fun.

01d-F shion ad Fun
The week was a
•
week filled with stags,
mud-wrestling, and
other annual traditions.
The Orthogonians
presented the last hoopla of the year with Side
Saddle, the annual
western-themed club in
the Faculty Center.
The Orthogonians stagged with the
female societies during
the week in preparation
for the dance which was
held on May 13th. The
week presented a
method for students to
exhaust their stresses
before finals week rolled
around.
Friday evening
reached a high point with
the traditional mud
wrestling competition,
held at the Orthogonian
house on Earlham Drive.
Competitors who got
down and dirty included
Jenn Ferrell, Ryan
Johnson, Tara Barnhart,

Ryan Johnson doesn't seem too
upset to be rolling around in
the mud with Palmers Tara
Barnhart and Jen Farrell.

"Everyone
got crazy
one last
time before
finals."

Allison Chavez, Suzette
Hamilton, and Christine
Volden, among others.
Personal grudges, as well
as old-fashioned fun,
were determined in the
mud.
The competition
continued the next
evening at the Side
Saddle dance, as people
arm-wrestled each other
in a display of dominance
and tried to outdance
each other on the dance
floor.
"Side Saddle
was the climax of this
year's social achievement
as everyone got crazy one
last time before finals. On
Friday, valiant warriors
collided in the mud as
they wrestled for glory.
The hoe-down on
Saturday highlighted the
week's festivities and was
the finale to a great
Orthogonian tradition,"
explained junior Ryan
Johnson.

Cowgirl and arm wrestling
champ Suzette Hamilton takes
a little time to show some
moves to her friends.

Steve McAskill stares in
disbelief as Suzette Hamilton
kills the lauging-too-hard-toconcentrate Christing Volden
in their arm wrestling match.

Junior Karyl Bailey gets the
chance to look at Side Saddle
from a different point of view.
The Orthogonians never fail
to come up with creative ways
to entertain!

Senior Linda Cordova finds the
romantic side of her cowboy.
Side Saddle provided
entertainment for the couples
and the singles in the crowd.

"What the hell do you think
you are doing?" Facial
expressions say it all
sometimes! Here is a perfect
opportunity to create your own
story!
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-Michael Praetorius

Dr. Michael Praetorius
1937-1995
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...not

life, but a good life, is
to be chiefly valued..."

a good life, Plato does not mean financial
;uccess. He has in mind a life well lived,
:haracterized by justice and honor. However,
ustice and honor can only come to the just and
lonorable man. You have to be good to recognize
:he good. Michael's life was truly a good life.
-Paula Radisich

GRADUation,f
The Ninety-Second Whittier College Commencement was held in the
Harris Amphitheatre on Friday, May 26th, 1995, at 9:00 a.m. The excitement
and enthusiasm was unmistakable as nearly 260 graduating seniors lined up
near the library lawn in preparation for their undergraduate finale.
The address was given by reknowned architect Frank 0. Gehry.
Gehry commended Whittier College faculty and the preparation for the
future that the graduates were leaving with. The student speaker for the class
of 1995 was Nicole Winger, who compared the graduates to butterflies ready
to break out of
their cocoons
and spread their
wings, filling the
world
with
wonder and
beauty.
An
informal
reception for the
gleaming
graduates and
their families
and friends
filled the upper
quad after the
ceremony.
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Congratulations and GoodLuck
Class of 19950
g

0

)
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The Ninety-Second Whittier
College Commencement
May 26, 1995
Friday,9:00 a.m.
Harris Amphitheatre

Developing the bonds of sisterhood was important to the Thalians, and required constant work due to the large number of actives. Relaxing at Baskin
Robbins was just one way in which the Thalians spent time together, getting to
know each other. Photo courtesy of Karen Grissette
Dressing in black for Coke Acceptance was a tradition for the Thalians, who
also dressed this way for Formal Acceptance. These actives shared each
other's thoughts as they waited for the official ceremony at this year's Coke
Acceptance to begin. Photo courtesy of Thalian Society

Members who pledged during the 1995 NME program show off their new
mugs at the Tailless Turtle Mug Break-In, an event to celebrate what the girls
accomplished during pledging. Photo courtesy of Karen Grissette
Thalians were active on campus, as well as in the surrounding community.
Each year, the girls participated in the Long Beach Annual Coast Clean-Up, an
event to clean up beaches in the area. Photo courtesy of Nancy Gonzalez
Thalians 111
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ubelievably, many members of the community said goodbye to the

school and its traditions as they brought their undergraduate careers to an end,
finally grasping the opportunity to excel beyond the institution that had been
the foundation of their lives for the past three to five years. During the dance
at the Crystal Marquis in Uptown, seniors experienced the bittersweet joys of
their final homecoming as students, and then began their frantic search for life
after Whittier. What next? The question was repeatedly asked. and often
uncertainly answered
Collectively, the class of 1996 crammed for GREs and LSATs, hoping to
achieve their best on the tests that factor into acceptance into quality graduate
and professional schools. Yet others chose the path of internships and planned
entrances into the job market, making the skills and knowledge acquired at
Whittier desirable assets in the competitive world of the nineties
In an age known by the World-Wide-We!) and other technological
trademarks, seniors realized the importance of not just computer and electronic
knowledge, but an intricate comprehension of their use in daily living, whether
as communication tools or means of survival. Regardless, the demands of the
world required graduating seniors to utilize the interactive skills that had been
acquired both in and out of the classrooms, and to combine those skills with the
theoretical information studied in books, lectures, and tests that had occurred
in their short time at the school.

by Toni Panetta

Perusing the latest edition of the Quaker Campus, Sam deFreitas searches for a listing of movies in Uptown. Seniors embraced the weekends
as an opportunity to catch up on much needed
sleep they forfeited during the week to apply for
graduate schools and to send out resumés to
potential employers.
Photo by Megan Abair
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Senior Division

John Abdelmalak
Business Administration

Magaly Afiune
Business Administration

Leslie Noe Ajimine
Biology

Janis Akiyama
English

Ferogh Ali-Ahmadi
Biochemistry

James Allemand
Earth Sciences

Marino Angulo
History

Kirsten Armstrong
Economics

what

I

re' tke
s

of success?

In 1899, the Rhodes
Scholarship began as a way to
support 200 scholars from 18
nations to study at Oxford
University in England. Thirtytwo students from the United
States are given the opportunity to
earn a M.PhiI from one of the
colleges at Oxford with all
expenses paid. This year, seven
seniors were honored to be
nominated by the faculty for this
recognition. Amy Birch and
Malaika Williams applied from
the state of Nevada; Brian Brown,
Janine Leigh Kramer and Colleen
Windham applied from the state
of California; and Camille

Terhune and Megan Taylor
applied from Washington. The
criteria for this award are: strong
academic and athletic ability,
leadership, and service.
Another prestigious
award, the Marshall Scholarship,
is given to forty Americans each
year from the one-thousand who
apply. Three seniors, Jeremy
Cosand, Jennifer McBride, and
Jennifer Sanchez-Salazar were
nominated.
Academic
achievement, social commitment
and responsibility, leadership
potential and internship
experience are the hallmarks of
those who win this award.
by Janine Leigh Kramer

Ill Seniors

Rachael Schuessler gets energized from a cantaloupe as she prepan
participate in AIDS Walk 1995. Individuals, as well as clubs
societies, participated in the fundraiser for AIDS research by fin
someone to sponsor them for walking.
Photo by Toni Pat

Jonathan Arnett
Psychology

Tamara Austin
Biology

Edward Avila
Business Administration

Michelle Barisdale
Business Administration

Patricia Barker
Biochemistry

Edward Barnes
Biology

Helen Baron
Biochemistry

Cynthia Bartok
Psychology

Micole Bartolucci
French

Diarmad Bash
Chemistry

Kimberly Bates
Psychology

Michelle Bean
English

Reynita Berenguer
Biology

Jiten Bhatt
Physical Education Recreation

Raakhee Bhatt
Physical Education Recreation

Amy Birch
Psychology

Mark Bistricky
History

Constance Bock
Physical Education Recreation

Heather Brandt
Whittier Scholars Program

Esmeralda Calderon
Psychology

Seniors

ifl

Chi Catello
Biology

Maggie Chan
Biology

Sandra Chaparro
Physical Education Recreation

Guek-Qung Chun
Business Administration

Keven Clevenger
Political Science

Steven Connor
Art

Jeremy Cosand
English

Alejandra Cuevas
Child Development

Julisa Cully
Psychology

Gina Dechant
History

Samantha deFreitas
History

Maria De Leon
Economics

Angelica Diaz
Psychology

Michelle DiCarlo
French

Helyn Dobrzycki
Child Development

Rochelle Duplessis
English

Karen Eiler
Biology

Holly Engelmann
Mathematics

Erika Enomoto
Business Administration

David Fujimoto
Political Science

116 Seniors

r Mark Bistricky looks as lost as the freshmen he's trying to direct.
,as one of several Orientation Week Leaders (OWLs) who worked to

nilate students. OWLs counsled students about registering, learning
,e with a roommate, and adjusting to college life.
Photo by Toni Panetta

Ten am. may not be early for the rest of the campus, but for senior Rian
Windsheimer it is. He just can't seem to face Dr. Neu's Constitutional
Law class without his shades and morning coffee. Coffee seemed to be
a staple in every college student's diet.
Photo by Liza Gershrnan

Ryan Garcia
Chemistry

Erika Garvin
Psychology

Michael Geren
History

Hilda Gomez
Business Administration

Naomi Gomi
Child Development

Nancy Gonzalez
Economics

Sylvia Gonzalez
History

Seraphine Gott
Psychology

Seniors 111

Jeffrey Green
Physical Education Recreation

Karen Grissette
Whittier Scholars Program

Sylvia Guerra
Speech Pathology & Audiology

Veronica Guerrero
Physical Education Recreation

Ana Gutierrez
Business Administration

Suzette Hamilton
Child Development

Miguel Hernandez
Business Administration

Sean Hernandez
International Studies

Tracy Herndon
Child Development

David Hetzel
Business Administration

Shani Hilliard
Whittier Scholars Program

Cuong N. Ho
Chemistry

Rachel Homel
Theater Arts & Communication

Alex Houston
Political Science

Ina Hunt
Business Administration

Tina Ibanez
Psychology

Jonathan Jaffe
Whittier Scholars Program

Veronica Jauriqui
English

Corey Johnson
Political Science

Ryan Johnson
Business Administration

11S

Seniors

ith victory in his eyes and a spring in his step, senior Brett Kimura leaps
o the airto spike a ball at his opponents. Volleyball was a regular Friday
ernoon activity in the quad, as students attempted to relax and decomss from a long week of studying.
Photo by Toni Panetta

Woodrow Johnson
Business Administration

Mark Johnstone
Business Administration

Michele Jowdy
Business Administration

Jeffrey Kaskela
Physical Education Recreation

Tracy Kemp
Business Administration

Brian Kenley
Business Administration

Brett Kimura
Economics

Kris Kimura
Physical Education Recreation

does

17ent
a
f or/itself ?
Freedom. Indepen- "I chose to live off-campus bedence. No rules or restrictions. cause I wanted to live on my own
These words and phrases all sym- without a roommate." Certainly
bolize the average student's inter- the choice to live off-campus,
pretation of attending college. whether in an apartment or by
Yet for Whittier students, it some- renting a house, afforded the stutimes took a long time for these to dents the freedom and privacy
become a reality. Seniors were that is often forsaken and coveted
the predominant group who were during the college years. Howallowed to live off-campus be- ever, along with the freedom
cause they met the school's re- came the increased responsibiliquirements of having to beat least ties of paying monthly bills for
22, married, living at home, or a electricity and rent—beyond the
senior. The ability to finally live payment system established by
free of the school's guidelines ap- the college. Yet overall, most offpealed to many as they entered campus seniors agreed that the
their final year at the institution. freedom more than compensated
Julie Borda explained, for the horrors of dorm life.
by Toni Panetta

Seniors
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Horror is the only word that can describe the look on the face of ser
Brandi Viotti, resident advisor in Stauffer Hall, as she falls victim to
"Dunk Your RA" booth at the Activities Fair. Students enjoyed see
their resident advisors loosen up for a change. Photo by Toni Pan

Acropolis co-editor, and senior, Chris Yeager suffers from a severe case
of anxiety concerning his yearbook spread. The Acropolis was given a
new office in the Student Union this year, and the staff has added their own
personal touch.
Photo by Toni Panetta

Boglarka Kiss
Economics

Michael Klunder
Religious Studies

David Kogler
Business Administration

Alexandra Korneff
Business Administation

Janine Leigh Kramer
History

Jennifer Kuhle
Chemistry

Kathie Landivar
Business Administration

Heatherlynn Lane
Theater Arts & Communication
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Deishaun Lanier
Political Science

John Lawler
Political Science

Candace Lawrence
Whittier Scholars Program

Karla LeDezma
Child Development

Elise Lee
Whittier Scholars Program

Sabrina Lee
Physical Education Recreation

Laura Lepe
Physical Education Recreation

Angela Lewis
History

Shannon Lincoln
Biology

Ami Lloyd
Mathematics

Jesse Long
Business Administration

Krista Lopez
Psychology

Deborah Lovato
History

Stephanie Luciano
English

Richard Lucore
Physical Education Recreation

Joan MacEnery
Psychology

Alexander Mackie
Whittier Scholars Program

Michael Mahoney
Business Administration

Julia Malasaga
Chemistry

Robert Mann
Whittier Scholars Program
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Tresha Marshall
English

Monica Martinez
Psychology

Tye Masaki
Physical Education Recreation

Nicole Mastridge
Applied Philosophy

Jennifer McBride
Biology

Darci McLaughlin
History

Gina McMahon
Psychology

Ian McMullin
Mathematics

when

CIO tkr
-i—sts
k.../ really end?
Just when you thought drain on time.
the tests were almost over ... it's
Of course, when it finally
time to apply for graduate school! came time to actually take the
Whether it was graduate school in tests, many students found they
your major, law school, medical simply had not prepared
school, or some other institution, themselves well enough to succeed
anyone wishing to continue their on the exam. Whether it was the
education after Whittier was GRE, LSAT, MCAT, or another
forced into taking more TESTS! aptitude test, no one looked
Although seniors were forward to it, and everyone
busy, those who felt strongly about dreaded the results.
what they wished to do after
However, like it or not, it
Whittier took the time to study for seems that life is a never-ending
the aptitude test of their choice. series of tests, whether on paper,
Those who really wanted an edge or in interactions with others.
forked over their hard-earned Graduating from college, then, is
dollars for preparatory courses; just like passing a test; better get
yet another expense, and another ready for the next one.
by Chris Yeager
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"Can I buy a vowel, please?" asks senior Conan McKay as he prepare
climb aboard a gyroscopic version of the Wheel Of Fortune during
Homecoming Carnival. The carnival provided many opportunities
students to let loose and relax, including a velcro wall. Photo by 7
Panetta

Janice Meier
Psychology

Darcy Miller
Psychology

Vuk Milojkovic
Business Administration

Dennis Mohagen
Psychology

Elisa Molano
Sociology

Tara Molloy
Economics

Shannon Moriarty
Theather Arts & Communication

Christine Morrison
Child Development

Mikki Nerio
Child Development

Wendy Newell
Theather Arts & Communication

Wendy Newman
English

Daisy Ocasio
Mathematics

Katherine O'Connor
English

Koy-Allan Omo
Physical Education Recreation

Amada Otero
Child Development

Denise Parker
Psychology

Cindy Peak
Physical Education Recreation

Meryn Perryman
Political Science

Katie Peters
Speech Pathology & Audiology
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Karen Pika-Lake
Child Development

Jonathan Quon
Business Administration

Sarajane Reible
History

Gary Ressler
Theater Arts & Communication

Jennifer Roberts
Psychology

Andrea Rodriguez
Political Science

Audrey Rodriguez
Political Science

Veronica Rodriguez
Biology

Mia Romero
Child Development

Steven Rosales
Political Science

Joshua Rosenthal
Physical Education Recreation

Mason Rourman
Physics

Jennifer Rudometkin
Speech Pathology & Audiology

Suzanne Salerno
English

Alicia Sanchez
International Studies

Jennifer Sanchez-Salazar
English

Namrata Saroj
Biochemistry

Thomas Savage
Economics

Dylan Schiemann
Mathematics

1I

Seniors

1'. phone home. E.T. phone home." Senior Riki Garvin takes time out
ii her busy schedule to send a letter to a friend via the internet.
tronic mail, or e-mail, was more than just a fun way to keep in touch;
as also free!
Photo by Megan Abair

"Look, mom, no hands!" At the Homecoming carnival, senior Mia
Romero tries to keep down that free cotton candy as she lets go of a week's
worth of stress. Of course, afterwards, it may take her another week to
recover from this stress.
Photo by Liza Gershman

Rachael Schuessler
Biology

Elisa Schultz
Speech Pathology & Audiology

Collene Smith
Business Administration

Laura Smith
Physical Education Recreation

Morgan Smith
History

Jason Sogolow
Philosophy

Benjamin Stephens III
Business Administration

Thomas Stidham
Mathematics
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Elizabeth Stikkers
Biology

Sara Stockman
Mathematics Business

Catherine Stover
English

Lydell Tamanaha
Business Administration

Megan Taylor
Physics

Erin Thompson
Art

Omari Valentine
English

Richelle Vawten
Biology

Susan Villa
Psychology

Brandina Viotti
Speech Pathology & Audiology

Deborah Vitale
Chemistry

Amber Wallace
Physical Education Recreation

Ashley Waterhouse
Psychology

William Weidlich
English

Christine Whaling
Business Administration

Kathleen Whitaker
Child Development

Laurie Wider
English

Kevin Wilborn
Business Administration

Kathryn Wilcox
English

Malaika Williams
Biochemistry
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Seniors

Colleen Windham
Whittier Scholars Program

Rian Windsheimer
Political Science

Aryn Wrubel
Political Science

Christopher Yeager
Physics

Christine Yoshida
Child Development

Maria Zavala
International Studies

Sheila Zuiderweg
Psychology

what

an
ra
s
pursue?
elp! I've fallen, and I can't get up!" Whether it was upside down,
tched to a velcro wall, or just relaxing in the cafeteria with friends,
iiors alway knew how to relieve the stress of the day. Where can I get
Impsuit like that?
Photo by Toni Panetta

ever-growing
An
concern among college students
is what to do after school. While
some students still continue on in
the traditional fashion, by
attending graduate or professional
school, many students find that by
the time they finish their
undergraduate work, they are tired
of school. When queried about
her plans, senior Erin Thompson
sighed, "I need a break. Is that a
bad thing?" Of course, she did
reveal that her intentions were to
attend graduate school to study art
history.
Dave Hetzel shared his
plans to go into construction

management. Of course, Dave
won't need to furtherhis education
to do so-he has already applied for
numerous jobs on the east coast!
Yet another option,
which still seems somewhat
popular was shared by Anne Mary
Strykker, who wants to join the
peace corps. "It's something that
I've always wanted to do!"
Of course, many students
will immediately begin the
monumentous task of repaying
those large loans that allowed them
to earn an education.
In the end, though,
college is a time to enjoy, before
you step into the real world.
by Chris Yeager

Seniors !I
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...._W espite having rosters dominated by newcomers and led by several new
coaching faces on the sidelines, some teams were able to attain new levels of
success while others made significant steps towards respectability.
The men's soccer team, led by the conference Player of the Year runnerup, Scott Manson, qualified for playoffs and finished third after beating
Claremont, a SCIAC powerhouse, 3-1.
With over 60 freshmen on the team, the football program un ilerwent
major facelift in coach Kirk Hoza's second year at the helm and the nucleu:
of young talent should help the team in the future.
The volleyball team, led by a new coach and veteran players. scored thE
biggest upset of the season by beating the nationally ranked LaVerne team,
The Poets also gained a bit of revenge on their former coach by heating hei
new team, Redlands, in an emotion-filled match,
A new era began for men's basketball as Rock Carter took over for DavE
Jacobs as head coach after 23 years and the junior varsity prograni ceased t
exist. Meanwhile, the women's team grew in size and hosted a. Poet Classic
tournament for the first time in recent memory.
The men's lacrosse team faced the loss of four captains from th
previous year and went into the season unranked. Young players filled th
shoes of former All-Stars in the attempt to regain the league title hich ha:
belonged to rival UC Berkeley for two consecutive years. by Vuk Mii•
Instrumental in the team's success, sophomore
transfer Matt Cunningham beats an opponent to
the ball during the team's route to victory. Capitalizing on new players' talents, the men clinched
an overall third place finish in the SCIAC division, indicating the program's successful shift to
Photo by Billy Pierro
future victories.
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Poets enthusiastically celebrate after their 3-1 victory
over Claremont. The win
placed them third in SCIAC.
Camaraderie on the team
was very apparent this year,
both on and off the field.
Photo by Conrad Haro

Sophomore transfer, Matt
Cunningham, takes a penalty kick in the Pomona
game. Coaches and crowds
from both sides were vocal
in their objections to the officiating in the game
Photo by Conrad Haro

Beating the defender to the
ball, Scott Manson, who
scored a total of eighteen
goals during the season,
looks downfield, hoping to
increase his total.
Photo by Conrad Haro
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Showing dramatic improvement over the season, Carter
Couch switches the field
with a give-and-go pass.
According to his coach,
Carter is fast becoming a
valued team asset.
Photo by Conrad Haro

1

While taking a break during
the Redlands game, Sharan
Singh, resident advisor,
wonders if he should see a
doctor about those funny
white lines all over his face.
Photo by Conrad Haro

Despite many young
players, the men
coordinated successfully

soccer
to clinch the season
with a third place finish
in division competition,
thanks to new talent
In a season that came down to one game
they had to win, the men's soccer team defeated
Claremont 3-1 to qualify for the SCIAC playoffs.
A third place finish and four All-Conference players (David Shiroma, Scott Manson, Mark
Schouten, Eric Robles), including conference
Player of the Year runner up (Manson) were
excellent results for a team that began the season
with a new coach, many new starters and a lot of
uncertainty.
"The end of this year is more like the
beginning of next year," commented head coach
Pat Noyes after his inaugural year at the helm of
the team ended with a win over Pomona.
While the 5-5 conference record and 8-101 overall record may not have been sensational,
they showed considerable improvement over the
previous season when the team recorded a total of
three wins.
According to many team members,
Noyes' coaching style had a lot to do with a
change in the team's attitude which lead to better
results. "He had great enthusiasm. Even when we
did something wrong he had the right attitude,"
senior Steve Connor explained.
The team was successful despite the slow
start and the number of young players who played
key roles in the play-offs. "We only had ten days
to play together before our first game and we
weren't confident when we first came in. It was a
while until we realized that we could beat any
team in the conference," said Manson who finished the year as the team's leading scorer.
by VukMilojkovic

Hector A inador
Derek Bacorn
Steve Connor
Carter Couch
Malt Cun,nnghaiii
Jesus Gal/ego
John Givler
Robert Gb/er
Greg Game:
Eric Grobe
Jonathan Haber
Claudio Ingrassia
Eric Kruger
Scott Manson
Paul Minassian
William Ortiz
Ryan Philander
Eric Rob/es
Dr/an Schiemnann
Mark Schouten
David Shiromna
Shaman Singh
Michael Tones
Chip Tredmvel/
Ommiari Valentine
Umned Zokiroc
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Continuing preparations
for a strong future, the
wo,-rieti faced several

s
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Co

frustrations throughout
the season as they
worked to develop a
strong team mentality
Teresa Balcarcel
Michelle Barisdale
Helen Baron
Ca/lie Baits
Cindy Bock
Lyn Dobrzvcki
Megan Ekstrom
Stefanie Fisher
Mona Goinez
Nicole Jackson
Julie Lawendowski
Holly Lewis
Tanis Logan
Siacev Meredith
Libby Mohler
Kristina Nasi
Mikki Nerio
Katherine O'Connor
Janice Pare
Linda Pare
Meredith Phifer
Brandy Qui,iii
Lisa Rollins

12 Women's

Socer

Adversity and frustration described the
women's soccer season, in terms of the bottom
line statistics of wins and losses, but personal
achievement and satisfaction with team play
highlighted the struggling team's performance.
Led by senior captains Lyn Dobrzycki and Helen
Baron, the women fought their way through another
long season in the SCIAC division under head
coach Jeff Laiblin.
Several returning players brought with
them the finesse and team mentality that the past
year's team inspired, despite their frustrating lack
of scoring. Expectations this year were high for
postseason play, as promising talent among the
new women and strong leadership from the old
suggested apparent victories throughout the
conference. Unfortunately, the women opened a
tough season with a 0-4 loss against Master's
College. The momentum was expected to change,
but never quite did, as the women lost at La Verne,
and were unable to shake their streak.
The women played successfully as a team
throughout the duration of a season by maintaining
a positive attitude that reinforced the notion of this
season being an inevitable stepping stone to future
success. According to stopper Linda Pare, "The
team has a lot of heart," which enabled them to
continue fighting despite obvious obstacles.
The expected fatigue and frustration of a
team that ended its season with a record of 1-160 rarely factored into the team's performance, as
members focused on the necessity of picking up
skills for upcoming seasons, as well as
remembering that the sport is just a game, and that
the competition was friendly, by Toni Panetta

With skinned knees and determination, Libby Mohler
practices her planting technique for penalty kicks on
goal, deciding that nothing
is going to get in the way of
this shot.
Photo by Conrad Haro

Captain and senior goalie,
Helen Baron, powers up to
blast the ball downfield.
This four-year player was
involved in clubs, acted as
president of the lonians and
was homecoming queen.
by Deborah Vitale

Sophomore Megan Ekstrom
controls the ball as she takes
it downfield. Ball control
skills were important in
dominating games. The
grueling two-a-day practices emphasized the need
for discipline.
by Deborah Vitale

Juggling the ball, Lisa
Rollins works on developing ball control and coordination during practice.
Practice also helped develop
concentration skills.
by Conrad Haro

Practicing for two hours
twice-a-day before the semester began, Meredith
Phifer works on clearing the
ball. Long hours at practice
continued into the semester.
by Deborah Vitale
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This player isn't going to let
anything stop him in his attempt to gain a first down for
his team. A big heart and
determination were obvious
characteristics of this year's
football squad.
Photo courtesy of QC

Players take time for a team
prayer before each game.
This ritual promoted unity
among members of the
team, as well as giving them
direction in all aspects of
their lives.
Photo courtesy of QC

Players wait for a signal
from the coach, so they
know what play to run next.
Communication between
the coach and the players
was crucial on and off the
field. Photo courtesy of QC
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One of the quarterbacks
gives the audible signals to
his team. Audibles were important in case the quarterback needed to make lastminute changes in the play.
Photo courtesy of QC

Whittier's quarterback is
forced to scramble from the
pocket as an opposing
player rushes past the
blockers, trying to chase
him down and earn another
sack for his record.
Photo courtesy of QC

A strict program
outlined by the coach
brought protest from

f o o t b a l l
lot-met- players but
required dedication
from striving young
athletes
"We never gave up. Never quit. For the
youth we had we were one of the hardest hitting
teams in the league," shared Danny Reynolds.
Enthusiasm, determination, and love of the game
all propelled members of the football team to
improve and achieve even when the scoreboard lit
up in favor of the opposition.
The team went through another frustrating
season, in terms of the final stats—a 1-8 record left
players and fans feeling less than satisfied with the
season. The scoreboard, however, did not reflect
everything that transpired on the field.
According to Troy Lowry, "The
scoreboard didn't reflect the quality of the team
this year. The team was a lot better than the
scoreboard showed. As long as you're getting
better, trying your hardest, the score isn't important. The love of football keeps me going."
The final numbers on the scoreboard,
however, did factor into many of the decisions
made during the short program headed by coach
Kirk Hoza. At the end of the season, the administration chose to let Hoza go, and looked to hire a
new coaching staff for upcoming seasons.
The changes that occurred with both the
coaching staff and the team allowed for several
growth opportunities. Due to a loss of a large
portion of prior years' teams because of differences in philosophies between the coaching staff
and the players, several freshmen and transfers
who were heavily recruited saw enough playing
time to prepare for the future. Tom Koo said, "We
had 50 new members trying to learn. The coaches
recruited good people this year."
By Toni Panetta

Art Cuellar
Russ Bumgarner
Danny Reynolds
Bryan Perez
Terrence Davis
Andy George
Darrick Thomas
David Hinojosa
Josh Pippins
Michael Guth
Victor Ruble
Tyrone Phillips
Ryan Rudd
Robert Knowles
Scott Alvarez
Geoff Stults
Manuel Rosa/es
Ben Ohikhuare
Peter Marshall Jr.
Karimu Williams
Jay Brown
Will Simmons
Eden Pond
Tino Rimando
Bryan Atwater
Kevin Ruiz
Sean Roy
Angel Rivas
Dale Granada
Dewayne Barnes
Scott Shraiberg
Tony Smith
Adam Owens
Ron Regan
Luke Bra/v
Tim Doyle
George Willacey
Milan Boulette
Cory Shaw
Tyler Fleming
Carson Roof
Marcos Ramirez
Kevin Foreman
Keith Ho/den
Eric Greenawald
Eric Stevens
Larry Vasquez
Reggie Dixon Jr.
James McDugle Jr.
Ian Edwards
Troy Lowry
Spencer Carter
Jesse Cerasoli
Enrique Romero
Kevin Smith
Rich Fish
Robert Delaney
Tom Koo
Shawn Stauty
Derek Grant
Ryan Colberg
Robert Benavides
Jason Miranda
Chris Dagne
Ben Stephens III
Jeremiah Johnson
Chad Meier
Art Rich
Tony Lercara
Derrick Cobb
Mike Dobrzycki
R.J. Benavidez
Curtis Galvin
Gary Wick
Jerad Ashbeck
Andrew Silvas
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Long jaunts around
campus and through the
Whittier hills were only

cross country
part of the program
that men's and women's
running squads
practiced
Edith Alvarez
Heather Backer
Kim Bates
Adam Bennett
Edward Camnacho
Mv/es Cope/and
Patrick Donovan Jr.
Co/teen Fitzpatrick
Katie German
A/icvn Gianukos
Olivia Gonzalez
Kristin Helms
Anna Hi/linger
Maria Mendoza
Dennis Mohagen
Derek Morton
Claudia Muri/lo
Wend v Newman
Luis Ramirez
Rout Rios II
Juan Rodriguez
Gilbert Salazar
Sara Stockman
Andrew Trempe
Krista Whyte
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In the midst of changes taking place
throughout campus that affected the entire student
body, there were those adjustments that touched
only a few, but made drastic differences. The
cross country teams worked through a season
successfully despite the loss of several top runners
to graduation. The talent of the new runners was
strong enough to propel the team to 7th overall in
the NCAA Division III West Regionals.
According to Raul Rios, one of the
highlights of the season was working with Coach
Greg Phillips. He explained, "The way he set up
training was really organized. It had a pattern to
it. It helped keep consistent mileage." Katie
German agreed, saying that, "Greg Phillips was a
wonderful coach."
The women's team was hit hardest by
graduation. Sara Stockman shared, "Although we
lost quite a few of the top seven, we ran hard and
improved throughout the season. We got better
with every race. Winning Nationals last year and
losing runners this year was hard on us." The men
competed without one of their top runners, Adam
Bennett, who was in training for competition in
the Iron Man Triathalon in Hawaii in early October.
Despite the obstacles encountered during
the season, many individuals achieved personal
accomplishments. Commented Ed Camacho, "I
like to be involved. I enjoy running competitively.
I like the challenge—to manage running and studies
at the same time. It helps me to have an outlet for
stress." Other accomplishments came in the form
of personal records. In competitive races, Gilbert
Salazar finished 14th overall, and Myles Copeland
finished 42nd overall,
by Toni Panetta

A leisurely run through the
woods is what Andrew
Trempe likes to do in his
spare time, although those
running behind him thought
that it was a cross country
tournament. Photo courtesy of Andrew Trempe
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Desire and determination
were important to completion when competing in
cross country, as Sara
Stockman demonstrates by
refusing to quit. Photo courtesy of Sara Stockman

Although the men's and
women's cross country
teams were not as successful
as in past years, many individual accomplishments
were realized in the process
of skill development. Photo
courtesy of Sara Stockman

Members of the women's
cross country team stretch
out for the day's tournament. Support was extremely important to motivate individual competitiors
to do their best. Photo courtesy of Sara Stockman

Pushing the limits of her
own endurance, Heather
Backer is determined to successfully finish the race she
has long been preparing and
training for. Photo courtesy
of Sara Stockman
(FOSS

country
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Whittier Poet Amy Lloyd
sets the ball high for her
teammate, so her teammate
can spike it over the net in an
attempt to score a point, or
regain the serve from their
opponent.
Photo courtesy of QC

In synchronization, these
players leap together, forming a wall to try and block
the shot from the opposing
team. Teamwork was important to success in volleyball.
Photo courtesy of QC

Practicing fundamentals
could never be stressed
enough, but the work paid
off when players utilized
fundamental skills to score
points.
Photo courtesy of QC
13S

volleyball

This Whittier Poet turns the
tables by spiking the ball
over the outstretched fingers
of a member of the opposing
team, while teammates
stand by, ready to help.
Photo courtesy of QC

Leaping high in the air, this
Whittier Poet shows off her
strength by attempting to
block the shot of her opponent. Jumping ability was
crucial to being effective at
the net.
Photo courtesy of QC

By forming a new 'kill
club, the volleyball team
focused on aggression

volleyball
in playing style to
improve the overall
winning record over
those of prior seasons
Slamming through the competition, the
volleyball team continued building experience
and strength for future seasons by focusing on
more aggressive play.
The team instituted the "killer instinct"
club for team members, which advocated a more
aggressive approach to playing. Commented
Sabrina Lee, "We weren't that aggressive. The
killer instinct club was formulated by the coach to
motivate us. It was an incentive. I wasn't a
member, but it worked."
Yumi Yamazaki expanded, "One big
thing was the club. The coach started it with one
person. From then on out, the members could add
others as they earned it. By the end, almost
everyone was in it."
Shifting the focus to aggressiveness paid
off for the team, who improved their record over
seasons past. Yamazaki explained, "One of the
major things that I'll remember from this season
was the wins. We won four games in the conference, which was up from 0 last year."
The team drew on the talent of some of the
returning players, but relied most heavily on the
dedication and effort of the team as a whole. With
several of the players being new to the program,
there were adjustments that had to be made for the
individuals to work together successfully.
Yamazaki shared, "Compared to my high school
team, we didn't have as many naturally gifted
athletes this year, but we worked hard to make up
for it. We didn't have a star player—we had to
work together to win games."
by Toni Panetta

Alicia Becker
Jennifer Bohlinann
Monica Decker
Erika Enomoto
Sarah George
Veronica Guerrero
Ejan Kanilin
Sabrina Lee
Aini Lloyd
Erin Pittenger
Maricela Valdez
Renae Waestnian
Brenna Werner
Katie Wilcox
Yumi Yamazaki

volleyball
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Attracting new and old
players alike, the
women's team drew on

waterpolo
the various talents of
several young but
experienced faces for a
successful season
Jessie Andersen
Ta;nnn' Austin
A/n)' Birch
Jennifer Casey
Katv Downs
Kim Escobar
Jennifer Farrell
Elizabeth Freudenthal
Karen Grissette
Dee Dee Hsieh
A niv Hutchinson
Jamie Long
Chaana Rosenthal
Heather Rtidin

Through all the victories and the
disappointing defeats the women's waterpolo team
made it through yet another defining season.
Nineteen ninety-six proved to be a challenge for
everyone involved with the women's waterpolo
program.
With the loss of several key players from
the previous year, coach Paul Gothold looked to
his second year returners to step up and lead the
team to a successful season. Against long-time
rivals Redlands and Claremont, the team
demonstrated strong defensive skills, while at the
same time relying on individual players to do their
part in helping the team to achieve its goals.
Every player illustrated her skills and
demonstrated her ability in applying those skills in
pressure situations. Sophomore Jessie Anderson
"played outstanding games," in the words of
Coach Gothold. Her high school experience was
of considerable benefit to the team.
Amy Birch, another strong player,
"contributed speed and defense to the team." Yet
another important contributor, Jenn Farrell, who
had no experience before joining the squad last
year, "picked up the game very quickly,"
remembered Gothold.
First year and returning players mixed to
create a strong season. Part of the focus of this
year was establishing the team as a force in the
league. Aggressiveness and agility were key
elements in the development of the women's
program in waterpolo. The blend of talents from
all players on the team made for a promising
combination of competitors.
by Veronica Rodriguez
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Jessie Andersen firmly
blocks a shot. In her second
year on the team, Andersen
demonstrated her skill at the
game. Heather Rudin
watches on, ready to react to
the next move.
Photo by Megan Abair

Sophomore Jenn Farrell
braces herself and gathers
strength anticipating delivery of a strong throw. Her
ability and strength
benefitted the Poets during
their competitive season.
Photo by Megan Abair

Jamie Long prepares to deliver a throw as she momentarily looks to her team
members. A resident from
Washington, Long contributed to the team's talent,
drive, and success.
Photo by Megan Abair

With hands in the air, the
team warms up at the beginning of another strenuous
practice. Late hours and
cold days were not strangers
to these team members.
Photo by Megan Abair

Hard, long practices pay off
as Chaana Rosenthal
plunges forward with determination. With senior status, Rosenthal played her
last year for the Poets.
Photo by Megan Abair
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Leaping high in the water, Deep in his own territory,
Reed Van Rozeboom hopes Chris Schneider desperately
to score yet another point for looks for someone to pass
the home team as he at- the ball off to as he tries to
tempts what was called a keep an opponent defender
"tip-in."
from stealing the ball.
Photo courtesy of the Brown Photo courtesy of the Brown
Family
Family

During a match against
Claremont, Coach Paul
Gothold gives the team a
pep talk, as well as a layout
of what the team will do for
the rest of the match.
Photo Courtesy of the
Brown Family

Holding the ball as far away
from the defender as he can,
Mitch Carty looks for a twometer pass: a team member
within two meters. These
short passes were less risky.
Photo courtesy of the QC
142
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Team members Matt Block
and Dave Brown practicing
two-meters. Brown was
blocking the crashing shots
that Block threw during
practice. Photo courtesy of
the Brown Family

Capitalizing on the
strengths of the skills
acquired in new team

waterpolo
members, the men's
waterpolo team finished
their season ahead of
the competition
First team honors highlighted some of the
personal achievements for men's waterpolo players. Chris Schneider, a junior transfer, got 1st
team honors and so did senior Mitch Carty.
The honors, however, were the result of
positive teamwork and an optimistic attitude that
pervaded the team despite a tough scoreboard that
unfortunately only reflected the final outcomes of
the games.
Coming down to the final seconds, the
scoreboards often showed a one point deficit repeatedly throughout the year. Explained Augie
Seaman, "It was a troubling season—lots of close
games and one point losses, but my teammates
were positive all season.
"The losing record bothers me, but we
took it in a positive light. I had the best thirteen
guys in the school, so my teammates were the best
issue for me."
The unity and perseverance through the
season was the common thread that tied the team
together. Many were frustrated with the final
scores to the games, but were content with the
team mentality. Matt Block elaborated, "Although it is disappointing to lose a lot of close
games, we showed a lot of community and it was
a fun season."
The sense of community and pride in the
sport kept the team hopeful for future successes.
With such a young, talented, and optimistic team,
players felt they could only improve, as Dave
Brown shared, "We worked well together. When
we beat Redlands, it really showed how we could
By Toni Panetta
pull together."

Diego Adaino Esoin
Matthew Block
David Brown
Mitch Carty
Marcello Leonardi
Conan McKay
Brent Moore
Joe Mueller
Chris Schneider
Worth Seaman
Reed Van Rozebooni

men's waterpolo
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Without a definite
height advantage, the
women proved their

basketball
competence by
demonstrating advanced
skills and dedication on
the court
"We can weave in and out. Our point
guard, Chi Catello, is the shortest in the league and
she just dominates everyone else. She sets the
tone," expounded Holly Engelmann.
Chi Cafe/In
Katy Down
The women's basketball team opened a
Holly Eng/emann
hopeful season with a win against Christian
Kristina Nasi
Monique Ponce
Heritage on December 2nd. The opener gave the
Brenna Werner
team the motivation they needed to work through
a vigorous season against tough league
competition.
According to Katy Downs, "We should
have a good team this year. We won our first
game. There are four returners—we've played
together for a year now. We have a sophomore
transfer, Alicia Becker. She'll be areal asset to the
team. Brenna Werner is the leading three-point
shooter in the NCAA. We have the best shooting
in the league. Not the tallest, but the quickest."
Certainly, the team did lack the height that
traditional teams work with, with heights ranging
from Catello's5'O" to Kristina Nasi's and Becker's
5'9". The lack of height, however, did not seem to
negatively affect the team all that much, as they
emphasized skills over height advantage.
The team continued a plan instituted by
coach Trish Van Oosbree last year, and worked to
make it a success. Catello shared, "We have kept
the same offense for two years. Coach made a two
year plan last year. There has been a definite
change. The plan is designed to score a lot of
points. Who scores them depends on who's on
that night. It sounds weird, but it really works."
The emphasis on shooting and focusing on
putting points on the board made the fans happy,
adding to the overall excitement of the game.
by Toni Panetta
144 women's bask..etball
Christine A Icantara
Marisa Aparicio
Michelle Brisdale
Alicia Becker

Practicing her form, a
Whittier Poet concentrates
on watching the ball go
through the basket, as well
as concentrating on her follow-through, important
skills for any player.
Photo by Sue Woirol

Standing under the basket,
waiting for the shot so she
can get the rebound, this
Poet gears up for the second
game of the season. Hard
work paid off in individual
achievements.
Photo by Sue Woirol

Form was a skill that could
not be stressed enough.
Practicing shooting led to
increased percentages, and
also encouraged girls to
keep working at their personal goals.
Photo by Sue Woirol

Plenty of stretching out before practices and games
helped the players to avoid
injuries such as pulled
muscles and strained tendons.
Photo by Sue Woirol

Calisthenics improved the
players' physical condition,
allowing them to breathe
better, which let them run
up-and-down the court
longer during games.
Photo by Sue Woirol
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The Whittier Poets basketball team getting a pep talk
from Coach Rock Carter
during practice. Coach
Carter made controversial
decisions in an attempt to
have a winning season.
Photo by Deborah Vitale

Members of the team encourage each other during a
break in a game. Supporting
fellow teammates made for
a unified team which could
compete with any team in
the league.
Photo by Deborah Vitale

A Whittier poet races down
the court, trying to stay between his Biola opponent
and the basket. Fundamentals were key to being successful.
Photo by Deborah Vitale
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During practice, a Poet tries
to prevent his opponent
from getting around him to
the basket. Practice was
tough, but the pay-off came
during the season when
games were won.
Photo by Deborah Vitale

Hooping it up with a
new bunch of guys, the
men's team worked to

basketball
capitalize on a new
program that worked
without a junior varsity
feeder team
"We have a much more talented and athletic team this year. We are capable of doing
things that past teams could not. I'm a senior and
I feel much more optimistic this year than past
years," Tom Savage said of the hopes for the
men's basketball team.
With the elimination of the junior varsity
program, there were concerns about whether
enough individuals would have the chance to play
and improve their skills for future performance.
The team started the season with much
optimism for the final outcome. Scot Zee professed, "I won't give predictions, but we have the
talent this year to win the conference. We're still
trying to find each other's playing style. If we do,
we should be good."
The team had to adjust to new playing
techniques because of such a large turnover from
prior years. Chris Chester commented, "We have
lots of new players but also a very solid core of
four returners and four junior college transfers.
We look pretty good. We have a new coach, Rock
Carter, and assistant Kelly San Jose."
The new players that came onto the team
required the men to learn to play together as a unit.
Francisco Lopez iterated, "We're improving in
every aspect; we work together and there are no
individuals on our team."
With the combination of skills and high
expectations, returner Alex Koers estimated a
finish "in the top three in the conference. There's
a lot expected of us." With such high demands, the
men worked together to bring success to the team.
by Toni Panetta

Dustin Belveu
Chris Chester
Andrew Hughev
Alex Koers
Francisco Lopez
Kelly Mann
Phil Nolasco
Jerod Pa/Tot!
Marc Sahara
Tom Savage
Aaron Shade
Bobby Williams
Scot Zee
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,'1 rigorous training
regimen brought
strength and

swimming
achievement to the men
who sliced through the
water in an attempt to
gain recognition
Scott Alvarez
Adaiii Bennett
David Brown
Christoher Dagné
Aaron Derego
Mai-cello Leonardi
Dennis Mohagen
Brent Moore
Chris Schneider
Chris Wachs

"I think that our team is pretty small but
there is a lot of individual talent. I think that I've
improved a lot and I feel I'm at a higher level than
last year. Because the individual talent has all
improved, there won't be just one swimmer
dominating the field—we're all strong," shared
Adam Bennett.
The men's swimming team worked
vigorously to improve personal records on their
way to a fulfilling season that was marked by the
achievement of several personal records and
positive reflections on the school's program in
general.
Although the team faced difficulties as a
result of its small size, those members who swam
consistently made their efforts pay off by putting
in the extra hours in the mornings before classes
started to either lift or train, and then after classes
to improve times and practice medley competition.
According to veteran swimmer Dave
Brown, "We have a decent mix of talent. We have
alot of skills and ability, especially with some new
additions to the team."
Brent Moore elaborated, "It's a lot better
than it has been. I feel good—we've been working
better and together more."
Although the sport competes on a primarily
individual basis, the team support was instrumental
in keeping motivation high among the participants.
Some members continued to compete for the team
through their love of the event, while others saw it
as a way to stay in shape for other sports. Much of
the roster mirrored that of the men's waterpolo
team, who had finished their season fairly high in
league standings.
By Toni Panetta

148 men s swimming

As part of a grueling relay, Assistant swimming coach
Brent Moore shows off his Tara Barnhart pauses during
strength doing wall- a tough practice to have a
pushups. Upper-body laugh with members of the
strength was an important men's swimming team. Caaspect of successful swim- maraderie and support enming.
couraged success.
Photo by Sue Woirol
Photo by Toni Panetta

Swimmers Scott Alvarez,
Adam Bennett, Dave
Brown, and Brent Moore
preparing for yet another
hard-working swimming
practice. Practices paid off
with the reward of success
at tournaments.
Photo by Tara O'Brien

Men had to practice as many
hours as the women to be
successful, as Dave Brown
shows. Hard work did pay
off as individual records
were often broken.
Photo by Tara O'Brien

Although Dennis Mohagen
may look like a fly, he actually was a very good swimmer who improved significantly over the course of the
season.
Photo by Toni Panetta

men
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Putting on her swim cap,
Jamie Long prepares for a
full day of competitive
swimming, while Coach
Denis Cujak offers her some
last-minute words of encouragement.
Photo by Tara O'Brien

The butterfly stroke looks
deceptively simple when
Tara O'Brien does it. Long
hours at practice were required for swimmers to be
able to compete at the college level.
Photo by Dave Brown

Proper breathing technique
was an important ingredient
for success as a swimmer,
and Jessie Andersen looks
like she has it down pat, as
she also practices her
freestyle technique.
Photo by Tara O'Brien

I

Jamie Long pauses long
enough to smile for the camera during a race in which
she swam the butterfly
stroke.
Photo courtesy of Jaime
Long
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women

swimmin8

Standing on the diving platform, swimmer Amy Birch
takes her mark, and waits for
the signal to begin the race.
Birch was active in many
aspects of campus.
Photo by Toni Panetta
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Individual goals and
personal records were
the impetus that

swimming
women used to make a
successful season out of
long hours of practice
and training
Placing in SCIAC and setting several PRs
were among the lofty goals established by members
of the women's swim team. The women built on
the strength and skills they developed in recent
years and improved personal events while also
exploring new ones to develop the depth to compete
successfully in several areas.
According to Jessie Andersen, "I think we
have a lot of strengths as a team. We are more
well-rounded than ever before. We can fill all the
events."
The ability to compete in all of the events
in competitions gave the women an edge when
swimming against league rivals, because each
swimmer had the potential to excel in more than
one event.
Jennifer Farrell explained, "We look
strong. We can break a lot of school records and
set many personal records. I'm hoping for an
individual of 1:12:00 in my 100 meter
breaststroke."
Jamie Long also saw room for many
individual accomplishments, but was skeptical
about the success of the team as a whole. She
commented, "Individually we will do well, but
since our team's so small, we don't have such
great chances as a team. Individually, though, we
will do well. Hopefully, I'll place in SCIACs."
The team worked to support each other
through the season, despite adversity presented in
the form of injuries and personal time conflicts.
Heather Rudin said, "In spite of several injuries
we pulled through the season well, better than I
expected."
by Toni Panetta

Jessie Andersen
Kirsten Bannister
Amy Birch
Kim Escobar
Jennifer Farrell
Dee Dee Hsieh
Amy Hutchinson
Lana Kim
Jamie Long
Tara O'Brien
Kris!y Obregon
Jessica Paulsen
Heather Rudin
Rachael Schuessler
Sara Stockman
Ellen Wege
Laurie Wider
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After fighting for years
for varsity recognition,
the women play their

la c r o s s e
last season as a club
team, preparing for a
new era as a varsity
sport at the institution
Marisa Aparicio
Amy Biesemeyer
Chi Catello
Nicole Platen
Denise Godfrey
Nicki Herbert
Danielle Huval
Laura Kelly
Jennifer McBride
Jill McManus
Stacey Meredith
Tiffany Murrey
Wendy Newman
Susie Orr
Denise Parker
Laura Ramirez
Molly Tarleton
Christi Whaling
Audrey Whitehead
Krista Whyte
Kate Worledge
Nathalie Yuen
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The women's lacrosse club team hoped to
gain varsity status in the near future. Through
many struggles the team managed to gain
recognition from students and faculty alike.
Annually the team pulled from a mostly
inexperienced pool of students but they were
women dedicated to the game and to each other.
Sophomores Amy Biesemeyer and Laura Kelly
came out for the team this year having never
played before. They agreed that their teammates
made learning the challenging sport enjoyable.
"I stayed with it even though it was hard to
pick up because I really feel the support of the
other players," said Biesemeyer. She added that
she hoped the possibility of becoming varsity will
make the team more visible and accessible to
others who want to play.
The team has not traditionally had a full
time coach so the team captains play an important
role in the development of the team and its
individual players.
Two year team co-captain senior Jill
McManus says this year's team was close-knit.
She shared, "I like being captain and getting
the chance to help new players learn. I find that by
teaching them what I have learned in my 13 years
of playing, I can learn from everyone else, too. It's
exciting to see the enthusiasm that our players
have. It keeps the game exciting."
Wendy Newman, also co-captain,
commented that this year's team exhibited great
field skills. She expressed the desire of all the
women in that they hope to play well enough to
make it to playoffs at the end of April and to the
Final Four in early May.
by Krista Whyte

women's a(rosse

In the traditional show of
power and unity, the team
holds up their sticks following a group cheer. Camaraderie played an essential
part in the success of the
year.
Photo by Tracy Herndon

Challenging goalie Stacey
Meredith, Susie Orr and
Christi Whaling aggressively rush the net during a
night time practice session.
Deflecting off Meredith's
stick, Orr scored a goal.
Photo by Tracy Herndon

A record chilly February did
not slow women's lacrosse.
Bundled team members
found that extra stretching
and hard practices kept them
warm and prepared them for
a tough but successful season of play.
Photo by Tracy Herndon

Goalie Stacey Meredith
competently stops the oncoming challenge to her net.
Tough and aggressive practices successfully prepared
the team for the season.
Photo by Tracy Herndon

Successfully capturing the
ball, Denise Godfrey is
backed up by quick moving
Molly Tarleton. Teamwork
and speed highlighted the
season of play.
Photo by Tracy Herndon

wome'ns lo(rosse L))

Temporarily watching from
the sidelines, Phil Eichorn,
Teddy Um, and Brandon
Fortier view the final preparations for the trouncing of
the U.C. Berkeley Bears on
our home field. Photo by
Guillermo Galindo

The earlyfFall start to practices this year gave extra refinement and polish to the
spring sport. Team members were ready to successfully challenge the toughest
opponents.
Photo by Deborah Vitale

Displaying teamwork characteristic of the Poets, Brad
Downey, Marc Schouten
and Ben Simmon's converge on the opponent goal
during league play. Photo
by Guillermo Galindo

.1 men S
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Knowing the strengths and
weaknesses of his teammate
and opponent during this
scrimmage, Poet Jim
Zimmerman challenges
Mark Downey.
Photo by Deborah Vitale

Racing to defend his goal
against the relentless attack
of Poet Mark Downey, Poet
player Jim Zimmerman
scrambles to get into a defensive posture during a
scrimmage at practice.
Photo by Deborah Vitale

Bringing in a new

roster full of talent and

enthusiasm, the men's

1 a c r
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lacrosse team worked

for a successful season,

including a victory over

rival Col-Berkeley
Coached by Doug Locker, the team continued the tradition of excellence laid down by
their predecessors in the last ten years. With a
tremendous 23-8 defeat over their biggest rival
Cal-Berkeley early in the season, the Poets
seemed destined to make it to the Western Collegiate Lacrosse League championships once again.
"Our goal is to go undefeated this year and
reestablish the dominance this school possessed
in previous years, and the intense work ethic
instilled in us by the coaching staff this season is
just what will enable us to achieve these goals,"
Lindsay Osborne shares as something everyone is
striving for.
Mark Schouten explained the secret to the
team's strengths as being, "Assistant coach Mike
Shriver's great ability to access and utilize
everyone's talent in some fashion so that the team
as a whole could benefit and play at the next
level." Schouten added that, "The strength of the
defense as well as the talent of the midfielders
combined make up a well rounded group."
Regarding the team attitude, co-captain of
the team Brad Downey shared, "The guys on the
team are a tight-knit group; everyone helps everyone else, individually the players are motivated,
hard working, and focused on landing the
WCLL," which they have been denied the last two
years.
With the addition of assistant coach Eric
Bayerstauffer, Geoff laniri has this to say, "Being
a former all-American, the coach's intensity,
knowledge and experience of the game have carried over to the team."
by Guillermo Galindo

Jim Brateris
Jesse Cerasoli
Kevin Christensen
Stever Connor
Brad Downey
Marc Downey
Phil Eichhorn
Brandon Fortier
Scott Garry
Jonathan Haber
Geoff laniri
Derek Jones
John Magnarelli
Chris Mandarich
Lindsay Osborne
Peter Pietryka
Jeff Pointner
Damien Ramondo
David Sahadevan
Mark Schouten
Anthony Scorcia
Damon Scordo
Christian Siglin
Ben Simmons
Ted Um
Lee Weech
Jim Zimmerman
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Continuing a program of
growth with an
em has/s on skills and

S

oit b a l l
team build/n9, the
women's softball team
showed dedication
through a long season

Callie Baits
Monica Decker
Sarah Hendin
Deborah Holland
Pat Juarez
Yvonne Juarez
Danielle Lopez
Rachel Milne
Libby Mohler
Jennifer Moreno
Lisa Nunn
Rosario Samayoa
Beth Stikkers
Sarah Vielina
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Team work, determination, and the desire
to win were parts of the mentality that made up the
women's softball team. Whether it was catching
a ground ball, throwing the winning pitch, or
scoring the winning run, these women learned
how to work together and to accomplish their
personal best.
From 3:30 to 5:30, softball team members
practiced the different movements and strategies
that they would employ during game situations.
"We stretch, practice our infield and outfield,
batting in the cages, and sometimes even sprinting," said Sarah Hendin. This two hour workout
fully prepared the women for their games.
The combination of seven returners was
complemented by seven rookies. "Everyone was
a solid team member. They are strong players,
basically good all around," said Sarah Vielma.
When the team worked together victory was inevitable.
The women set many team as well as
personal goals for themselves during the season.
"Our goal was to have a good showing and play as
a team. It is when we played hard, worked
together, and had a good time that everything
came together," commented sophomore Callie
Batts.
Regardless of the numerous starters, the
team came together and showed what those frequent two hour practices created. The pressure
may have been on the members but through hard
work and determination they prevailed and were
victorious in the end.
by Amy Okamura

Timing the strike to connect
with the ball at maximum
force, Rachel Mime practices her swing. Repetition
in practice and concentration brought players home
who were on base in games.
Photo by Amy Okamura

Hitting brings in the runs, so
Monica Decker practices to
perfect her swing. Batting
took much strength and agility so it was a team focus for
the year. Concentration on
the basics was a necessity.
Photo by Amy Okamura

Practice drills led to victories. Doing her part, Callie
Batts practiced catching the
ball. Afternoon sessions
were tiring but necessary for
continued success. Vigorous daily workouts honed
skills.
Photo by Amy Okamura

Pitching to strike out the Preparing for the game, Jenopposing team, strategy and nifer Moreno practices hitskill were essential. ting home runs. The batting
Rosario Samayoa practices lineup specified the order
her throwing to guarantee the women were up at the
strike-outs.
plate.
Photo by Amy Okamura
Photo by Amy Okamura
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At bat, right fielder Tino
Rimando awaits the throw
from the Occidental College
pitcher. Although the Poets
played valiantly, they still
went down in defeat.
Photo by Guillermo
Galindo

The team comes together in
a huddle before the Oxy
game. Coach Pigott
stressed the importance of
team unity and focus.
Photo by Guillermo
Galindo

Out-fielder Tino Rimando
approaches first base after
hitting the ball. The hit
advanced the second base
runner to home for the score.
Photo by Guillermo
Galindo

158bas?baH

Aaron Shade quickly
approaches second base as
the lead off hitter advances
him. A slide was required to
beat the throw.
Photo by Guillermo
Galindo

After smashing the second
pitch to center field, first
baseman Jeff Green races to
first and earns an RBI.
Teamwork was important in
the scoring of runs.
Photo by Guillermo
Galindo

With tight competition
for a full roster, the
men's baseball ream

b a s e b a l l
worked to improve
group unity and
strength in the arduous
games in the spring
For the Poet baseball team, the season thus
far has been one in which improvement has been
overshadowed by inconsistency.
With a record of 2-7-1, inexperience in the
team has lead to some disappointing losses. "A
big contributing factor to the team's depth this
year was the ability of lots of newly recruited
players to go out and play very good baseball
against some talented teams despite a little inexperience," out-fielder Milan Boulette said.
Although the team hasn't had a winning
season they played with a lot of heart and enthusiasm. "Even though we are having a tough year,
we still manage to have fun out there when we are
playing because of the great team camaraderie we
have experienced during the season," stated shortstop Dennis Capone.
Looking on the more positive side of
things, first baseman Jeff Green said, "Three
things that made a positive difference for the team
this year were the additions of Coach Carter
Deval, who understands the team personally, being a former Poet; freshman pitcher Eden Pond,
who gives the team a little extra boost; and all of
the team solidarity that came with all the new team
members."
One big difference between this year and
last year was "lots of team speed and team players," explained pitcher and captain of the team
Dan Trujillo. When asked why at the age of
twenty seven he played college baseball, his reply
was "because I can."
by Guillermo Galindo

Jay Arroyo
Milan Boulette
Jay Brown
Russ Burn garner
Dennis Capone
Andy George
Trevor Goller
Jeff Green
Jun Householder
Jesse Jacobs
Kevin Jarnero
Reed Johnson
Ric Lucore
Paul Magallanes
Ron Mann
Steve Nadell
Eden Pond
Thn Rankin
Tino Rirnando
Kevin Ruiz
Aaron Shade
Will Sinirnons
Dan Trujillo
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On its way to a solid

season marked by many

personal bests and small

t e n n i s
achievements, the

womens tennis team

bottled its way through

The competition
Tricia Blind
Shefali Desai
Sabrina Lee
Pain Lentz
Erica Strode
Robin Toltzman
Vicky Yang

1 hO women's tennis

"Play smart," "Refuse to lose." These were
the mottos that the women's tennis team took to
heart. Whether they had many years of experience
behind them or whether this was their first season,
determination and the mental game was half the
battle.
One of the goals for Tricia Blind, a freshman on the squad, was to work together. "I think
that team unity is one of the most important
aspects that will lead to a winning season. We all
need to integrate even if we are not playing."
Team unity is crucial to any sport, but it was
evident in the women's tennis team.
"Everyday, we practice for two hours.
First we warm-up, then drills that work our consistency, accuracy and speed. We also practice by
playing sets against each other. Strategy is another aspect that we deal with," said Erica Strode.
It was obvious that this practice led them to a great
season.
For Sabrina Lee, senior status made her
want to make the most of this year. It was her first
year playing competitive tennis. "My goal is to be
a contender in every match. I also see myself
playing when I am old and gray." All the girls
wanted to make the most of every competition.
They worked to play hard.
The goals for the team were many. "We
must all keep a positive attitude, do our best and
never let ourselves be mentally defeated," said
Shefali Desai.
The women remained in focus and never
let down their guard. Their aspirations were
achieved and desires met.
by Amy Okamura

Preparing to serve, Sabrina
Lee reaches to hit the ball.
With power and grace, team
members were able to be
successful. Focusing on individual skills meant bringing in the wins.
Photo by Megan Abair

First year member Vicky
Yang practices her swing
before team matches begin.
Arm strength and muscle
control was a necessity and
Yang's work paid off in
competition.
Photo by Megan Abair

Successful doubles players
Tricia Blind and Pam Lentz
focus with determination
during a match. Both
women, with freshmen status, felt the pressure to prove
their spots on the team.
Photo by Amy Okamura

Practicing before the game,
Pam Lentz mentally goes
through each move and
strategy that she has learned.
The mental game was sometimes half the battle.
Photo by Amy Okamura

Ready to return the ball,
Erica Strode directs her aim
to find the open spot. Players must be able to place the
ball strategically to achieve
the winning point.
Photo by Megan Abair

women

tennis

IN

Captain of the men's tennis
team, senior Mark Hoogs
practices serving to the corner in an effort to maintain
his ability to ace his opponent. Skills acquired at
practice won games. Photo
by Guillermo Galindo

Demonstrating his strong
and accurate forehand
Keala Hughes spends considerable time on the courts
trying to improve every aspect of his performance during game situations.
Photo by Megan Abair

Experienced and skilled
player Joe Kozel adds an element of competitiveness to
the group with his established abilities. Veteran
players led the team.
Photo by Megan Abair

1t2 men's

te'nns

Freshman Brian Liccardo's
experience and talent added
drive and depth to the roster,
ensuring a successful season
of victorious competition
against league players.
Photo by Megan Abair

Holden "Kela" Gannon's
hard work and confidence in
his ability to be the best,
helped him to become one of
Whittier' stop tennis players
and teammates in league
competition. Photo by
Guillermo Galindo

Striking hack against a
tough field of
challengers, men's tennis

en n i s
left an indelible mark in
SCl1C competition
through the temerity of
individual efforts
Rain, rain, go away! This was precisely
what Poet tennis players were thinking when
untimely showers resulted in the cancellation of a
number of competitions early in the season.
Rain or no rain, however, when the Poets
were finally able to hit the courts, they quickly
proved the delays had not hampered their ability to
win, jumping to an early season record of 2-0.
"We haven't started the season off this well in a
long time," assistant coach Tom Buczala said.
"The addition of freshman Brian Liccardo really
added a lot to the team."
Comprised of mostly new players, the
team still performed like veterans. Captain of the
team Mark Hoogs had this to say, "The team looks
strong this year because of all the new recruits. I
anticipate we will do very well."
The players had a lot of respect for coach
Anthony Alemeda, who maintained great
communication with everyone and really instilled
a competitive attitude in the team, according to
Kela Gannon.
With a victory over Occidental College,
the team picked up the tempo, beating the
traditional rival.
For senior R. J. Rendon, "having a good
time hanging out with the guys whether at practice,
just at Chili's, or during a competition" were
among his most enjoyable times on the team.
"There are a lot of personalities on the
team and I think this is what makes it so fun when
we all get together," said Joe Kozel, one of the
team's top players.
by Guillermo Galindo

Jesus Gallego
Kela Gannon
Mark Hoogs
Peka Alena Hughes
Joe Kozel
Brian Liccardo
Richard Rendon
James Yoo
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Whether running 10,000
meters or hurling a ball
of iron, the events that

track & field
team members
participated in during
competitions were
specific to individuals
Bryan Atwater
Stuart Av/ing
Heather Backer
Tv/er Bardo
Michelle Barisdale
Kim Bates
Dustin Belveu
Tony Boston
Edward Camacho
Derrick Cobb
Mv/es Cope/and
Chris Dagne
Kevin Diehl
Mike Dobrzvcki
Colleen Fitzpatrick
Tv/er Fleming
Curtis Galvin
Katie German
Robert Givler
Olivia Gonzalez
Eric Grobe
Kris Kimura
Aini Lloyd
Claudia Murillo
Kov Oino
Chastity Phil/ions
Erin Pittenger
Art Rich
Raul Rios
Juan Rodriguez
Sean Roy
Victor Ruble
Gilbert Sa/azar
Dy/an Schiemann
Steve Siegmund
Sara Stockman
Geoff Stults
Karimu Williams
Malaika Williams
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The feel of the wind behind you,
metabolism rushing through your body, this was
the feeling that was very common to our track and
field team this year. This year's team knew what
they were up against and were ready to take on the
world. The only coeducational team sport offered
at Whittier, track and field members combined
personal strengths to create well-rounded group.
"For myself, my goal is to throw as far as
possible. As a shot-putter, the competition that I
am up against will be strong," said Koy Omo. For
many seniors, with their Whittier career coming to
a close they wanted to put their best foot forward
and come out shining.
"I want to leave Whittier knowing that I
put 100% effort into every meet that I attended,"
explained Ami Lloyd.
Track and field was an endurance based
sport that required a lot of conditioning. "Every
day we practice from 4 to about 6. We practice our
events and condition our bodies to keep our
strength up," commented Sean Roy. It was
important for all the members of the team to stay
on top of their event, whether that meant physical
or mental preparation.
Whether it be the joy of runner's high or
the feeling of being part of a team, the members
were dedicated. "I enjoy running and find much
relaxation out of the sport. Maybe it is the thrill of
runner's high that I like but, for some reason I
remain in the competition," said Stuart Ayling.
Having the best show on the field was the
goal for the many members. No matter what, they
were active and represented Whittier with 100%
commitment.
By Amy Okamura

Chris Dagne learned the optimal placement and takeoff
technique while practicing
the pole-vault event. The
takeoff propelled him to
successful heights.
Photo by Toni Panetta

The discus takes great balance and agility, and Art
Rich mastered the technique. Combining strength
and coordination Rich excelled in the event.
Photo by Toni Panetta

Even the rain could not stop
Colleen Fitzpatrick and
Katie German from practicing. Running was a necessity for building and maintaining their endurance.
Photo by Amy Okamura

Javelin throwing require upper body strength. Ty
Bardo's and Geoff Stults'
practice involved flexibility, dexterity, and agility,
and mental toughness.
Photo by Amy Okamura

Repeated trials were necessary for Curtis Galvin to
successfully clear the bar in
the highjump. Physical and
mental preparation helped
achieve success.
Photo by Toni Panetta
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Remembering the fundamental skills he learned in
practice, senior Deri Bash
gets set to bump the ball to
Aaron Stidham, who will set
the ball for a third Poet
player.
Photo by Tracy Herndon

Hoping to add yet another
block to his already impressive total, George Willacey
leaps high in the air as Matt
Block and Aaron Stidham
stand ready to assist him,
should he miss the block.
Photo by Tracy Herndon

Timing the set from teammate Aaron Stidham, senior
Mike Kiunder prepares to
deliver a crushing blow to
his opponent by spiking the
ball over the net.
Photo by Tracy Herndon
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A key player on this year's
squad was Aaron Stidham,
who prepares to set the volleyball to teammate Brett
Kimura, for another awesome spike over the net.
Photo by Tracy Herndon

Senior Aaron Stidham
stretches his arms to reach
the incoming ball, as teammates look on, prepared to
assist him in returning the
volleyball over the net
should he need it.
Photo by Tracy Herndon

lhough the number of

team members was

small, The men's

v o l l e y b a l l
volleyball team had a

strong show/n9 during

The season within

league contention
Picking up where they left off two years
ago, the men's volleyball team continued the
tradition of excellence they had established in the
past. With only eight players, success in
competition required dedication, hard work, and
team spirit.
After a disappointing year plagued by
problems that prevented the team from competing,
the squad was resurrected this year. Coached by
veteran player Calvert Hose, the team spent the
early hours of weekday mornings honing their
skills, and learning to work together as a team.
When asked why he played with the club
team, junior Kevin St. Jean commented, "I enjoy
volleyball. I don't think I'm as good as some of the
guys, but I play to learn how to play better, and to
have fun."
The team was led by captains Deri Bash,
Brett Kimura, and George Willacey. Of the starting
six players, four were seniors who had played
together since they were freshmen. This experience
helped bring a feeling of unity to the team, while
new players brought a different perspective to the
game.
Bash noted, "We started out more
organized this year, and we have more experience
as well. We are also more excited, and expect to
do a lot better."
In particular, the strength of freshman
player George Willacey was an asset to the team.
Bash added, "At the first warm-up, George popped
the first volleyball that he hit."
by Chris Yeager

Deri Bash
Mart Bicok
Paul Duran
Brett Kimura
Mike Klunder
Kevin St Jean
Aaron Stidharn
George Willacey
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Building on the
experience of its
numerous members, the

cheerleading
cheer squad worked to
improve its
performance style and
to keeps crowds rowdy
Elizabeth A leman
Judi Cervantes
Diane Danoff
Lyn Dobrzycki
Heidi Heffner
Tracy Kemp
Melissa Lane
Holly Lewis
Monica Martinez
Raquel Ogaz
Monique Perez
Katie Peters
Elisa Schultz
Veronica Valadez
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Bringing spirit and enthusiasm to the sports
teams while they competed, the cheer squad pepped
the crowds up and kept people smiling. They
flipped and tossed, they cheered and screamed, to
keep fans involved and psyched about the games.
Working without an official adviser or
trainer, the squad did most of their own
choreography and relied on each individual's prior
experiences for frames of reference. However,
they worked together to make the best of the
seasons and to keep crowds alive during the games.
The size of the squad helped immensely
and brought enough enthusiasm to the squad to
keep the team positive throughout the year. Tracy
Kemp explained, "We have the largest squad so
far-14 girls. It gave us more diversity, talent,
more ideas, and innovation. We were able to do
more stunts and more difficult work." The large
number of girls allowed them to try new moves.
The complexity of the performances
increased. Veronica Valadez said, "Ever since
tryouts, we have added more to our performances.
Everyone contributes. The new girls have a lot to
offer. We all had cheer experience before college."
The most rewarding experience for the
women was having fans travel with the teams.
Valadez shared, "It was fun traveling to the away
games. We had some fans that followed the team.
Crowd involvement was really good this year."
Melissa Lane, who cheered for the first
time shared, "I enjoy cheering! The unity and us
getting along really well made it a pleasant
experience.. We continually added new material,
and we used dance in our routines, especially in
the basketball performances." By Toni Panetta

After getting dressed in their
uniforms, cheerleaders head
out to lead the crowd in rooting for the Poets. The small
squad made up for their size
with enthusiasm.
Photo courtesy of Heidi
Heffner

The women took advantage
of the opportunity to have
their picture taken by a professional photographer so
they would have pictorial
memories of the year and
each other. Photo courtesy
of Monica Martinez

The cheerleading squad was
considered small in size by
some, but was larger than
previous squads. The smallness of the squad helped
them remain friends. Photo
courtesy of Heidi Heffner

A group of cheerleaders Team captains Heidi
pause for a photo in front of Heffner, Tracy Kemp, and
City Hall during a trek Monica Martinez helped
through Uptown Whittier. compel the cheerleading
Many friendships were cre- squad to more diverse and
ated on the squad. Photo complex routines. Photo
courtesy of Monica courtesy of Tracy Kemp
Martinez
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ooking back, we recognized the differences and changes that had
occurred throughout the year. We said goodbye to a class as they headed to the
job market, graduate school, or whatever else they chose to pursue. We
welcomed into the community new students and faculty who brought diversity
and change to the curriculum and operating procedures. We ate happily and with
friends as we adjusted to a new system in the CI. We sat patiently watching the
Club develop overnight with the construction keeping us all intrigued.
The year held issues of controversy and confusion, with a, gender equity
suit filed against the school because of a lack of support for women's athletics.
The administration worked to revise the curriculum, and many hoped to add a
women's studies program as an area of emphasis. For guidance we looked to
Pomona College.
We realized the unpredictability of the world when senior Jason Trumpler
was called back to duty to serve in Bosnia once the peace treaty was signed,
ending the continual fighting in the Balkan nations of eastern. Europe. We
watched and speculated about the presidential race after candidates played
musical chairs, first jumping into the running, then pulling out. Along with the
nation, we wondered about Cohn Powell's decision to run on the Republican
ticket, but then sighed with resignation when he announced he would not enter
the 1996 political arena.
The changes we encountered showed how ephemeral things were, and that
uncertainty was the only constant in such a high-paced world. As part of the
college experience, we learned to adapt and accept things that were beyond our
control, but to also respect all that we shared with each other. by Toni Panetta
Recalling memories, Aisha Hussain and friend
bask in the sun before leaving for the semester.
The end of the year was bittersweet for many, as
friends and confidantes graduated, transferred,
or just said goodbye. Some friendships that had
been formed lasted for years, but others ended
with the year.
Photo by Liza Gershman
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With the advent of a new academic year, co-editors Toni Panetta and Chris Yeager decided
to publish one of the best yearbooks from Whittier College. Chris and Toni called together a
meeting to find volunteers who would help in this grand endeavor. Together, the group
determined that the community was In the Face of Change, and subsequently agreed upon the
theme for the book.With the guidance of Director of Student Activities Tracy Poon, Chris and
Toni set out to find a professional yearbook adviser, and stumbled upon Sue Woirol. Ms. Woirol
gladly volunteered her time--perhaps she didn't fully realize the magnitude of the task at hand.
Thus, Sue, Chris, and Toni banded together to produce a quality yearbook with the limited
resources allocated by the publications board. Working by the light provided by the street lamp
just outside the office window, the dedicated staff cropped, tagged, and placed until the early hours
of dawn, often bewildering the Campus Safety officers who gloomily walked through the Student
Union building at night. In keeping with the theme, the Face of the yearbook staff Changed,
deteriorating from a grandiose size of nearly 20 to three to four to six, depending on the day of
the week. We sent out our limited photography crew with the point-and-shoot cameras to capture
the year on film. When the photos returned, we cropped them in the office under our sole light
bulb when the track lighting didn't work. In the meantime, Chris an Toni alternated spending
countless hours staring at the one Apple Macintosh computer screen, hoping that the computer
gods did not infiltrate the system with a bomb, but they usually were not granted their wish. The
two struggled to abstain from throwing the computer through the window to collect insurance
money to escape to the Bahamas. Sue meanwhile satisfied her need for order by magically
transforming the yearbook office from a state of perpetual chaos to one of cleanliness. The
dedicated three periodically met with Herff Jones representative Alison Jones to finalize the
publication information, which included 950 copies of the 180 page book, inclusive of an 8 page
minimag. In completing the task, many pots of coffee and gingerbread were consumed, which
contributed to the font-identifying crises that overloaded the printer and caused it to refuse to print.
The copy was Times, but the staff insisted on diversifying the book, to keep with the theme of
Change,and incorporated Helvetica, Garamond Narrow, Onyx, Gatsby Demibold, San Serif,
Geneva, Galileo Roman, Swing, Jott Casual, and Zapf Chancery in the headline design. Chris
and Toni dutifully completed the headlines on Aldus Freehand,versions 3.1 and 4.0, and placed
them, via the network connection to the hard-drive-without-a-monitor, to the layouts crated using
Aldus Pagemaker,versions 4.2 and 5.0. After completing their task in the new Acropolis office,
Chris, Toni, and Sue mailed off the pages to the Herff Jones plant in Marcelline, Missouri,to be
printed on 80-pound bordeaux paper and Smyth sewn into the matte-finished Vista lithograph
cover. The staff, during moments of sanity and clarity (preproduction, of course) designed the
cover artwork, and decided to use HJ 194 maroon, PMS 726C blue, and PMS 5405C beige to
carry the theme. Having made such monumental decisions, Sue, Chris, and Toni found
themselves in various stages of brain overuse, and relied heavily upon the work, time, energy, and
support of various people. Most notably, Megan Abair, Tracy Herndon, Deborah Vitale, Billy
Pierro, Conrad Haro, Janine Leigh Kramer, Boglarka Kiss, Rebecca Kellogg, Mason
Rourman, Krista Whyte, Guillermo Galindo, Amy Okamura, Veronica Rodriguez, Greg
Woirol, and the Woirol family all contributed to the salvation and preservation of the staff. To
ensure accurate coverage, ASA offered photographs, the theater department provided Steve
Burns as a photographic resource, and Ryan Johnson completed spreads for the music
department. Off campus, the staff is deeply indebted to the employees of Foto City, the onehour deities, and to Michael
Franklin photography, who took
all the senior photos. After a long
year, the book was finally completed, and Sue, Chris, and Toni
entered themselves into a recovery program for overworked and
underpaid yearbook gurus.
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memories of World War II shift world
focus to former Yugoslavia
I

snia
•The international community U.N. and NATO peacekeeping misturned to Eastern Europe and sions that were established. Comwatched with its hands tied as thou- mented Laurie Wider, "I feel that as
sands of individuals were slaugh- Americans we have a tendency to see
tered informer Yugoslavia. Finally in things in relation to our world, and
December, leaders of the warring fac- don't realize the severity of the situations met in Dayton, Ohio, and tion in Bosnia. I feel our apathy is not
reached an agreement that brought a a good reason to deny help for
tentative peace to the war-ravaged Bosnia." • The situation in Bosnia
area. • The U.S., having

(,(,Ameri(ans...

affected Whittier when

been part of the nego-

don't realize the

Army Specialist Jason

severity of ... osnia. I

Trumpler was assigned

tiation process, decided to send troops to
the area to support the

feel our apathy is
not a 800d reason
to deny help...

Q

What impact does the situation in Bosnia have on
America?

A
Unfortunately, it doesn't mean a lot to
America. I think a lot of people, myself
included, don't understand the full depth
of the problem, because it spans over a
millennia. It seems there is a full-scale
war going on, but it appears that most

to serve in a Psycho-

Tkougkts on...
Involvement in bosnia
As a part of the UN and NATO, we
have a responsibility to act in world
affairs. We can't just sit back while
the rest of the world gets involved,
even if it doesn't seem like our
country is in danger. The U.S.
needs to be in good standing with
the rest of the world, and supporting the Bosnian mission does that.
Jenn Farrell
The tensions that run between
different ethnic groups in the
region have existed for several
hundreds of years. The U.S. military presence there is a good way to
force them to make an attempt at
peace, but it will be a long time
before those people will be able to
live together in harmony again.
•
Vuk Milojkovic

logical Operations
Unit.

Americans don't really care, or don't have
the time to care.
Jedediah Gilchrist

Q
A

How do you view Bosnia?

The situation is reminiscent of the
genocide of World War II, and if it is not
stopped, the same disastrous effects
could occur.
Rebecca Kellogg

While there are many risks involved
in the situation in Bosnia, from time
to time the problem is serious
enough that it's worth taking
certain risks for peace.
•
Frederick A. Bergerson
It hit home because of Jason
Trumpler going to Bosnia. Usually
you just see things on the television
or read about it in the newspaper,
but this was the first time that I had
a friend who had to go off to fight.
Seeing a friend go off really makes
you think about you as a person
and your values, and how things are
developing in the world. It just
takes on a different perspective
when the situation becomes personal.
9Nate Goetz
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the big screen brought reality home
while t.v. kept us captivated
0
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movie's

•
Top stories at the box office brought us closer to
•
The entertainment business kept
real life in the arts. Many young adults identified
with characters in Clueless, which starred newcomer us on our toes, as we continually tried
Alicia Silverstone as a Beverly Hills student just
to predict the successes and failures
trying to survive high school, or with the characters
of various Hollywood endeavors. Hit
in Kids, a documentary about growing up in the '90s
movies ranged from Leaving Las Veand having to deal with drugs, sex, alôho1, and
gang violence on a daily basis. For the baby
gas, which starred Nicholas Cage, to
boomers,Apollo 13 recalled the days of the space
Babe, the feature about a pig. Howprogram, and Nixon recalled the former president's
ever, some of the notable events in
political legacy.

George Burns turned 100 years old.

This was interesting to me because I
want to know how he could've lived
so long and have smoked cigars his
whole life." • We followed the
Friends storyline, anxiously awaiting
the night when Ross and Rachel finally got together, and flocked to the

the entertainment industry focused theaters to hear Whittier mentioned
•
Cal Ripken, Jr. broke Lou Gehrig's 56-year-old
record of most consecutive baseball games played.
Gehrig set the record at 2,130, so Ripken's feat,
2,131, set him apart from his contemporary colleagues. Not only did he score with fans on the
field, he also conducted his private life with aplomb,
creating a hero for many young sports fans.

not on the projects, but
on the stars involved.

want to
"
I
know How H€'

Nancy Stewart claimed

in Oliver Stone's
Nixon, or to catch up
on the classics, when

(OUdve lived so

the biggest entertain-

Austen's Sense and
on8 and kavr

ment event was "that

Sensibility scored
smok.ed ci8ars His

big.

wkole life
•
Thursday nights on NBC were "must-see-tv."
nights, with a lineup that included the twentysomething generation hit Friends, Seinfeld, and ER,
starring George Clooney. The nation showed its
fascination with Friends when the 90s version of the
shag appeared all over, after Jennifer Aniston's
character, Rachel, sported the 'do on the show.
•
The younger generation and the baby boomers
were united when the Beatles Anthology aired in
November. Using advanced technology, the surviving Beatles released unrecorded songs that featured
John Lennon's voice, creating nostalgia for many
and a new wave of music for others.
•
As predicted by many, the "super-marriage" of
Lisa-Marie Presley and Michael Jackson came to an
end when she filed for divorce, although she
claimed it was a friendly split.

11 1)

Q
A

Q
A

What is the biggest entertain- What was your favorite movie
ment event of the year?
and why?

"The Reggae Fest is coming up. I want to "My favorite movie was Jumanji, because
it was suspenseful. Robin Williams is one
go because I love the music and the
environment."
Amy Ambrose of my favorite actors. I thought the way
they did the animation with the animals
"I missed everything big because I worked was very realistic, and kept me captivated
all the time at Disneyland."
throughout the entire movie"
Jamie Rickerd
•
Heather Backer

The sports world continued

Denver, and devout hockey fans

to be as controversial as ever, with

cheered when Mario Lemieux, who

the questions of politics and money

had been diagnosed with Hodgkin's

continually resurfacing. In the NFL,

Disease returned to the ice after

the uproar about the

multiple surgeries and
Dallas (owboys

treatments.

move of the Cleveland

beat Pittsbur8h

Browns caused faithful

Steelers in Super

College action

bowl in Arizona

brought the focus to

fans to protest so
outrageously that commissioner

many schools who hadn't been in

Paul Tagliabue reconsidered, while

the headlines for quite some time.

snowball-hurling fans in New York

Northwestern had a strong showing

had their season tickets revoked.

during the football season, and
Heisman Trophy winner

The baseball
t\onica Seles

season was short after
having just returned

returns to tennis

Eddie George once

two years after

again showed that

stabbin8

from last year's strike,

winning the big one

but fans didn't complain--they were

really does pay off. Tom Osborne's

just happy to have people out on

Nebraska Cornhuskers finished

the diamond again, enjoying

with a No. 1 ranking in the AP polls.
In the boxing ring, former

America's pastime.
The NHL experi-

heavyweight champion
Athletes prepare

enced a few shake-ups
when it became known
that Wayne Gretzky was

for (ompetition
in Atlanta for the
1990 Olympi(s

Mike Tyson made his
debut after being
released from prison

up for a possible trade. The Colo-

with a first-round KO of Peter

rado Avalanche launched their first

McNeeley. The excitement in the

season of professional play after

competitive arena geared up for the

having relocated from Quebec to

1996 Olympic Games in Atlanta.

Thougkts on...
P\js And /Ai(kael's
Peturn to basLetball
I think that if basketball is a sport
they truly enjoy, then they should
stick with it Professional athletes
may need a break from the vigor of
their sport, but I think that with all
the hype ar id with all the media
promotion, that it's just been a
mockery of the entire sport.
•
Helen Bai'on
I didn't thu k about it a lot actually.
I think Magic has a year or two of
basketball 1eft in him. He's 37 years
old and he's going to be running
himself do\vn. I think Michael
Jordan, as basketball player,
should haye played basketball all
they wayth rough. He played
baseball ly because it was a
novelty.
Warren H anson
Not everybody could have done it.
Going out with the fame that
Michael Jordan and Magic Johnson
had, the ways that they left, it
wasn't because they didn't want to
play the game anymore; they were
situations where they were forced
out, Magic Johnson is L.A.
Tyrone Phillips
It's a great asset to the NBA to have
Michael Jordan back, although I
would not like to play with Magic
Johnson because we do not know
how AIDS has progressed or anything. I know he only has HIV, but
I wouldn play with the homeboy.
Mia Romero

1kou3kts on...
Anniversar ies in tke

advances in science technology offered
hope and provided answers for many
0

World (ommunity
I think that the United Nations is
going to have to rethink why it
exists, as an organization, because
in the past few years it hasn't been
as effective as it was originally
intended to be, and the world
doesn't take it as seriously. To be
successful in the next 50 years, the
U.N. is going to have to review its
principles and practices, and possibly rewrite its charter to once again
be the effective body that was
envisioned 50 years ago.
Nate Goetz
I was in Calais when U.S. officers
came over and when Clin ton came
over to make his speech. Jacques
Chirac was there, because it was the
anniversary of the Norma ndie
invasion. I was in awe of the men
who risked their lives to f ight for
their freedom. As an Aim rican in
Europe during the comm emoration, it made me proud t o know
that we came over there nd preserved the lives of so man y people.
•
Ryan Johnson
I think the world has reall y changed
in the past 50 years, after World War
II. Even though we went through
the Korean War and Vietn am, the
world has become a mud 'i less
violent place. And now d iat the
Cold War is over, there an e other
things that the world nee( s to fix. I
think that the UN will be i more
important in the next 50 rears,
Jenn Farrell

i efl(?
•
Technology continued to astound lab were not always for the benefit of
society as scientists and medical pro- longevity or to bring an end to such
fessionals made numerous advances tragic diseases as cancer. Jedediah
in treatments and substances. Dis- Gilchrist elaborated, Some biotechcoveries and experiments ranged nological advances are good in that
from the regeneration of body parts they help to prolong human lives, but
through experimentation on mice to that doesn't mean improving the
the Hubble telescope's photograph quality of those lives. I question the
of distant galaxies to an attempt to motives of advances, like research
fight the AIDS virus by
injecting human bone

0 I question
(1 (
the quality of those

marrow with baboon

done on fats is not always done for health
concerns, but because

odvanes ... Iik.e re-

blood. • The advances

of society's emphasis
search done because

made in the research

on body image."
of society's emphasis
on body imaSe

10 10
What impact has
AIDS had on your
life, and how does
it affect our generation?

Q
A

It's affected our generation
because almost everyone
knows somebody who has
the virus. Even though it
brings it closer to home, people still act
ignorantly--they don't take precautions
when they have sex, they still use intravenous drugs, and they don't get tested
regularly. Looking at the attitudes of
teenagers and young adults, I don't see
that changing anytime soon.
I knew someone who got the virus,

and he left two sons and a wife when he
passed away, and it was so hard on his
kids, to live without their father. It was
hard for them to see him, because he
withered away in front of them.
When I was a kid, I had an operation, when they weren't really checking
blood, and they didn't know much about
AIDS, and the public knew even less.
When I got older, I was concerned. I
don't know if I had a blood transfusion,
but! went to get tested anyway, just to be
sure, because there was that chance. It
was negative, but I'm just careful. I'm not
really afraid of it, but I make sure not to
engage in any gray areas as far as that's
concerned.
•
Anadine Miskin

domestic news

Our justice system came

ecution, because he had the motive

under close scrutiny with the

to frame Simpson.

continuation of the O.J. Simpson

[vents in tke Flews

Political analysts speculated

saga. In October, after months of

on the outcome when the jury

televised courtroom
*After a court decision let her enroll in The Citadel,
a traditionally all-male military academy, Shannon
Faulkner entered the school. However, within
weeks she withdrew from the academy, citing
personal difficulties in adjusting to the demands of
the program. The all-male population rejoiced,
while women across the country speculated about
the impact the event had on women,
*The Clinton Administration pushed for reform in
the Welfare program, bringing strong opposition
from those in the system. However, both Democrats and Republicans backed Clinton's decision,
citing the massive cost of maintaining the program
as the primary need to overhaul the system.
*The Rolling Stones offered a musical perk for
computer users who purchased Windows '95. The
most recent version of the program makes computers more user-friendly.
'In a remarkable turn of events, Senator Bob
Packwood turned over his personal diaries to the
Congressional Committee that investigated allegations of sexual harassment,
'Troubles continued to plague the First Couple,
when the Whitewater Investigation continued. The
most recent development was Hillary Clinton's
subpoena after a maid found the records of the real
estate deals that had been requested earlier.

missi n3 maid

coverage, the jury found

and a te-rnatr

Orenthal James Simpson

jurors d roppin

announced after less
than four hours that it
had reached a decision.

by tk e wE'E'k.

not guilty of the mur-

The nation watched as

ders of Nicole Brown Simpson and

the decision was broadcast live, as

Ronald Goldman. The campus

was the trial in its entirety. The Los

watched closely as the former

Angeles Police Department, despite

football star once again drove down

allegations of racism, braced for

the freeway, this time as
a free man.
Many wondered

Nato I\aehn,
amerIc as most
famous kousr

possible riots. However, the nation only sat
in amazed silence that

guest

how the decision was

the Trial of the Century

reached. Marcia Clark and Christo-

had finally come to an end. Few

pher Darden seemed to have

agreed with the decision and the

presented a strong case, but

justification. Jenn Farrell explained,

Johnnie Cochran's mantra "If it

"It just confused me because I

doesn't fit, you must
Tkr glove tHat

acquit" rang in people's

didn't fit--tHe

ears when the question

prosecutions

thought the evidence
Marcia Clark presented
was strong. But with

downfaH)

of the bloody glove was
'Dr. Louis Farrakhan made the headlines once for
organizing the Million Man March in Washington,
D.C., and again for denouncing America's actions in
the Middle East to such countries as Libya and Iraq.
The Million Man March drew over 800,000 AfricanAmerican men to pledge a new dedication to
provide role models within the community.

our justice system, we

speculated. People remember the

have to have faith that it works,

allegations against Mark Fuhrman

because that's what our society is

that his obvious bigotry made him

based on, and it's lasted for over

an unreliable witness for the pros-

two hundred years."

Rabin's successor, but faced new

Once a land torn by reli-

gious, ethnic, and cultural divisions, obstacles when terrorists used

T of1d

event ~,

the Middle East witnessed historical suicide bombers to halt the converchanges in relations between states. sations in February. The bombings
Israel and Palestine
worked together to
settle the disputes over

france onducted
unde rwater
nudear tests in

brought world leaders
together for a peace
conference where they

thE' O(E'âfl

pledged a new dedica-

the Golan Heights and

[
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the West Bank, two of the Occu-

tion to promote peace. Among the

pied Territories Israel annexed in

attendants were Bill Clinton, Arafat,

1967. Unfortunately, the peaceful

and Rabin.

•
The nation commemorated the 50th anniversary
of the end of World War II, bringing up the ethical
question about whether the atomic bomb should
have been used. Whittier heard the story through
Air Force Colonel Paul Tibbets, who flew the Enola
Gay on one of the missions, The Japanese government offered a formal apology for its actions during
the war.
The United States formally announced regret for
•
its decision to participate in the Vietnam War.

Other fragile govern-

negotiations aroused

•
In the politically unstable former Soviet Union,
feelings of concern
fragile states battled for their autonomy. Chechnya
a possi bihty of
twice took Russian captives in a power play to force
the unifi cation of states in the former
among loyalists to both
Russia out of the occupied territory. In July, over
main an d (hina
10,000 soldiers were killed during Chechnya's cry
Soviet Union, particusides. Yigal Amir, a
for sovereignty. In January, Chechen rebels once
and I aiwan
larly Russia. Boris
Jewish revolutionary,
again made a move, taking over 200 people hostage
from a hospital, and demanded that Russian military
Yeltsin's popularity declined among units leave Chechnya. The standoff came down to
assassinated Israeli Prime Minister
Boris Yeltsin's decision to launch an all-out attack on
the people because of the poor
Yitzhak Rabin at a peace rally that
the rebels, resulting in more casualties.
economic situation that resulted
was being held with Rabin's politi•
In China, an international women's conference
when socialism fell to a tenuous
cal adversary Shimon Peres. The
was held. Representatives from 185 countries met
to voice opinions on topics ranging from economics
form of capitalism.
assassination shocked
and family planning to the practice of genital
fli8eria executes
However, top diplomats mutilation in some cultures.
the international comnine authors who
ments included the

munity, as one of the

criticized the

worried when Yeltsin's

Thousands of refugees caused problems for the
•
governments of Rwanda, Burundi, and Uganda as
overnment
cabinet of pro-reformists
world's leading figures
ethnic conflicts continued in Africa.
was cleared out and reshaped by
in peace negotiations was killed
•
The frighteningly realistic film Outbreak understrong supporters of the communist lined the tragedy of the Ebola virus, a disease that
precisely because of his desire to
kills within days of initial exposure. This year Ebola
system. Coming elections will
bring an end to violence. Peres
surfaced in parts of Africa, including Zaire, the Ivory
Coast, and Liberia, killing over 240 people.
determine Russia's future.
continued the peace process as

TkouSkts on...
Flatural Disasters that
What do you think of the
government shutdowns?

How have you been affected
by the shutdowns?

A

A

"Either way, the whole system of people
blaming other people, Democrat or
Republican, is just an excuse used by men
who do not competently run a government. They were elected to keep the
government going, so they better do it."
Anadine Miskin

"All offices are closed and they don't
answer the phone. If someone is trying
to join the Peace Corps, it's really hard
because of that. I was trying to apply to
the Peace Corps and I couldn't get in
because of the shutdowns."
o Catherine Stover

the run for the presidency began early,
and many guessed on the GOP's
top names

0

?<t I O fl
"I think Clinton will win--he'll be cause I'm hoping Clinton will get an•
successful in the race because of what other chance. The reason he hasn't
his administration has done in this been able to get everything done is
last term. In the Republican race, I because he doesn't have the support

Pavased the (ountry
I have a lot of relatives in the
Portland [OR] area, so it hit home.
They had just bought some property. My cousin had just bought his
first home, and it was flooded out
two weeks after he moved in. The
phone lines were down for a week,
so the family was really worried,
because we couldn't get a hold of
him to really find out how he was
doing or what was really going on.
Ryan Johnson
We're pretty used to cold weather
in Montreal, but it was really strange
for me to go from California back to
sub-zero temperatures. It's funny
to think that people here in the L.A.
area freak out when it starts to rain
and gets below 600 while people
back home have to shovel snow
three to four times a day in order to
be able to just leave their houses.
•
Vuk Miloikovic

think Dole will get the nomination in Congress," Kris Saryani explained
because of his involvement in the about the upcoming presidential
Senate. The Republicans aren't elections. • The nation watched
working together, which is going to carefully as the Iowa primaries
result in the Republicans losing showed that Bob Dole had the
ground when it comes
to the top two candi-

S (linton will
(a (
b?

5U(CE'ssfUl

i n the

people's support ,while
Texan hopeful Phil
Gramm finished with

dates. I've been thinkrace because of

only 10% of the votes.

ing a lot about it, bewhat His administration Has done in
this last term

Flying back from Christmas break, I
was the second to last flight out of
Pittsburgh before they closed the
airport. It was at the very beginning
of the winter storms, and in a
matter of a few hours there was at
least a foot of snow. It was by far
the worst snow storm I've seen in
years. My brother got almost a
week off of school, and basically
everything shut down, so nothing
could get done. No one was able to
leave their house."
•
Tyler Bardo
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In retrospect, the year was

On the opposite coast, Oregonians

full of not only heartache, but also

tried to wade out of floods that the

hope. The continuing widespread

state hadn't seen for nearly half a

use of the internet demonstrated

century. Neftegorsk, Russia was

the trend toward a
*Besides being a year of change, 1995 also brought
tales of death and tragedy. Americans wished
Christopher Reeve, best known for his portrayal of
superhero Superman in the movies, luck after his
paralysis after a horse-riding accident. Many stars
came to his aid to guarantee medical treatment, and
the actor progressed in his rehabilitation at an
alarming rate.

smaller world, and when
elementary school

t-1Iv sury ivors offer
Hope fo r eradic:ation 0f AIDS in

devastated by a 7.5
earthquake, which
added to the country's

trans fusions

children used the

economic problems.

computer on a daily basis, the

In the political arena, Newt

nation learned that it is possible to

Gingrich was named Time

'Unfortunately, the world said good-bye to enterkeep up with the rest of the world
magazine's Man of the Year, and the
tainers who had left indelible marks in the entertainin advanced education. Whittier
split between the Republican
ment industry. Actresses Lana Turner, Eva Gabor,
and Ginger Rogers left their legacies as leading
felt the impact of the
Congress and the
flewt ii n8r i
women in classic films. Gene Kelly, known for his
role in Singin' in the Rain, died in January.
'net with the introducand (olin Powell Democratic Administra'The sports world lost baseball legend Mickey
Mantle to liver failure, due to excessive drinking.
The athlete managed to receive a liver operation,
but the treatment came too late in his battle against
liver damage.

each condut

tion of Netscape, where

book, tours

the school had its own

especially during the

home page for students to access,

budget talks.

and through which to produce
*Deadheads said good-bye to their hero when Jerry
Garcia died at the age of 53. The voice that captured the hearts of the 60s generation continues to
live on, however, in the songs still played by fans
throughout the world. Mexican songstress Selena
was assassinated by a former employee, but her
music managed to live on, and succeeded not only
in Mexico, but also in America.
*The American justice system mourned the death
of a pioneering leader from the turbulent era of
Vietnam and Watergate. Warren Burger, under the
guise of Chief Justice, led the Supreme Court in
such famous decisions as Roe vs. Wade. Also a
common name in the political arena, Rose Kennedy
was finally laid to rest, after having outlived four of
her nine children.

tion remained wide,

their own home pages.

Peace abroad seemed
imminent when free elections in

The nation suffered tremen- the Middle East resulted in Yasser
dously at the hands of
(olombian presi-

Mother Nature. After a

dent under fire

relatively mild holiday

for acceptin8

season, the east coast

Arafat's official election
as Palestine's leader,
and Israel and Palestine

drug money

negotiated the status of

was bombarded with blizzards that

Golan Heights, one of the remain-

shut down airports and closed

ing occupied territories. The world

government offices after being

continued to operate despite all the

buried under several feet of snow.

changes occurring.
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